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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Deviations of care pathways

1.1.1 Care pathways

Clinical practice variation has been defined in [1] as: patients with similar diagnoses,
prognoses, and demographic status receive different levels of care depending onwhen,
where, andbywhomtheyare treated, despiteagreedanddocumentedevidenceof ‘‘best
practice’’. Clinical practice variation involves the overuse, underuse, different use, and
wasteofhealthcarepracticesandserviceswithvaryingoutcomes, includingunnecessary
medical errors, complications, increased length of stay and readmissions [2, 3]. Clinical
practice variation has affected health care costs and quality a great deal. On the one
hand, it has been estimated that between 44 000 and 98 000 people die each year from
medical errors in the United States [4]. On the other hand, health care costs have been
estimated to account for about 5 percent, 10 percent, and 17 percent of the GDP in
China, the Netherlands, and the United States in the year 2018 [5].

‘‘Reducing clinical practice variationsmeans creating uniform clinical guidelines and
order sets, reducing tests and procedures, eliminating care gaps and delivering true
interdisciplinary care,” said Donna Hopkins, RN, vice president of national healthcare
consulting firmNovia Strategies, duringawebinar hostedbyBecker’sHospital Review [6]
on December 8th, 2014. Standardized clinical procedures are useful tools to reduce
practice variation so as to achieve high-level, homogeneous health care services.

Care pathways have been regarded as one of the tools for standardizing clinical
procedures. Synonymsof carepathwayare: clinicalpathway, criticalpathway, integrated
care pathway, and care map. By 2007, more than 80% of medical institutions in the
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United States began using care pathways [7]. In later years, countries such as the United
Kingdom, Australia, Japan, and Singapore have gradually increased the use of care
pathways, and the number of diseases has been growing and has extended from acute
diseases to chronic diseases and from surgery to internal medicine [8--10]. In 1996,
Chinesehospitals began the introductionof carepathways. In 2009, thegovernment-led
care pathway pilot workwas fully launched. In 2012, the former National Population and
FamilyPlanningCommission requiredat least60carepathways foreachof the3A-degree
hospitals. As of 2015, 5,924 public hospitals have implemented care pathways [11, 12].
At the time of writing, the National Health andWellness Committee has issued a total of
more than 1212 care pathways, covering more than 30 clinical specialties, including the
common clinical andmultiple diseases [13]. Nowadays, care pathways are disseminated
and used all over the world.

A well-accepted definition of care pathways according to a literature review [14] is:
‘‘A carepathway is amethod for thepatient-caremanagementof awell-definedgroupof
patients during a well-defined period of time. A care pathway explicitly states the goals
and key elements of care based on Evidenced Based Medicine (EBM) guidelines [15],
best practice and patient expectations by facilitating the communication, coordinating
roles and sequencing the activities of the multidisciplinary care team, patients and their
relatives; by documenting, monitoring and evaluating variances; and by providing the
necessary resources and outcomes. The aim of a care pathway is to improve the quality
of care, reduce risks, increase patient satisfaction and increase the efficiency in the use
of resources’’.

A care pathway ismeant to standardize care for a specific clinical problem, procedure
or episode of care in a specific patient population. The distinction of specific populations
is usually selected due to the high risk, high volume, or high costs associated with
providing care for those populations [16]. This characteristic of the population is an
essential requirement to achieve homogeneous health care services. Care pathways are
based on national EBM guidelines and local experts’ consensus [17]. EBM guidelines
provide a set of directions or principles to assist the health care practitioner with patient
care decisions about appropriate diagnostic, therapeutic, or other clinical procedures
for specific clinical circumstances [17]. Sometimes, due to the variability of medical
resources, care pathways are tailored to local circumstances [17], which requires a
cooperative initiative of clinical experts, process participants and managers at a local
level. Consensus-based care pathways provide high-level and homogeneous health
care services. Care pathways detail the steps in the course of treatmentwith time-frames
of criteria-based progression (i.e., steps are taken if designated criteria aremet) [18]. The
detailed course provides operational guidance for communication, coordination, and
implementation.
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Table 1.1: Perspectives of deviations.

Activity Outcome Cause

• control-flow

• time

• data

• positive

• negative

• disease progression

• patients’ demand

• medical staff

• hospital system fac-
tors

1.1.2 Deviations

Thoughcarepathways are striving to reduce clinical practice variationbyembedding
best practice and providing operational plans, clinical practice variation will persist
due to the complexity of medical knowledge and unexpected events in specific
patients [2]. Differences with respect to anticipated care pathways have been called
deviations [19, 20]. On the one hand, deviations from evidence-based pathways might
indicate sub-optimal care [21, 22]; on the other hand, necessary degree of freedom is
allowed to happen to address the needs of personal care better [21]. It has been a
consensus that deviations for justified medical reasons are allowed [21].

Collecting the variation during the care pathway’s execution has been identified as a
major task inPlan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycles in themanagementof carepathways [23].
Checking deviations fits in the check step in the PDCA cycle. It provides a basis for
evaluation, as well as feedback for improvement. In the study of Hyett et al. [20],
checking deviations enabled the identification of a delay to postoperative removal of
the urethral catheter. As a result, changes in practice and protocols were recommended
to clinicians, such as the removal of urethral catheters at midnight instead of 06:00 the
following morning. In the study of Mans et al. [24], it was shown that better results
were achieved when restricting the pathway implementation to patients younger than
70. Table 1.1 lists multiple perspectives recognized in the academic literature. Activity,
outcome and cause are three aspects, which have different detailed perspectives.

Deviations at the activity aspect include the control-flow, time, and dataperspectives.
Control-flowperspective concerns activities themselves and their ordering [25, 26], such
as omission, addition, substitution [19, 21, 27, 28]. Omissionsmean that the care pathway
prescribes an activity, but the activity was not performed. For example, the diabetic care
pathway recommends a referral to an appropriate specialist for diabetic nephropathy
patients. However, it may happen that such patients did not receive any referral
record [28]. Additions mean that the care pathway does not prescribe some activities,
but the clinician performed them. Substitutions mean that a care pathway prescribes
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an activity, and the clinician performed some activities, but not according to the care
pathway. For example, as described in the study of Mei et al. [28], the diabetic care
pathway recommends using Metformin for overweight diabetic patients. However, in
practice, Sulfonylurea may be prescribed by the clinician [28].

The time perspective concerns time-related constraints on activities [29], e.g., a
registration activity needs to be followed by decision activity within 30 days. The
data perspective [29] concerns variables associated with the activities. These variables
determine routing decisions or they influence the activity itself. As an example of the
latter, consider a medication activity that relates to a maximum dosage. A deviation
on data perspective is a higher dosage than the prescription suggested by the activity
name.

Deviations at the outcome aspect are when patients failed to meet the ‘‘goals’’ or
expectations stated in the care pathways [27, 30]. They are also called ‘‘variance’’ in
[27]. They can be further divided into reasonable/unreasonable, avoidable/unavoidable
or positive/negative perspectives. Positive deviations mean outcomes achieved earlier
than expected or interventions that produce a better result than anticipated; Negative
deviations refer to situations when outcomes are suboptimal in terms of time or clinical
quality [27].

The cause aspect concerns what has caused the deviations. The causes are
summarized as follows: disease progression factors, patient demand factors, medical
staff factors, hospital system factors and others [3, 31--34]. Disease progression factors
refer to medical reasons [17], such as severity, complexity of the disease, or the patient
shows specific conditions not foreseen. Such examples are preoperative nutritional
support, correction of anemia [31] and allergies to contrast agents [32]. Patient demand
factors refer to the patient’s needs, mental state, and so on. For example, due to
economic reasons, patients can be discharged earlier. Medical staff factors are related
to medical staff’s work attitude, technical level, doctor-patient communication skills,
etc. Hospital system factors refer to the communication, coordination of obstacles
between the various departments of the hospital system, or insufficient resources. As
an example of a resource related deviation, consider the case where some laboratory
instrument (prescribed by the care pathway) is missing due to technical issues. In this
example, operations may also be canceled because of lack of staff or equipment [34].
Such operation cancellations may in turn trigger deviations at other levels.
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1.2. Automatic deviation-checking techniques

1.2 Automatic deviation-checking techniques

In the early stages of using care pathways, deviations management mainly involved
manual work [33, 35, 36]. Such approaches not only increase medical staff’s workload
but also make it difficult to get high-quality data. As information and communication
technologies are being widely used in hospitals, deviation-checking techniques have
in the meantime been developed towards automated ways. Based on the time of
checking, namely run-time or post prior, the techniques are divided into prospective
and retrospective approaches [27].

1.2.1 Prospective approach

Prospective approaches use computer applications to check deviations automat-
ically [21, 37]. Such computer applications are designed to collect deviations in a
structured and consistent manner for accurate reporting and analysis. One of the
difficulties of a prospective system is that clinicians need to explicitly define/monitor
criteria that a deviation happens. As a care pathway allowsmultiple different executions
expressed by multiple decision points or even exceptional situations, the candidate
deviations are numerous. Therefore, defining the comprehensive lists of deviations is
too labor-intensive. Moreover, it requires too much clinicians’ effort.

The Care Pathway Management System (CPMS) [38] is one well-document example
of prospective system. ACPMScontains threemodules: a carepathway templates editor,
a care pathway executor, and a care pathway analyzer. The care pathway templates
editor enables clinicians to provide input, and revise the template (i.e., the content of
care pathways, which include phases, groups of medical orders, dosage, and so on).
Then these templates are uploaded to the care pathway executor. When a patient is
receiving care based on a care pathway, a doctor firstly selects a specific template in
the care pathway executor. Once initiated, the content of the care pathway is loaded
so that the doctor can give the patient care according to the template. Deviations are
monitored by the care pathway executor. When a care activity is ordered that is out of
the scope of the template, the associated information (which order, when, and other
information) is recorded automatically. When a doctor decides to skip somemandatory
activities, the skipped activities are recognized as omissions. The care pathway analyzer
provides summaries about deviations. Clinicians or nurses are required to fill in or select
(from a pre-filled list of causes) the cause of each deviation. This work is performed at
run-time or after an interval (for example, when a phase is completed). To facilitate
analyzing those deviations, their causes need to be attached.

Even though computerized deviation detection has facilitated recording deviations
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automatically, medical staff still needs to input associated information (like the source
of the deviation) manually. This time-consuming and laborious work often adds to
the workload of already heavily-burdened medical staff. As a result, the recorded
data have low completion rate, lack of objectiveness, and low quality. Accordingly,
many organizations have abandoned this style of deviations reporting [23] because the
process is too tricky.

1.2.2 Retrospective approach

Retrospective approaches check deviations after the completion of a care pathway.
During a patient’s stay at a care unit, data capturing the activities along or around
the care pathways’ execution are recorded in the patient historical data (medical
chart, medical record, etc.). These data enable automated deviation checking in a
cost-efficient manner. Based on the formalisms used in representing care pathways,
the automated retrospective deviation-checking methods can be divided into rule-
based and process-based. The difference lies in the modeling language they exploit.
Rule-based languages such as clinical guidelines expression languages and logic rules
largely focus on individual points of care. In contrast, process-based methods exploit
languages focusing on procedural aspects, such as inter-organizational communication
and resource management.

Rule-basedmethods

Within the rule-based spectrum of methods, there are logic rules and clinical
guideline modeling languages [39]. De Leoni et al. in [40] modeled care pathways by
decomposing them into computational logic rules [41], temporal logic rules [42] and
guidelinemodeling representations. Medical recordswere translated into logical facts or
statements. By comparing the logical facts with the rules in a rule engine, deviations are
detected. Li et al. in [43] modeled temporal and data preconditions of the care activities
in carepathwayusingFirst-Order Linear Temporal Logic (FO-LTL) [44]. Then themodeled
ruleswere translated into automatons to detect deviations in ElectronicMedical Records
(EMR) records. Anexample rule is ‘‘after usingangiotensin-convertingenzyme inhibitors,
if k rises to larger than 5.5, check for the use of potassium-sparing diuretics and stop’’.
One limitation of FO-LTL is that interval temporal logic can not be represented. In total,
22 rules were defined in this study. In the study of Advani et al. [45], a Quality Indicator
Language (QUIL) is defined to measure guideline adherence automatically. QUIL allows
temporal constraints and alternative relations to be represented. However, neither
computational rules nor guideline formalisms succeed in representing point-of-care
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Table 1.2:Overview of process-based deviation checking techniques.

Modeling formal-
ism

Method Results Authors

HMM and FO-LTL

Aligning events in a log trace with
HMM based on maximum level of
alignment between the log trace
and a HMM model, and comparing
for the difference.

Able to check additions,
omissionsandviolatedcon-
straints.

[46]

Activities sets
Comparing the recorded activities
and a prescribed activities in a same
time interval.

Able to check additions,
omissions.

[22]

Extended
flowcharts

Aligning events in a log trace with
the care pathway model based on
minimum deviation cost, and com-
paring for the difference.

Able to check additions,
omissions.

[21]

Directed graphs Not-documented.
Able to find matched activ-
ities.

[19]

BPMNmodel Conformance checking of Petri net.
Possible to check omis-
sions, additions.

[47]

constraints concisely. As care pathways could contain a large number of care activities
and alternatives, modeling all of the constraints of the care pathway into single rules
takes enormous effort. Therefore, the rule-based approaches are much more suitable
for checking the deviations that are known a priori.

Process-basedmethods

In the process-based approach, a care pathway is modeled holistically [21]. In
general, the collection of the relevant flowcharts and algorithmic specifications is called
a model. Various modeling formalisms have been developed to compare against the
observed behavior for deviation checking. Table 1.2 summarizes the studies relying on
process-based methods.

Li et al. in [46] modeled a care pathway by means of a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), which contains a set of care stages. In each care stage, a set of care pathway
activities and constraints were defined. Patient historical data were extracted from
EMR. These data were extracted from EMR and transformed into a log trace, i.e. a list
of events, each of which represents an activity being performed. As a first step to
obtain a maximum degree of alignment between a log trace and an HMM model, the
Baum-Welch and Viterbi algorithms [48] were used to train the HMM model so that a
maximized probability of a log trace adherence is obtained. The output of this step is
that each event in the log trace is attached to a certain stage. The second step is to
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compare the events with the activities from the HMM in the same stage. Events that are
in the log trace but absent in the model are additions; activities that are in the HMM
but absent in the log trace are omissions; events that have corresponding activities are
adherence events. The third step is to check deviations that violate the constraints of
adherence events. FO-LTL is used to represent the constraints. In total, this study could
find three types of deviations: additions, omissions and violated adherence events.
The limitation of this study is that HMM allows for modeling non-ordered, mandatory
activities in only one stage. The assumption that care pathway contains one big stage
in which only non-ordered and mandatory activities are present is too ideal for real-life
care pathways.

Konrad et al. in [22] modeled a care pathway as a sequence of parallel activity
sets, each of which contains care activities occurring in a time interval. Intervals are
not necessarily uniform and corresponds to a logical pattern of care. To obtain patient
historical data, Health Level Seven messages from the Hospital Information Systems
were extracted and further transformed into log traces. A 24-hour span was used to
partition events in a log trace. By comparing the events and the care activities in the
time interval, deviations are revealed. If an event appears additionally compared to
the prescribed care activities in one parallel activity set, it is recognized as an addition.
Likewise, a care activity that is missing in the events is recognized as an omission. The
limitation of this study is that parallel activity sets only allow modeling non-ordered,
mandatory activities in a certain time interval. Thus, their modeling representation for
care pathways is not able to representmore advanced semantics of care pathways, such
as alternatives and optional activities that are allowed multiple times.

Van de Klundert in [21] defined their own formalism to represent care pathways. The
formalism is akin to a flowchart, which allows for precedence relations among activities
and for mutually exclusive branched routes. Besides the typical semantics of flowcharts,
unordered relations among care activities were defined as parallel activity sets. On the
patient’s historical data perspective, Van de Klundert in [21] used a patient trajectory
to represent a list of registered care events for a patient. Different from log traces,
a patient trajectory allows events to be within a specific time span instead of strictly
sequential. An aligning step is performed to find from all the feasible realizations of care
pathway a reference (the most resembling) realization (namely execution) for a given
trajectory. Measurement of the level of resemblance is total cost over all themismatches
between the trajectory and a realization. Thus, the alignment step is formalized as
finding the realization that minimizes the total cost of mismatches. Comparing the
realization and the trajectory, the unmatched activities in the selected realization are
omissions; the unmatched events in the trajectory are additions. For a single realization
of a care pathway, there are already multiple ways of aligning it to a given trajectory.
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Among all the possible ways, the way that has minimum total cost can be obtained by
techniques in sequence alignment algorithms developed in molecular biology [49]. A
care pathway contains multiple feasible realizations, and their number could be very
large or even infinite. Theoretically, the realization with genuinely minimum cost can
be found by enumerating all the feasible realizations, computing the minimum cost
for each realization, and choosing the one realization with the overall minimum cost.
Enumerating exhaustively is effort-intensive, especially when a care pathway contains
multiple choices, like unordered care activities. This study does not apply to care
pathways for which the number of feasible choices exceeds 10.

Ainsworth et al. in [19] modeled care pathways as directed graphs, where each node
in the directed graph represents a care activity and the edges between nodes represent
allowed transitions. Besides the basic semantics of directed graphs, complex relations
between care activities are permitted by logical operators AND, OR, NOT and nested
statements. Validity conditions are further attached to transitions, such as a certain
value being equal, less than, higher than or falls within a range. This workmentioned the
best possible fit between the observed and expected behaviors to deal with incomplete
data. For a given log trace, this study states that it can show the count of matches to
each activity, count ofmatches per patient and time-related information. Unfortunately,
this work doesn’t present in detail how the counts were calculated. Instead, it states
that it relies on high quality data to produce meaningful results.

Kirchner et al. in [47] modeled a liver transplantation pathway in BPMN. Then,
the care pathway model in BPMN was translated into Petri nets. The conformance
checking technique of Petri nets [50] was applied to check deviations betweenmodeled
behavior andobservedbehavior. However, this studyonlypresentedhowmanypatients
underwent certain paths in the care pathway. Deviations were not investigated.

Summary

The essence of process-based deviation checking is an automatic comparison
between the observed andmodeled behavior. The foundation of the comparison is that
observed and modeled behavior is aligned according to a certain frame of reference.
Konrad et al. in [22] used a timeline (e.g., a very specific time interval) as the frame of
reference such that activity from the observed part could relate to the corresponding
activity. However, timeline is impractical as a frame of reference due to temporal
constraints in care pathways being loose instead of accurate and explicit.

The studies in [21, 46, 47] present the other frame of reference for aligning the
observed behavior and care pathways, namely the activity level. Aligning on activity
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level is based on the assumption that the observed behavior has a reference execution
of the model under some circumstances. A well-accepted philosophy is that the
reference should be the most closely relating one, based on the principle of Occam’s
razor ‘‘the most parsimonious explanation is preferable’’ [51]. In the context of
this thesis, namely deviation analysis, the assumption is that clinicians only deviate
when necessary. Therefore, by finding the most resembling behavior of care pathway
(referenceexecution), deviations canbe revealed throughchecking the real-lifebehavior
against the reference execution.

On an activity level, finding the reference (modeled) behavior of a given observed
behavior means aligning activities of the two parts at a maximum resemblance level.
Since there are many activities on the observed part, and many activities on the model
part, aligning on activity level is also calledmany-to-manymapping in the study of [46].
Solving the many-to-many mapping is interpreted as an optimization problem, like the
maximum probability in [46], minimum deviation cost in [21], and optimal alignments
in [47, 52].

Simple formalisms are easier for alignment. However, they are not capable of
representing complex care pathway structures. For instance, HMM [46] and activity
sets [22] regard care pathways as sequential sets, and hence cannot support alternative
relations and recursions. Flowcharts [21], directed graph [19] and BPMN models [47]
allow modeling more complex structures, involving loops, alternatives, parallelism and
even partial orders. Their underlying algorithms solving the many-to-many mapping
are more complex and suffer from high computational complexity. These options for
representing care pathways are discussed in Chapter 2.

1.3 Challenges

To achieve a high-level and homogeneous service of care pathways, analyzing
deviations plays a major role in the PDCA cycles of the care pathway management.
Prospectively checkingdeviations suffers from labor-intensiveness, lowcompletion rate,
lack of objectiveness, and lowquality. In contrast, retrospectivemethods using historical
datahasbecomeamainchoicebecauseof itshighefficiencyand lowcost. In thebusiness
domain, conformance checking takes the historical data and an entire model as input,
and outputs the comprehensive non-conforming behavior on activity-level. Due to its
cost-efficient and powerful checking capability, it is regarded as the state-of-art. In this
dissertation, we aim to apply the philosophy of conformance checking in the deviation
analysis of care pathways on historical data.

The first challenge is the modeling formalism selection to represent care pathways.
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The formalism should have the ability to facilitate communication and coordination 
among clinicians in a standard and well-documented way. The essence of conformance 
checking is to find the reference execution of the care pathway, so the ability to allow 
exploring all possible behavior is another feature. Besides, expressiveness and the 
support of procedural descriptions should be considered in the modeling selection.

The underlying principle of conformance checking is computing optimal alignments, 
which is an NP-hard problem (non-deterministic polynomial-time hardness) [29, 53]. 
The purpose of computing optimal alignments is to find a reference execution of the 
model for a given log trace. Care pathways often contain multiple decision points 
or concurrent subprocesses, they result in a very large set of allowed executions of a 
care pathway. Moreover, comparing to one reference execution, the log trace could 
have missing, redundant, and dislocated events. Thus, a log trace corresponds to an 
exponential number of candidate executions [54]. The computational complexity of 
computing optimal alignments is high. Though some heuristic strategies [52, 55--57] 
have been used, there is loss of optimality when the efficiency is improved. Therefore, 
achieving both optimality and efficiency is another challenge.

Checking deviations is the check step of the PDCA cycles. A following step 
is to analyze the deviations for their causes or outcomes, avoidable/unavoidable, 
positive/negative, etc. In analytical studies [58], researchers have long focused on 
quantifying a relationship or association between two variables: an exposure and an 
outcome. Taking a deviation as an exposure and other patient variables as outcomes, 
it is worth trying to establish the relationship between deviations and possible patient 
variables. The relationships or associations can be validated further to provide practical 
and operational improvements. The quantifying analysis requires massive and group-
based data. However, the deviations found by optimal alignments search techniques are 
at an individual level, i.e., single patient level. There is a great diversity among deviations 
from multiple individual optimal alignments. Such diversity raises the challenge of 
grouping deviations meaningful to support analysis about the severity and frequency 
of deviations.

1.4 Research questions

Based upon the challenges described in the previous section, the topic of this 
dissertation is deviations analysis using optimal alignments. The central research 
question is (see Figure 1.1):
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How can the optimal alignments between the observed behavior and care pathways be 
used in deviations analysis?

This central research question is divided into six sub-questions organized around 
the three above-mentioned challenges. The first research question RQ1 focuses on the 
selection of a modeling formalism to represent care pathways.

RQ1 What is a proper modeling formalism to represent care pathways?

One feature of the selected modeling formalism is supporting the exploration of all 
the possible behaviors of the care pathway model, from which a reference execution 
regarding the given log trace can be selected. The second research question concerns 
a representation that is able to represent all the possible behaviors of a care pathway 
model. Such a modeling formalism should ease the computation of the optimal 
alignments.

RQ2 What is a proper and convenient representation that is able to represent all the possible 
behaviors of a care pathway model on the activity level?

As there are still optimality and efficiency issues in computing optimal alignments, 
the third, fourth and fifth research questions (RQ3, RQ4, and RQ5) address these issues 
at a general theoretical level and address the issues specific to care pathways. As in other 
artificial intelligence domains, heuristic search strategies have achieved efficiency in 
searching the lowest-cost path while also keeping optimality guarantees, RQ3 explores 
whether the optimal alignments can be modeled into the lowest-cost paths in a special 
purpose search space.

RQ3 Can the optimal alignments be modeled as the lowest-cost paths?

Under the assumption that optimal alignments are equivalent to the lowest-cost 
paths, RQ4 focuses on the implementation of the computation. In solving the lowest-
cost path search problems, informed best-first algorithms [59] only sprout candidate 
paths with the highest merit based on heuristic information. These algorithms achieves 
efficiency in finding the lowest-cost paths compared to the exhaustive searching. The A* 
algorithm is regarded as the best in terms of both optimality and efficiency among those 
best-first algorithms [60]. To apply the A* algorithm in computing optimal alignments, 
RQ4 is formulated as follows.
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RQ4How to implement the A* algorithm for the optimal alignments?

The efficiency of computing optimal alignments is important for the support of
deviations analysis based on large-scale historical data. Task-time matrix care pathways
are commonly used in practice, which containmany parallel paths andwhose execution
spaces have a large size. Taking an execution space as two dimensions, the direction
towards the termination state is one dimension, i.e. depth, and other dimension breadth
is the quantity of allowed process traces. To find the reference execution for a given log
trace, both the depth and the breadth should be explored thoroughly. By default, the
A* algorithm sprouts for one edge in one node expansion. Moreover, the A* algorithm
is breadth-first. These two features lead to the issue that to reach a certain place
in the depth dimension, much effort has to be spent on the breadth first. Besides,
the generation of the execution spaces also takes substantial effort. Altogether, they
demand high computational complexity for computing optimal alignments for care
pathways with many parallel paths. RQ5 focuses on the efficiency of computation for
one special type of care pathway, which contains many parallel paths.

RQ5 Can the efficiency of computing optimal alignments be improved when the care
pathwaymodel involves many parallel paths?

To apply the association analysis method originated from the analytical studies,
deviations found by the optimal alignments need to be grouped. There is a big variety
regarding the the name, the type and the location for deviations among multiple
patients’ optimal alignments. RQ6 is formulated as follows.

RQ6Howcandeviations detected by optimal alignments be grouped to support association
analysis of deviations?

1.5 Methodology

The research methodology followed to answer the research questions posed in the
previous section, is defined around three studies.

In the first study (Chapter 2), RQ1 and RQ2 are answered. It presents the selection of
amodeling formalism for care pathways, a new concept execution spaces definition, and
demonstration of the transformation of BPMNmodels into execution spaces is possible
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Figure 1.1: The relationship between the research questions and chapters of this thesis.

using existing execution semantics. The selection of BPMN as ourmodeling formalism is
based on a literature view of the existingmodeling languages and a comparison against
the four selection criteria we summarized. To increase the generalization, we propose
the concept of execution spaces based on transition systems, which are generic to almost
all the process languages with execution semantics [61]. Finally, we demonstrate that
the transformation of a BPMNmodel into an execution space is applicable using existing
BPMN execution semantics.

The second study concerns the computation of optimal alignments with optimality
and efficiency using the execution spaces defined in the first study. The second study
contains three sub-studies to answer the RQ3, RQ4, and RQ5, which correspond to
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 respectively.

To answer RQ3 (Chapter 3), by analyzing and comparing the characteristics of the
naive replay and lowest-cost path search problems, we propose a coordinate system-
based search space, which is a graph-based space and allows the naive replay. Then,
a mathematical formulation involving the cost of an alignment and the number of
synchronous moves can be derived using the coordinate system. Then, we analyze
under what conditions the lowest-cost paths among all have the maximal number of
synchronous moves. These conditions are validated by a theoretical proof.

To answer RQ4 (Chapter 4), by studying the A* algorithm, we identified two key
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steps (node expansion and cost function definition) to be implemented in the context
of the coordinate system search space. The cost function needs to fulfill the admissibility
and consistency principles [59]. The definition of the cost function is proposed based
on the two principles in combination with the coordinate system. A set of experiments
were carried out to evaluate the optimality and efficiency.

To answer RQ5 (Chapter 5), we abandoned the default small-step node expansion of
A* algorithm. Instead, we propose a big-step node expansion, in which multiple edges
are sprouted per node expansion. It enables the exploration on the depth is performed
in a dramatic way making it possible to speed up the computation. This method does
not require a fully executed process model. It can take an half-executed model and
let the execution be driven by the given log trace. It can further save the effort of
generating execution spaces. To realize this idea, we proposed a half-executed process
formalism, i.e., Gateway-pair models, specially for Task-time matrix care pathways. This
method is evaluated via an experiment and a case study.

The third study (Chapter 6) focuses on analyzing the deviations detected by
optimal alignments. Grouping deviations frommultiple individual optimal alignments is
challengingduetothevarietyof locationsandtypes thatadeviationmayhave. Toanswer
RQ6, we attempted to discovery a process structure out of themultiple alignments. The
newly discovered structure can be used as an anchor to locate deviations. We extend
existing techniques of workflow mining in the sense that duplicate activities, especially
duplicate deviations of type omission, are mined. With the discovered structure, the
presence or absence of groups for a particular deviation can be easily identified. Then,
association analysis is able to be performed on the comparative groups. This method is
validated using a real-life case study.

1.6 Thesis structure

Figure 1.1 provides an overview of the structure of the rest of this dissertation and
the relationship between the research questions and chapters.

• Chapter 2 presents the selection of a modeling formalism, i.e. BPMN, for care
pathways, the definition of a new concept execution spaces, and demonstration
of the transformation of BPMN models into execution spaces is possible using
existing execution semantics.

• Chapter 3 formalizes a coordinate system-based search space with a rigorous
theoreticalproof that thecost-leastpathsareequivalent to theoptimalalignments.

• Chapter 4 implements the A* algorithm in the computation of the optimal
alignments in the coordinate system-based search space.
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• Chapter 5 presents a method with improved efficiency in computing optimal
alignments for care pathways with many parallel paths.

• Chapter 6 presents the grouping of deviations found by optimal alignments and
the association analysis of the grouped deviations.

• Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by summarizing its major contributions and
discussing the implication for future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Care pathways representations

In this chapter, we study the representation of care pathways in computerized
formats. The selection of modeling formalisms should consider not only the expres-
siveness but also the ease of use and executability. After comparing various modeling
formalisms from the business process and medical informatics domains, we choose
BPMN to represent care pathways. The comparison is presented in Section 2.1, where
we also discuss the reasons for choosing BPMN. In Section 2.2, we study the mapping
between care pathway concepts to BPMN constructs. The intuitive BPMN language is
not ideal for direct use in the computation-intensive alignments analysis. To broaden
the applicability, in Section 2.3, we propose the concept of execution spaces based on
transition systems, which are generic to almost all the process languages with execution
semantics [61]. In Section 2.4, we demonstrate that the transformation of a BPMNmodel
into an execution space is feasible using existing BPMNexecution semantics. Section 2.5
concludes this chapter.

2.1 Modeling formalisms

InSection1.2.2,wehavecomparedtheprocess-basedvs. the rule-basedapproach for
deviations checkingof carepathways. As theprocess-basedapproachhas theadvantage
of being cost-effective and comprehensive, process-based modeling languages are our
candidates.

Three features are identified as the selection criteria: expressiveness, usability, and
executability.

• Expressiveness is the breadth of ideas that can be represented and communicated
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in a language [62], which refers to the richness and the level of detail that language
supports. This is especially important for care pathways having complex medical
knowledge. The modeling language should be able to support variegated care
pathway concepts, such as decision points that might require expert judgment,
multiple possible exceptional situations that might require special handling,
multiple care units thatmight beperformed concurrently, and some care activities
requiring repetitions.

• Usability is whether and how the structures and features that are supported by
the modeling language match the needs of the domain of the system being
modeled, and how much this helps in having a more natural mapping between
the model and the system [63]. A modeling language with good usability should
allow the domain experts, in particular the doctors, to discuss, refine, and enhance
care pathways in a guided, common and well documented way. Graphic-based
languages tend to express the nature of the processes visually and quickly.
Educating/communicating is very important in the context of consenting to a
care pathway [17], where clinicians’ resistance might be due to not knowing
or not being familiar with the best-practice evidence. The easy-to-use feature
aims to facilitate communication and coordination roles and activities within and
between multidisciplinary teams [64--67].

• Executability refers to the model being executable in the sense that observed
historical patient data could be aligned to the multiple paths that the model
allowed.

Themedical informatics community has focused on expressingmedical knowledge,
i.e., clinical practice guidelines, in a formal way. The business community has developed
workflowmodeling languages primarily for modeling and enacting business processes.
The possibility of using them in clinical settings is actively studied [68, 69]. We compare
guideline modeling languages, also called TNLs [39] and common workflow modeling
languages: Petri nets [70], YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language) [71], and BPMN [72].

2.1.1 TNLs

Mesh defines ‘‘clinical practice guideline’’ as work consisting of a set of directions
or principles to assist the health care practitioner with patient care decisions about
appropriate diagnostic, therapeutic, or other clinical procedures for specific clinical
circumstances [73]. The clinical guideline literature relies heavily on TNLs. The core
goal is to express clinical knowledge formally, interpret situations, reason and, provide
decision support during diagnosis and treatment.
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As a review identified [74], a unifying feature of the TNLs (Asbru, EON, GLIF, GUIDE,
PRODIGY, and PROforma) is that they represent clinical guidelines in the form of a
guideline plan. These plans include decisions, actions, or hierarchically decomposed
sub-plans of the guideline and their relationships. Notably, TNLs support sequential,
parallel, cyclical, and iterative plan components, which are fairly close to traditional
workflow languages [39, 74, 75]. In the literature summary [68], TNLs were found to
express 43 flow structures. Thus, the expressiveness of TNLs is high.

In terms of usability, although there are tools for visual representations of TNLs’
plans [39], the notations used in TNLs are far from intuitive from the end user’s
perspective [64]. For instance, the visualization tool for Asbru only supports part of
concepts in a graphical manner. The rest concepts are specified by text (selected
from a drop-down list in the tool). All the concepts of Asbru are represented in Asbru
Syntax [76], which is similar to XML syntax. Thus, usability is relatively low. In terms of
executability, most TNLs are executable. Taking Proforma as an example, it has been
successfully used to build and deploy a range of decision-support systems, guidelines
and other clinical applications [77]. The execution agent contains two parts: decision-
making and execution. The decision-making part takes into account a set of patient
data, infers the problem and candidates solutions; then, a therapy plan is decided upon
a doctor, an action is scheduled and executed, which causes changes in the patient
state; then the agent goes back to decision-making part to infer. The execution is a
cyclic model that produces a sequence of decision-making and execution steps. Care
pathways concern operational steps, in which medical knowledge reasoning only plays
a supporting role. Thus, the importance of formalizing the decision making details,
especially for conformance checking, is relatively low.

2.1.2 Petri nets

A Petri net is a formal representation of a process using two kinds of nodes:
places and transitions. Places represent conditions, and transitions represent events.
A transition node has a certain number of input and output places representing
the preconditions and post-conditions of the event. Petri nets support concurrent,
asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic and stochastic structures [61].

Various analysis techniques [78--80] have been developed to simulate, enact, and
investigate behavioral properties. Thus, the executability of Petri nets for conformance
checking is well-established.

Classical Petri nets have simple yet intuitive graphical notations, so the usability
is acceptable for simple cases. However, classical Petri nets are unable to express
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several complex behaviors, such as wait-and-see synchronization [80], cancellation, and
priority [52], and time events. Extensions of classical Petri nets have been developed
to increase their expressiveness, such as Petri nets with reset/inhibitor constructs [52],
Time Petri nets [81]. However, these extensions decrease the usability for non-expert
users. For example, Petri nets with reset/inhibitor constructs add reset and inhibitor arcs
to classical Petri nets. A reset arc connecting a place to a transition removes all tokens
from the place when the transition fires regardless of the number of tokens originally
existing in the place; an inhibitor arc connecting a place to a transition does not allow
the transition to fire if there is still a token in the place. Thus, the extensions of Petri
nets achieve expressiveness at the price of sacrificing usability, especially for non-expert
users (e.g. clinicians) [64].

2.1.3 YAWL

YAWL is a process modeling language based on Petri nets, yet directly supports
complex workflow patterns, such as advanced branching and synchronization (e.g.,
OR-split, OR-join), multiple instances, and cancellation patterns. YAWL inherits the
advantage of Petri net-based languages, such as formal semantics and an abundance of
analysis techniques. Though YAWL has enhanced expression capabilities and improved
usability, its usability is still not as good as BPMN, evidenced by adoption levels and
availability of tools [82].

2.1.4 BPMN

The BPMN is a widely accepted business modeling language for process modeling
and automation. BPMN provides a comprehensive set of elements to express flow
behavior, such as alternatives/synchronization, exceptions, parallelism, and loops.
BPMN is graphical and relatively close to an intuitive understanding of process flow. It
underpins the communication and coordination purposes of care pathways. BPMN is
an imperative language, which describes care pathways in a process-based manner.

BPMN does not have official formal execution semantics, its execution semantics are
described informally (textually) in the official specification of the BPMN language [72].
However, it has awell-definedmetamodel uponwhich various researchers [83, 84] have
based formal execution semantics.

A comparison between BPMN and PROforma confirms that BPMNmeets the require-
ments of the health care domain [39]. Binder et al. in [75] decided to favor BPMN as
a modeling language for re-expressing formally the mostly verbal medical guidelines.
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Moreover, BPMN is defined as an official ISO standard [85]. As shown in Table 2.1, a
comparison of the results of the three criteria favors BPMN as our modeling language.

Table 2.1: Comparison between modeling languages.

Expressiveness Usability Executability
TNLs +++ + +
Petri nets +++ + +++
YAWL +++ ++ +++
BPMN +++ +++ +++

2.2 Modeling care pathways in BPMN

2.2.1 Care pathways classification

In general, healthcare processes are denoted as a diagnostic-therapeutic cycle
comprising observation, reasoning and action [17]. Based on the level of predictability
of a care pathway, Vanhaecht et al. described three coordinate mechanisms: chain
models, hub models, and web models [86]. For instance, chain models are used for
high predictability care processes with a high level of agreement between the team
members; hub models are used for the care processes in which a case manager leads
the organization; web models are used for the care processes where it is necessary to
have daily teammeetings.

Predictability also relates to the high degree of variability, non-repetitive character,
and ad hoc character of healthcare processes [87]. Those characteristics results in
uncertainty describing which activities need to be executed and in which order. The
level of order uncertainty of a care pathway relates to the degree of non-determinism
concerning the execution order of activities. Based on the level of order uncertainty,
care pathways are classified into three types: typical control flow, task-time matrix, and
web-basedmodel as shown in Figure 2.1, which is adapted from [86].

Typical control flow depicts care pathways with a relatively low level of order
uncertainty. Typical control flow care pathways are similar to finite state machines of
activities. For this type, the difference between patients is relatively small, and the
treatment method is relatively certain, such as surgical disease, elective surgery or
chemotherapy process.

Task-time matrices, also called Gantt Charts depict care processes with a relatively
high level of order uncertainty. Task-time matrices have clear milestones/phases in
their progression. In each phase, the orders between activities are not always explicitly
specified [88]. So the level of order uncertainty is higher than the typical control flow.
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Figure 2.1: Classifying three types of care pathway models.

Diseases relating to this type include internal medicine, rehabilitation, psychiatry, and
palliative care [89]. The granularity of the timing will mostly be day by day. For some
more critical care processes, half days or hour by hourwill be used to describe the timing
of the process.

The web-based model has the highest level of order uncertainty. Patients with a
complicated admission diagnosis or several important co-morbidities fall into a web-
basedmodel. Care pathways for processes withweb-basedmodel nature are very rare in
literature due to the limited operational capability in practice. So these models are left
out of the scope of this dissertation.

2.2.2 Mapping care pathway concepts to BPMN constructs

In this section, the mapping between care pathway concepts and BPMN constructs
is presented. In the official specification of BPMN [72], three basic types are given:
Processes (Orchestration), Collaborations, and Choreographies. A BPMN Process model
uses a graph of constructs in an organization to carry out a specific piece of work [72].
A Collaboration is a collection of participants (Pools), their interactions and may also
include BPMN Processes within Pools and/or Choreographies between the Pools.
A Choreography is a type of process, but differs in purpose and behavior from a
BPMN Process in the sense that it formalizes the way business participants coordinate
their interactions. A Choreography is an extended type of Collaboration. Both
Collaborations and Choreographies mainly relate to the flow of an organization’s
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business collaborations. As they do not add descriptive power in the control flows of
care pathways, we omit them from further consideration.

The constructs supportedbyBPMNProcess include flowobjects, connectingobjects,
swim-lanes, and artifacts.

Flow objects

An Activity in BPMN is work that is performed [72] in the Process. An activity
can be atomic (a Task) or non-atomic (a Sub-Process). A Task is what an end-user or
application performs, which is called execute a Task. A Sub-Process is anActivitywhich
embeds its internal behavior usingActivities,Gateways, Events, and Sequence Flows.

An Event is something that happens and affects the flow of the Process. Start, End,
and Intermediate are three types of Events based on the associated state.

Gateways are used to control how Sequence Flows converge and diverge. Based
on the role of Gateway, they can be partitioned in: Exclusive, Parallel, and various other
flavors, todistinguish concurrency relatedconstructs fromchoice relatedconstructs [72].

Connecting objects

Connecting objects are used to connect the flow objects to each other or to other
information. Three Connecting Objects are supported in BPMN: Sequence Flow defines
the order in which activities are to be performed; Message flows are used between
pools to model communication with other organizations; Associations relate artifacts
to other elements, and artifacts are either data objects, groups or comments.

Swim lanes

Pools and Lanes are used to structure the process diagram and separate organiza-
tional units (lanes) and organizations (pools).

Artifacts

Various application-specific ‘‘artifacts’’ can be added to a model including data
objects, documentation, and annotations but these are ignored here as they are not
part of the formal process model itself.

Basedontheacademic literature [19,21,46,67], carepathwayconceptsareorganized
into seven categories: care activity, decision points, order constraints, temporal, states,
responsibility, and exception, as shown in Table 2.2. Under each category, the detailed
concepts are shown in the column Care pathway concept. Their detailed explanations
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are provided in the column Explanation. Based on the explanations, the equivalence
to BPMN constructs and their graphical icons is shown in the last two columns.

Table 2.2:Mapping care pathway concepts to BPMN constructs.

Category of care
pathway concept

Care pathway
concept

Explanation
Equivalence to
BPMN constructs

Graphical icon
of BPMN

Care activity Atomic activity
Various clinical activities
such as diagnoses,med-
ications and lab tests

Task

Non-atomic ac-
tivities

A group of atomic activ-
ities corresponding to
one unit, which serves
a single purpose or in-
dicates one progression
state

Sub-Process

Decision points Option
Preconditions and alter-
natives of the activities

Exclusive Gate-
ways, Inclusive
Gateway

Mandatory
All the multiple activi-
ties should be executed

Parallel Gateway

Order con-
straints

Precedence re-
lations

Directed control flow
between activities

Sequence Flow

Undefined or-
der relations

The temporal relations
among a set of activities
are arbitrary

Iteration
Repetitive task or cyclic
using control flow

Loop marker
for iterations,
or looped se-
quence flow

Temporal Time events
Reference times, time
periods, or specific time
values

Timer Events

Clinical States
Patient’s condi-
tion

Start, intermediate, ter-
minal condition during
the care pathway or

Start, End, Inter-
mediate Events

Responsibility Roles
Definition of execution
responsibilities

Pool, lanes

Exception Exceptional sit-
uations

Irregularities during
care pathway

Error Events

A care activity is an operational step indicating diagnosis, medication, etc, which
could be atomic or non-atomic. A non-atomic activity refers to nested activities or a
group of atomic activities, which serve one similar purpose or indicate one progression
state. For example, in the care pathway of acute coronary syndrome [90], both aspirin
and clopidogrel bisulfate are used in the care activity for anti-aggregation medication.
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To better organize care pathways, non-atomic activities are also used when multiple
subprocesses should be performed concurrently by differentmedical professionals. The
BPMNconstructs Task andSub-Process are used to represent the atomic andnon-atomic
activities, respectively.

Decision points are relevant since they enable us to represent decision logics
reflecting physicians’ judgment. For example, activities in a group are allowed to be
executed selectively. As the focal aspect of this thesis is the control-flow aspect of care
pathways, we consider decision points to result in tasks that can be either optional
or mandatory. If a data perspective is involved in the care pathways, more complex
concepts should be considered. An exclusive option can be modeled by an Exclusive
Gateway. A mandatory option requires that all the candidate activities should be
initiated, which can be modeled by a Parallel Gateway. The case where the controlled
tasks are neither exclusive nor mandatory can be modeled by an Inclusive Gateway.

Order constraints can describe precedence, undefined order relations, and iterative
control flows. If the temporal relations among a set of activities are arbitrary, then
these activities can be represented with a Parallel/Inclusive construct pair (between a
Parallel/Inclusive Split and Join Gateways). There could be exceptional situations that
might require special handling. Error Events can be used in such situations.

Notably, a task-time matrix care pathway typically has clear milestones/phases in
the treatment progress. Each phase specifies a unit of a set of care activities, so
Sub-Processes are used. Because the orders between activities in each phase are not
explicitly specified, Parallel Gateways can be used.

2.3 Execution spaces

Aligning the observed datawith a care pathwaymodel is essentially searching all the
allowed process traces (i.e., executions) of the given model for a reference execution.
A transition system [61], also called reachability graph or statespace, encodes all the
states and transitions between them during a process model’s execution. A transition
system contains not only visible behaviors relating to clinician’s execution of tasks but
also invisible behavior relating the routings of the tasks. To ease the computation of
alignments, we introduce a new concept execution spaces, which are filtered from the
transition systems to describe only the visible behavior of BPMNmodels.
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2.3.1 Transition systems

A transition system is one of themost basic processmodeling languages. A transition
system contains all the possible states of the process model’s execution and the
switching between them [50]. Transition systems are also known as state spaces,
reachability graphs [91] or marking graphs [79]. Many process models with executable
semantics can be mapped onto a transition system [61]. Many process modeling
languages have their own mechanism of generating of a transition system, like Petri
Nets [79] and BPMN process model [83]. In other cases, one maps new languages to
already known languages. In such cases, the transition systems are generated at the
level of those already known languages. In our work (see Section 2.4), we rely on rules
that generate state spaces for BPMN models directly instead of just mapping to other
process oriented languages like Petri nets.

Definition 2.1 (Transition System). A transition system of a BPMN process model PM
is a tuple TS = (S , FOPM , T) where FOPM is a set of flow objects in PM, S is the (possibly
infinite) set of states, also called markings, T ⊆ S × FOPM × S is the set of transitions
between states.

Figure 2.2 shows a BPMN process model describing an exclusive relation (Exclusive
Gateway G2) between Task B and Task C, and its parallel relation (Parallel Gateway G1)
with Task A. Its transition system is shown in Figure 2.3, which is generated using the
BPMN execution rules specified in the study of Van Gorp et al. [83]. It starts in an initial
state s0 andmoves from one state to another according to the transition relation T , e.g.,
(s0 , StartEvent, s1) ∈ T means that in state s0 the transition system can move to state s1
while an activity StartEvent(enter) is being executed.

Figure 2.2: An example BPMN process model.
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Figure 2.3: Transition system of process model in Figure 2.2.

2.3.2 Definition of execution spaces

Typically, transition systems are drawn as directed graphs whose nodes are mark-
ings, and edges are transitions. To make the transitions that relate to activities explicit,
transitions systems can be drawn in a way that transitions are nodes while markings
are edges connecting nodes: FOPM × S × FOPM . Figure 2.4 shows the same transition
system as Figure 2.3, where transitions are nodes in the directed graph. The transi-
tion (s0 , StartEvent(enter), s1) in Figure 2.3 corresponds to a node StartEvent(enter) in
Figure 2.4.

Besides the visible behavior regarding tasks of the model, transition systems also
contain invisible behavior regarding the routingof tasks. FlowobjectsFOPM in transition
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Figure 2.4: Redrawn transition system of Figure 2.3.

systems refer to Gateways, Tasks, Sub-Processes, etc. To ease aligning observed data
with care pathway models (what was prescribed to be done), we extract executions of
tasks from the transition systems explicitly. Figure 2.5a shows a graph which removes
Gateways related transitions from the transition system in Figure 2.4. Assuming tasks
are instantaneous, a pair of enter- and leave- transitions can be combined into one, as
shown in Figure 2.5b. At that level, we define the new notion of execution spaces.

Definition 2.2 (Execution space). An execution space of a process model PM is a
directed graphM = (AM , RM) encoding all the of task’ execution paths where:

• AM = (IDM , FOM) is a set of executed tasks, each of which refers to an execution
of an activity in FOM (FOM = FOTask∪ Start Event, End Event is a union of the tasks
FOTask ⊂ FOPM , the Start Event, and End Event of PM. IDM denotes the set of
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identities of AM).

• RM ⊆ AM×AM is a setofdirectedarcs representing the relationsbetweenexecuted
tasks in AM .

• σM ⊆ A∗M denote a full execution process trace inM, where A∗M denotes the set of
all possible full execution sequences consisting of the elements in AM1.

(a) Transition system in Figure 2.4 filtering out Gate-
ways.

(b) Execution space of the BPMNmodel in Figure 2.2

Figure 2.5: From transition system to execution space.

AM concerns only a subset of the flow objects FOPM of the process model PM,
namely the tasks and the Start and End Events. Each path from the start to the end

1Note: Unlike A*, A* denotes the A* algorithm in the path searching domain.
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σM denotes an allowed process trace, which is also called an execution of the process
model. An execution space encodes all the allowed process traces of a BPMNmodel into
a simple formalism.

2.4 Demonstration of the transforming BPMN models into execu-
tion spaces

In this section, we demonstrate that the transformation of a BPMN model into an
execution space is feasible using a set of existing BPMN execution semantics.

2.4.1 BPMN execution semantics in graph transformation rules

In the official specification of BPMN standards [72], the execution semantics of BPMN
constructs are described informally (textually). Later, various efforts have been made
to formalize the execution semantics to enable execution and analysis. Among others,
Van Gorp and Dijkman [83] formalized a very comprehensive part of BPMN using graph
transformation rules.

The textual execution semantics describe the conditions and effects when enabling
an element. In graph transformation rules, there is a left-hand side that can be rewritten
into a right-hand side. The left-hand side can be used to describe the condition, and
the right-hand side can be used to describe the effect of an execution semantic. Taking
Exclusive (i.e., XOR) Gateway in BPMN as an example, Figure 2.6 shows the graph
transformation rule developed in [83] formalizing ‘‘Each token arriving at any incoming
Sequence Flows activates thegateway’’. The left-hand side shows the condition ‘‘A token
tok arriving at an incoming Sequence Flow sf of Gateway gw’’. The right-hand side
shows the result ‘‘Token tok goes to Gateway gw’’ meaning gw is activated. Hexagons
indicate that the state of the process changed, i.e., markings in the transition system.
The focus of [83] was to formalize the informal descriptions of the official language
specification [72] and to enable formal reasoning. The authors put a BPMNmodel in an
initial state (with a token on the Start Event) and then apply rules exhaustively in order
to explore which markings could theoretically be reached from there.

Figure 2.6: Graphical representation of the XOR Gateway semantics.
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2.4.2 Efficient generation of transition systems of BPMNmodels

To make sure that a full transition system is produced, we present a method that
proactively checks all the transformation rules at each execution step so that all the
fulfilling rules are activated and executed. For instance, a token at a splitting Exclusive
Gateway with five branches should match five transformation rules ‘‘leaveExclusiveG-
ateway’’ with different instances.

Firstly, the execution step (i.e., marking) is required to be handled explicitly. To do so,
we reformat theoriginal rulesbyaddingan inputparameter. Thenewparameter enables
specifying which marking the rule is checking. Figure 2.7 shows the reformatted rule
‘‘enterExclusiveGateway’’, where CurMarking is the input parameter. The reformatting
does not change the meaning of a rule. Moreover, Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) of the rules [92] enable us to handle the rules and markings flexibly. The APIs
of each rule contain two parts: Match and Modify, as shown in lines 6 and 10 in
Algorithm 2.1. The Match part embeds the left-hand side, in which the condition of a
rule is formalized. The Modify part embeds the right-hand side, in which the effect of
executing a rule.

Figure 2.7: Reformatted graph transformation rule of formalizing activating an Exclusive Gateway.

Secondly, we design an execution engine that explores all the rules and executes
the activated ones. Algorithm 2.1 shows the pseudocode of the execution engine. In
line 2, the engine creates an initial marking as the start of the transition system. Lines
3 to 8 evaluate the condition (Match for the left-hand side) of each rule iteratively and
all non-empty matches are placed to Matches. For instance, the first succeeded rule
should be ‘‘enterStartEvent’’. For each match in Matches, the engine does the rewriting
part (Modify) in Line 10, where the graph is rewritten according to the right-hand side
of the rule. The Modify produced a new marking NewMarking, a copy of old marking
CurMarking, and a flow object fObj. This flow object is further used for reasoning
behavior of tasks of a BPMN model. There is synchronizing behavior in a BPMN model;
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for example, multiple branches join together at one Exclusive Gateway. In that case,
the multiple branches should match multiple times of ‘‘enterExclusiveGateway’’, and
the executions are multiple as well. But, the multiple executions correspond to one
marking: a token at the Exclusive Gateway. So, we design a mechanism to remove
the duplicate markings, which is shown in lines 11 to 12. Line 11 checks whether an
equivalent marking ExistMarking already exists or not. If the ExistMarking exits, delete
the newmarking NewMarking and connect CurMarking to ExistMarking as its successor
(Line 12). Otherwise, connect CurMarking to NewMarking as its successor and add it
into Buff (Line 14 and 15). The algorithm ends when there are no markings left in Buff.

Algorithm 2.1 Transition system construction of BPMN via caching.
1: procedure TransitionSystemGeneration(GPBPMN , out:GPtransi)
2: Create an initial marking CurMarking and add it into a buffer Buff;
3: while Buff is not empty do
4: remove CurMarking from Buff;
5: for each rule curRule do
6: curMatch = curRule.Match(GPBPMN ,CurMarking);
7: if curMatch is not none, then Matches.Add(curMatch);
8: end for
9: for eachmatch in Matches do

10: GPBPMN=curRule.Modify(GPBPMN , match, out NewMarking, out CurMarking, out
fObj);

11: if GPBPMN contains another ExistMarking equal to NewMarking then
12: delete NewMarking fromGPtransi and connect CurMarking to ExistMarking;
13: else
14: connect CurMarking to NewMarking inGPtransi ;
15: add NewMarking to Buff;
16: end if
17: end for
18: GPBPMN=GPtransi ;
19: end while
20: end procedure

The inputof theexecutionengine is aBPMNmodel specified inGraphTransformation
Language: GPBPMN . Through many times of rewriting the input graph, the output
contains the transition system, the original graph (the BPMN model), and other
information like tokens and process instances. In the transition system, markings are
connected. The connection contains information on which flow object and which rule
(e.g., ‘‘enterTask’’) is executed. For example in Figure 2.3, the transition between s7 and
s11 indicates that a rule ‘‘enterTask’’ is executed on the Flow Object Task B.
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The engine performs pair-wise rules on each flow object, e.g., ‘‘enterTask’’ and
‘‘leaveTask’’. By default, the engine assumes that the execution of a flow object takes
some time. Therefore, ‘‘enterTask’’ of one flow object is not necessarily followed by
‘‘leaveTask’’ of the same flow object. Figure A.1 shows the default transition system
of the BPMN model in Figure 2.2. Considering that most recorded data in practice are
instantaneous, we regard flow objects are instantaneous, as shown Figure 2.3.

2.4.3 Experiments

Benchmark of BPMNmodels

To evaluate the efficiency of these methods, we applied them on a benchmark of
BPMN models. The benchmark covered various structures that are of high relevance to
care pathways, yet that are known to be computationally demanding.

There are six classifications of work-flow patterns: basic control-flow, advanced
branching and synchronization, structural patterns, multiple instances, state-based,
cancellation and iteration patterns. Taking into account the clinical situation, we ex-
cluded Multiple Instances and State-Based Patterns. Additionally, we didn’t include the
patterns involving complex join gateway and conditional events which require user
defined information. Totally, the tool supports thirteen patterns: five Basic Control-flow
Patterns (Sequence, Parallel Split, Synchronization, ExclusiveChoice, SimpleMerge), four
Advanced Branching and Synchronization Patterns (Multi-Choice, Structured Synchro-
nizing, Multi-merge, General Synchronizing Merge), two Iteration Patterns (Arbitrary
Cycles, Structured Loop) and two Termination Patterns (Implicit Termination, Explicit
Termination). They are shown in Table 2.3.

Example of advanced synchronization

General Synchronizing Merge cannot be represented by classic Petri nets [80] but it
is useful in the clinical domain. The following example in Figure 2.8 illustrates General
Synchronizing Merge. After a patient is admitted to cardiology department, both Take
Blood Test (by nurses) and Give Anticoagulation are performed, which is based on
the Creatinine Clearance (CRCL) value. Based on the result of Blood Test, where THE
International Normalized Ratio (INR) is within range or not, it is decided whether Stop
the Medicine Anticoagulation is skipped. Then the Determination of Medicine for the
next day is made by the cardiologists. Note that Advice Stop Anticoagulation can
be either executed before the Determine the Medicine or not executed at all. For
the example given, before the Inclusive Join, the active incoming branches are either
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Table 2.3: Control-flow patterns.

Pattern Name Pattern Description BPMN Syntax

Sequence
An activity is enabled after the completion of a
preceding activity in the same process [93].

Parallel Split
Thedivergence of a branch into twoormore parallel
branches each of which executes concurrently [93].

Synchronization

The convergence of two or more branches into a
single subsequent branch such that the thread of
control is passed to the subsequent branchwhen all
input branches have been enabled [93].

Exclusive Choice

The divergence of a branch into two or more
branches. When the incoming branch is enabled,
the thread of control is immediately passed to pre-
cisely one of the outgoing branches [93].

Simple Merge

The convergence of two or more branches into a
single subsequent branch. Each enablement of an
incoming branch results in the thread of control
being passed to the subsequent branch [93].

Multi-choice

The divergence of a branch into two or more
branches such that when the incoming branch is
enabled, the threadof control is immediatelypassed
to one or more of the outgoing branches [93].

Structured
Synchronizing
Merge

The convergence of two or more branches (which
diverged earlier in the process at a uniquely identi-
fiable point) into a single subsequent branch such
that the thread of control is passed to the subse-
quent branch [93].

Multi-merge

The convergence of two or more branches into a
single subsequent branch. Each enablement of an
incoming branch results in the thread of control
being passed to the subsequent branch [93].

General Synchro-
nizing Merge

The convergence of two or more branches which
diverged earlier in the process into a single sub-
sequent branch such that the thread of control is
passed to the subsequent branch when either (1)
each active incoming branch has been enabled or
(2) it is not possible that any branch that has not yet
beenenabledwill be enabledat any future time [93].

Combination of
other gateways
and Inclusive Join
Gateway

‘‘Give Fondaparimux” or ‘‘Give Enoxaparin” with or without ‘‘No” branch, depending on
whether ‘‘INR in range” (Condition for Exclusive gateway) is true or not. Figure 2.9 shows
the generated statespace of General Synchronizing Merge example which records the
execution paths of activities of the model in Figure 2.8.

The statespace of this example has 767 nodes (including markings and others. After
simplification and extraction of nodes of interests, the generated statespace has 14
nodes which record all the correct and possible execution paths.
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Figure 2.8: A clinical scenario of General Synchronizing Merge pattern.

Figure 2.9: Generated statespace of the General Synchronizing Merge in Figure 2.8.

2.5 Conclusion

The theme of this chapter is to represent care pathways in computerized formalisms
to support deviation detection techniques. To facilitate communication and coordi-
nation among experts as well as to support conformance checking, three features are
identified as selection criteria: expressiveness, usability, and executability. These features
are used to answer RQ1.What is a propermodeling formalism to represent care pathways?
Based on a comparison among Petri nets, YAWL, BPMN, and TNLs, BPMN is selected as
ourmodeling languagewith the added advantage that is standard, intuitive, andwidely
used. Moreover, we also presented the mapping between care pathway concepts and
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BPMN constructs.

A transition system is one of the most basic concept of process models. A transition
system encodes all the possible states of the process model’s execution and the
switching between them. To answer RQ2.What is a proper and convenient representation
that is able to represent all the possible behaviors of a care pathway model on the activity
level? we base the concept transition system and introduce a new concept dubbed
execution spaces. A transition system contains not only visible behaviors relating to but
also invisible behavior relating the routings of the tasks. By filtering visible behavior
from transition systems, execution spaces encode explicitly all the possible behaviors
relating to clinician’s execution of tasks, i.e., the behavior of a care pathway model on
the activity level. Finally, we demonstrate that the transformation of a BPMNmodel into
an execution space is feasible using existing BPMN execution semantics.
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Chapter 3

Modeling optimal alignments
via coordinate systems

3.1 Introduction

Under the assumption that doctors only deviate when necessary, the rationale of
checking deviations using optimal alignments is explained as follows. Given a log
trace representing the observed behavior of how a patient was cared for, there exists a
reference behavior (i.e. execution) of a care pathway model. Aligning the log trace and
the reference execution of the model yields a sequence of aligned activities. An aligned
activity indicates one of the three different situations at one specific point: the observed
behavior and the model is consistent; the observed behavior is missing according to
the model; the observed behavior is additional compared to the model. The missing
observed behavior at one specific point is interpreted as an omission. The additional
observed behavior at one specific point is interpreted as an addition. Both omissions
and additions are deviations that we aim to detect.

The key to deviations detection of care pathways is to find the reference execution(s)
of the model for a given log trace. Moreover, comparing to one candidate execution
of the model, the log trace could have missing, redundant, and dislocated events.
Thus, one log trace corresponds to an exponential number of candidate executions
of a model [54]. An alignment is a pair-wise mapping between one log trace and
one candidate execution of a model. Among the multiple candidate executions,
the execution(s) whose alignment(s) achieves the maximal level of consistency are
the reference execution(s), based on the philosophy that doctors only deviate when
necessary. Finding the referenceexecutionsof themodel amonganexponential number
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of candidate executions, referred to as computing the optimal alignments, is an NP-hard
problem. Solving such a problem is of high computational complexity.

The optimality and efficiency are two indicators used for evaluating the algorithms
of computing optimal alignments. Various authors [52, 55--57] attempted to apply the
heuristic strategies [59] in the lowest-cost path search problems to compute optimal
alignments. However, there is loss of optimality when the efficiency is improved.
Especially for care pathway models with a higher level of complexity, it is more likely to
fail the optimality. For example, the approach by Adriansyah et al. can not always find
the optimal alignments for process models having different-length process traces [52].

The heuristic search strategies indeed achieve both optimality and efficiency in
finding the lowest-cost paths. In this chapter, the focal point is 100% optimality
regardless of the level of complexity of the input process models. Since execution spaces
are elementary and generic tomost process languages, execution spaces are selected as
the process model formalism in this chapter. By comparing the characteristics of a naive
approach of finding optimal alignments and a typical lowest-cost path search problem,
we aim to translate the computing optimal alignments problem into the lowest-cost
path search problem. Such a translation is guaranteed by a rigorous derivation and
theoretical proof.

Firstly, the naive approach in finding optimal alignments, also called the naive
replay, is studied in Section 3.4. It produces a tree space, as indicated in [55]. As the
prototype of the heuristic strategy is a path search in a graph-based search space, we
study whether the naive replay can be performed in a graph-based space. A concept of
graph-based search space, namely coordinate system-based search space, is introduced
in Section 3.5. Because a coordinate system-based search space allows the naive replay
of a given log trace on an execution space, each alignment is represented as a path in
the coordinate system. The cost of an alignment (i.e., the cost of the path) can be seen
as the total cost of the synchronousmoves and the asynchronousmoves. Therefore, the
relationship between the number of synchronous moves and the cost of an alignment
can be established, which is presented in Section 3.6.

In Section 3.7, we study underwhich conditions the lowest-cost alignments have the
maximum number of synchronous moves. The distance-based cost setting is derived
so that an equivalence between the optimal alignments and the lowest-cost paths is
obtained with a rigorous theoretical proof. Sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 are based on the
assumption that the execution spaces do not have loops. In Section 3.8, regarding
execution spaces involving loops, we study a method gradually unfolding the loop to
multiple single-termination spaces. Section 3.2 presents the related work. Section 3.9
concludes this chapter.
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3.2 Related work

Studies of computing optimal alignments are divided into three categories:
decomposition-based [54], planner-based [56], and heuristic replay [52, 94]. Heuristic
replay has better optimality compared to the other categories [56, 57]. Among all
the existing works ([52, 57, 95, 96]) of heuristic replaying, [52] is still regarded as
guaranteed optimality in [56] up till the presentmoment. Adriansyah in [52] constructed
a graph-based search space such that synchronous moves are assigned to cost zero,
other moves are assigned to cost greater than zero. By computing the cost-least paths
in the search space, alignments with minimal cost can be found. They regard those
alignments as optimal alignments. However, the lowest-cost alignments do not equal
to alignments with maximum resemblance (the number of synchronous moves). There
are two reasons: firstly, Adriansyah [52] treats the cost of asynchronous moves equally
even for process models with different-length traces (as identified in [96]); secondly,
Adriansyah [52] considered single goal node in the search space, which overlooked the
fact that each time a loop is executed the goal representing the termination of the
process should differ.

3.2.1 Decomposition-based approach

Researchers [54, 97] proposed decomposition strategy to tackle the computation
complexityof computingoptimalalignments. Thebasic idea isdecomposing theprocess
model into several independent sub-models. The sub-models could be single-entry
single-exist regions [97] or without alternative nor iterative routings [54]. Then existing
alignment algorithms (i.e., [40, 55]) or linear time algorithm [54] can be applied to find
the optimal alignments for the sub-models. The first shortcoming of this approach is
that the obtained optimal alignments are the combination of local optimal alignments,
which is not guaranteed to be globally optimal [57]. The second shortcoming is that
this approach only applies to process models that can be easily decomposed into
sub-models without alternatives. As a counter example, when process models contain
alternatives embedded in parallelism, it is difficult to partition. Though this approach
leads to shorter computing time, it cannot always guarantee the optimality of the
alignments found.

3.2.2 Planning problem-based approach

De Leoni et al. in [56] formalized optimal aligning computation into planning
problems. Given a process model in Petri nets and a log trace, a synthesized plan is
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constructed such that solution steps correspond to alignment steps. The purpose is to
minimize the total cost of the alignment. The theoretical results show that solutions
can always be found by planners in a finite amount of time. However, as observed in
another study [57], this approach is only available for safe Petri nets; in other words,
process models with loops can not use this approach.

3.2.3 Replay-based approach

Token replay

Rozinat et al. [98] proposed a token-based replay approach, which takes each log
trace in isolation and replays it against the process model (in Petri nets), namely, firing
transitions sequentially according to the ordering of events in the trace. If a transition
that should be fired but not enabled, missing tokens are added to enable the transition.
This approach can identify two types of inconformity: (i) missing tokens: how many
times a token needs to be added to a place in the Petri net in order to continue replay;
and (ii) remaining tokens: how many tokens remain in the Petri net once a trace has
been fully replayed. In case there is an event associating with more than one enabled
transition, heuristics is used to find out which candidate is better. As the heuristic
information used is ad-hoc, it may lead to misleading results. Thus, its optimality is not
satisfying.

Tree-based heuristic replay

Studies in [25, 55] constructed a search space graph (weighted directed graph) of
replaying log trace separately on a Petri nets model. The search graph consists of
edges representing three types ofmoves: synchronousmoves and asynchronousmoves
representing skipping and inserting activities. The edges representing asynchronous
moves are assigned to a non-negative cost. Each alignment is represented by a path
from a source node to a goal (target in the original text) node, which represents an
initial replay state and a final replay state. The A* algorithm was adopted to find the
lowest-cost path from a source node to a target node in the search space. Notably,
the formalized search space only contains splitting branches (no join branches). Thus,
it is essentially a tree, which has more than one goal node. Each leaf node of the
tree is one goal node indicating that the entire log trace has been aligned. Instead of
exploring all the goal nodes, the work [55] terminates the searching when a first goal
node (called preferred target node in [55]) is encountered. The alignments found at the
first goal node are regarded as optimal alignments. Themain drawback of this work [55]
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is that the assumption that the first found goal node equals to the optimal alignments
lacks theoretical derivation. For multiple goal nodes corresponding to different process
traces, the first found goal node has the lowest cost among all the other goal nodes.
However, it is not always true that the lowest-cost path has the fewest number of
deviations. For example, a second found goal node could have the same cost with the
first one. Yet, they have the same number of deviations; while the second found path
has more synchronous moves than the first one.

Graph-based heuristic replay

To overcome multiple-goal nodes in the tree-based approach [55], Adriansyah et
al. [52] came up with graph-based search space: the transition system of the product of
two Petri nets [78]. One Petri nets is a given process model, and the other net is a given
log trace represented in Petri nets. The product net is a union of the two Petri nets with
extra synchronous transitions that are constructed by pairing transitions in one net with
transitions in the other net that refers to the same activity name [52]. The transition
system (also called reachability graph) of the product net is generated such that all
possible behavior allowed by the product net is encoded in the transition system. As
the transition system has one initial marking and one final marking, the search space
is genuinely graph-based instead of tree-based. Each edge in the transition system is
assigned according to standard cost function: cost value being 0 for synchronousmoves
or being a non-negative value for asynchronous moves. Thus, all paths from the initial
marking to the final marking in the transition system yield all possible alignments. The
total cost of edges in one path can represent the cost of the alignment. The A* algorithm
was used to compute the pathwith theminimal cost from the initial marking to the final
marking on the transition system.

As for optimality, though this work is regarded guaranteed optimality according
to [56], the so-called optimal alignments with minimal cost do not necessarily have
maximum synchronous moves. The first reason is that the non-negative cost value
for all the move on model are equal. It causes misleading results, as observed in [96].
Supposing a Petri net has two process traces: σM1 =< a, b, c > and σM2 =< b, d >, and a
given log trace is σL =< b >. Based on the standard cost function in [52], the cost for σM1
is 2 and the cost for σM2 is 1. The algorithm selects σM2 as the optimal alignment as it has
a lower cost. However, σM1 and σM2 have the same number of synchronousmoves. Thus,
for process models with different-length traces, the optimality is not guaranteed. The
second reason is that when generating the transition system of the product net with
one net involving loops, there should be infinite final markings in theory. Since each
final marking makes an individual goal node, in searching for lowest-cost paths, the
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global lowest-cost path can only be found by involving all the final markings. However,
the work in [52] took one goal node.

As for efficiency, the work in [52] suffers from time complexity for two reasons. The
A* algorithm requires an underestimating heuristic value (know as the cost function)
to guide the search efficiently. The work in [52] adopted Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) to compute the estimation, which is exponential in the rank of the input matrix.
This is the first reason for time complexity. The second reason is the search space, i.e.,
transition system of the product net, is the full execution of the input. The size of the
search space is considerable when the input processmodel contains parallelisms. When
the worst-case scenario occurs where the given log trace deviates from the process
model to a great extent, the algorithm needs to visit almost all the states to find the
lowest-cost optimal alignments. Thus, the worst-case complexity is exponential with
respect to the size of the state space.

In line with the method [52], van Dongen et al. [57, 95] strive to decrease the time
complexity in two ways: improving the heuristic estimation (easy to obtain and more
accurate) and applying decomposition approach to reduce the computing time. But
these efforts did not improve the optimality of [52].

3.3 Preliminaries

3.3.1 Log traces

Healthcare information systems and medical devices enable care activities along or
around care pathways’ execution to be recorded in patient historical data. The recorded
data can be transformed into event logs [61]. An event log contains data related to
a single process. The single process corresponds to multiple process instances, each
of which consist of a sequence of events. An event is an execution of some activity.
Other associated information with the execution may also be included as attributes of
an event, such as a timestamps or a resource. The recorded data regarding one process
instance is called a log trace, which is formalized as follows.

Definition 3.1 (Log trace). A log trace σL is a sequence of events AL (σL ∈ A∗L),
σL = (AL , ≻L)where:

• AL is a set of events, each of which has at least three elements: a unique case
identifier, an activity name (label), and a timestamp.

• ≻L⊆ AL × AL impose a total ordering on the events in AL . The order is typically
based on timestamp.
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Table 3.1: A log trace example.

Patient ID Event ID
Attributes
Timestamp Event Name Role ...

1 1 2015-5-15 8:00:00 Admission Doctor 1 ...
2 2015-5-15 8:30:00 ECG Doctor 2 ...
3 2015-5-15 9:00:00 Aspirin Doctor 1 ...
4 2015-5-16 9:00:00 Echo Doctor 2 ...

... ... ... ... ... ...

Table 3.1 shows a log trace example. The first event in the trace is ‘‘Admission by
Doctor 1 at 8:00 am, 15 May, 2015’’.

3.3.2 Optimal alignments

Definition 3.2 (Aligned activity). Let σL be a log trace over a set of events AL , let
M = (AM , RM) be an execution space specified by a set of activities AM and their
relations RM , an aligned activity (x , y) ∈ ALM (ALM = A⊥L × A⊥M) is a pair-wise match
between an event in AL ∪ {⊥} and an activity in AM ∪ {⊥}. There are four types of ALM :

• (x , y) is a move in log, if x ∈ AL and y =⊥,

• (x , y) is a move in model, if and x =⊥ and y ∈ AM ,

• (x , y) is a move in both, if x ∈ AL and y ∈ AM under the condition that x relates to
y,

• (x , y) is an illegal move other wise.

Note that move in both is also called synchronous move. Move in log and
move in model are called asynchronous moves. Move in model is interpreted as
omission because it represents a missing event according to the model. Move in log is
interpretedasadditionbecause it representsanadditionaleventcomparedtothemodel.

Definition 3.3 (Alignments). Let σL be a log trace over AL and letM = (AM , RM) be an
execution space specified by a set of activities AM and their relations RM . An alignment
γ ∈ A∗LM between σL and M is a sequence of ALM . ΓσL ,M is the set of all alignments
between a trace σL and an execution spaceM.

Supposing σL =< reg ist, ECG, l abtest, ECG, aspirin >, and σM1 =< reg ist, l abtest,
ECG, aspirin > is an allowed process trace from an execution spaceM. Two alignments
(γ1 and γ2) between σL and σM1 are:
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γ1 =
reg ist ECG labtest ECG aspirin
regist ⊥ l abtest ECG aspirin

move in

both

move in

log

move in

both

move in

both

move in

both

and

γ2 =
reg ist ⊥ ECG labtest ECG aspirin
regist labtest ECG ⊥ ⊥ aspirin

move in

both

move in

model

move in

both

move in

log

move in

log

move in

both

Consistent with the principle that the most resembling behavior is regarded as
reference (in Chapter 1), we explicitly define optimal alignments as the ones with
maximumnumber of synchronousmoves. This definition is different frommost existing
studies [52, 95], which defined optimal alignments based on some predefined costs.

Definition 3.4 (Optimal alignments). Optimal alignments is a set of alignments Γopt
= {γopt∣∀γ∈ΓσL ,M

[Ω(γ) ⩾ Ω(γopt)]}, where Ω is the function calculating the number of
synchronous moves in γ.

We say that γopt is an optimal alignment between σL and M if and only if for all
γ ∈ ΓσL ,M : Ω(γ) ⩾ Ω(γopt). Γopt is the set of all optimal alignments between σL andM.

3.4 The naive replay

Given a log trace and a process model, the replay procedure uses the log trace to
drive the execution of the model under the assumption that the events in the log trace
can relate to the activities of the model [50, 55]. At a certain place, if the current event
does not relate to the current activity, two solutions are provided to proceed the replay:
an artificial activity which relates to the current event is inserted in the model; or, an
artificial event which relates to the current activity is inserted in the trace.

We use the execution space defined in Chapter 2 as the process model to explain
the naive replay. Figure 3.1 shows the procedure of replaying a log trace σL =<a,c,b,d>
(the left part in each rounded rectangle) in an execution spaceM (the right part in each
rounded rectangle)1. Note that ‘‘⊥’’ is used to indicate an artificial activity or event is
inserted. Node 1 indicates the initial state of replay, i.e., no activity is aligned. Node
2 shows a synchronous move (move in both) (a,a) where the first ‘‘event a’’ of σL and
the first ‘‘activity a’’ of M are aligned. The successors are ‘‘event c’’ and ‘‘activity b’’
respectively. As ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘b’’ cannot make up a legal match (mismatch), amove in model
(⊥,b) as in Node 3 is generated; and amove in log (c,⊥) as in Node 4 is generated. Thus,
Node 3 and Node 4 form two branches following Node 2. Since inM two process traces
are allowed (b→c and b →d), following Node 3, event ‘‘c’’ and activity ‘‘c’’ composed a

1The enlarged execution space can be found in Figure 3.3a.
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synchronous move (c,c) as in Node 6; activity ‘‘d’’ is aligned to a ‘‘⊥’’ in the trace as in
Node 5. Following Node 4, a synchronous move (b,b) continues as Node 7 shows. The
replay finisheswhen it reaches both the termination points of σL andM. In this example,
there are four termination nodes (all the leaf nodes in Figure 3.1).

When the replay finishes, each path from the initial node to one termina-
tion node represents an alignment. Thus, there are four alignments: γ1 =
{n1 , n2 , n3 , n5 , n8 , n12 , n15 , n19},γ2 = {n1 , n2 , n3 , n6 , n9 , n13 , n16},γ3 = {n1 , n2 , n4 , n7 , n10 , n17},
and γ4 = {n1 , n2 , n4 , n7 , n11 , n14 , n18}. Their number of synchronous moves are: Ω(γ1)=2
, Ω(γ2)= 3, Ω(γ3)= 4, and Ω(γ4)= 2 (Ω is the function calculating the number of
synchronous moves in an alignment in Definition 3.4). To decide the alignment(s)
with maximum move in both, compare the number of move in both in each of the
four alignments and select the one(s) with the maximum. The optimal alignment in
Figure 3.1 is γ3 .

Because this method generates all the possible alignments, it is called naive replay.
Naive replay mainly suffers frommemory complexity, which relates to the total number
of termination (leaf) nodes. The leaf nodes further relate to the branching points in
the replay. There are two occasions where branches are generated: when there is a
mismatch between the event and the activity (from Node 2 to Node 3 and Node 4)
and when there is a diverging routing in the given execution space (from Node 3 to
Node 5 and Node 6). On the first occasion, whenever there is a mismatch between
the event and the activity to be aligned, two branches (a move on log and a move on
model) are generated. Thus, the number of branches grows exponentially as the number
of mismatches. On the second occasion, the number of allowed process traces of M
influences the branches generated in the replay. Supposing the execution spaceM has
x process traces, each process trace produces 2m branches with m mismatches, then
the total number of generated alignments by naive replay is x × 2m . Thus, the time
complexity of naive replay is exponential with respect to the number of mismatches.

3.5 The coordinate system-based replay on execution spaces

A distinguished feature of the naive replay is that it has multiple completion states,
which also is the reason for the high computational complexity in finding the optimal
alignments. In order to apply the heuristic search strategy [59] with optimality and low
computational complexity, a comparison between the naive replay and the prototype
of the heuristic searching problem is conducted. Following that, a definition of the
coordinate system-based search space of replay is presented.
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Figure 3.1: Replaying a log trace in an execution space for alignments (from the left to the right are: γ1 , γ2 , γ3 ,
and γ4).
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3.5.1 The comparison between the naive replay andpath search problem

A typical path search problem is finding the lowest-cost path from a given source
node to a goal node. An intuitive similarity between the alignments and the paths in a
path search problem is that both their measurements are accumulative. In other words,
the cost of a path is accumulated through the source node to the goal node; the number
of synchronous moves of an alignment is accumulated through the initial state to the
completion state of replay.

Thedifference lies in thatpath searchproblemhasa singlegoal destination,while the
naive replay hasmultiple completion states. So, the search space is different: tree-based
search space for naive replay vs. graph-based search space for path search problems.
Though the tree-based search space of naive replay containsmultiple completion states
(leaves of the tree), all the states share a common characteristic: they represent the
completion of replay both from the log trace and the execution space perspectives.

From the log trace’s perspective, all the completion states are the same, namely,
the last event is aligned. From the execution space’s perspective, the situation is
complicated. Supposing that an execution space does not contain loops, it is can be
regarded as an unique state from this perspectivewhen the last executed task is aligned.
If an execution space contains loops, each time a loop is executed, a new completion
state of the execution space is generated.

We’ll firstly discuss the situation where execution spaces do not contain loops. For
them, since the completion states from both perspectives (the log trace and execution
space) are unique, can they be merged into a unity? If so, the replay tree would be
converted into a graph.

We use Figure 3.2 to illustrate merging the completion states from the two perspec-
tives into one unity. As the execution space M (in Figure 3.1) contains two process
traces: σM1=< a, b, c, e > and σM2=< a, b, d , e >, each of the two process traces of M is
explained separately. Figure 3.2a uses the horizontal axis to represent the log trace σL ,
the vertical axis to represent the process trace σM1 . The completion state of the replay
is both the last event e and the last executed task e have just got aligned. Note that it
is not necessary that they two made amove in both. Thus, the first and third leaf nodes
(n19 and n17) from the left in Figure 3.1 are converted into point which corresponds to
the completion state of aligning σL and σM1 . Similarly, the second and fourth node (n16
and n18) from the left in Figure 3.1 are converted into point which corresponds to the
completion state of aligning σL and σM2 . Not only the leaf nodes, but also other nodes
can be merged. For example, nodes n15 and n10 in Figure 3.1 are combined into one
point (with location (d,d) ) in the coordinate system in Figure 3.2a.
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(a) Representing γ1 and γ3 in a coordinate system
gσM1 ∶σL .

(b) Representing γ2 and γ4 in a coordinate system
gσM2 ∶σL .

Figure 3.2: Converting the replay tree in Figure 3.1 into special graphs (coordinate systems).

The coordinate system used in Figure 3.2 is a special instance of graph. With the
reasoning that the leaf nodes of the replay tree canbemerged intopoint or node, we can
also map other elements of the replay tree into the elements of the coordinate system.
The initial state of the replay is the source node of the coordinate system. Each node
represents a state in replay. An aligned activity is represented by an edge connecting
two states. Therefore, two paths from nsource to ngoal in Figure 3.2a correspond to the
alignments γ1 and γ3 ; two paths from nsource to ngoal in Figure 3.2b correspond to the
alignments γ2 and γ4 .

For execution spaces with loops, because the completion state of the execution
space is not unique, the replay tree cannot be mapped to a graph with one completion
state. Yet, the graph with one completion state works as a base. The detailed study
of execution spaces involving loops is presented in Section 3.8. In the following, if not
explicated, we assume that execution spaces do not contain loops.

3.5.2 Definition of the coordinate system-based space for replay

Creating one two-dimensional coordinate system for each process trace of an
execution space has already got decreased size compared to the tree space of naive
replay. It is called process trace-wisemethod. Process trace-wise approach could be time-
consumingwhen there aremanyprocess traces in the execution space. Considering that
different process traces may share some tasks, an attempt is made to combine common
nodes shared bymultiple two-dimensional coordinate systems into one. Such a concept
is illustrated in Figure 3.3b. The new search space can be seen as two sub-search spaces
gσM1 ∶σL and gσM2 ∶σL in Figure 3.2 combined together. All the shadowed nodes are shared
by both gσM1 ∶σL and gσM2 ∶σL , and they are placed on gσM1 ∶σL .

As for a generic and efficient purpose, themodel dimension uses an execution space
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(a) An execution
spaceM

(b)The search spaceGM∶σL forM and σL (gσM1 ∶σL in Figure 3.2a and gσM2 ∶σL
in Figure 3.2b are stacking together)

Figure 3.3: Combining the two-dimensional coordinate system-based search spaces from Figure 3.2.

(without loops) in the formalized coordinate system-based search space. Herein, the
definition is presented as follows.

Definition 3.5 (Coordinate system-based search space for replay). Given an ex-
ecution space M and a log trace σL , its coordinate system-based search space
GM∶σL = (N,E, πσL , πM) is a tuple, where:

• n ∈ N is a node representing one state during replay σL with M. nsource ∈ N is a
source node, which has no incoming edges, representing an initial state of the
replay. ngoal ∈ N is the goal node, which has no outgoing edges, representing the
completion state of the replay;

• E = EM ∪EL ∪EB denotes edges between nodes inN, whereEB is the set of edges
on the synchronous dimension in GM∶σL , EM is the set of edges on the model
dimension in GM∶σL , and EL is the set of edges on the log dimension in GM∶σL ;

• πσL is a function projecting a node n to an element of the log trace σL . It yields an
event: πσL(n) ∈ AL , which is at the state of completion of replay at node n;

• πM is a function projecting a node n to an element of the execution space M. It
yields a task: πM(n) ∈ AM , which is at the state of completion of replay at node n;

• e i j ∈ E denotes an edge between n i and n j , and n j is a successor of n i . e i j
represents an aligned activity, with one of the three types:
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– Move in log: (x ,⊥) where x = πσL(n j), called e i j ∈ EM is an edge on the log
dimension;

– Move in model: (⊥, y) where y = πM(n j), called e i j ∈ EL is an edge on the
model dimension;

– Move in both: (x , y) where x = πσL(n j) and y = πM(n j), called e i j ∈ EB is an
edge on the synchronous model and log dimension.

A coordinate system-based search space GM∶σL consists of nodes and edges. Each node
represents a state in replay. nsource ∈ N is the source node and ngoal ∈ N is the goal node,
referred to as the initial and completion states of replay respectively. πσL and πM are
two functions projecting nodes in the coordinate systems to events in σL and tasks in
M respectively. An edge connecting two nodes represents a state transition, namely an
aligned activity is produced between the two states. Depending on the direction, edges
are divided into three types: on the log dimension, on themodel dimension, and on the
synchronous dimension. Correspondingly, they represent three types of alignedactivity:
move on log, move on model and move on both. As each edge in a path represents
an aligned activity, a complete path from the source node nsource to the goal node ngoal
represents an alignment. The shared nodes by multiple sub-search spaces are featured
as their projecting values (πM) on the model dimension are the same.

A general concept is depicted in Figure 3.4, where each process trace σM makes up a
sub-search space gσM ∶σL , called a layer. Distance (∆Layer) between layers is a close-to-zero
value. Thus, the search space for a log trace and an execution space without loops is
graph-based with one source node and one goal node.

Concluding, coordinate system-based search space enables replay performed in a
graph-based space, where one alignment is represented by a path from the source node
to the goal node in the space.

3.6 The relationship between the cost of an alignment and syn-
chronousmoves

The cost of an alignment can be seen as the total cost of the synchronous moves
and the asynchronous moves. Based on this, a relationship between the cost and the
number of synchronous moves can be formalized.
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Figure 3.4:GM∶σL is a set of stacking coordinate systems gσM ∶σL .

3.6.1 Definition of projecting functions

As a necessary preliminary, we formalize the projecting functions on the log and
modeldimensions. These two functionswill furtherbeused in the relationestablishment
of the cost calculation and the number of synchronous moves.

Definition 3.6 (Projecting edges on the log dimension). Projecting an edge e i j with
source node n i and target node n j on a log trace σL yields:

Ð→e i j =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

ø, if ei j ∈ EM , meaning no progress on the log dimension,
πσL (n i ) = πσL (n j), but progress on the model dimension,
πM(n i ) ≠ πM(n j);

e i j , if e i j ∈ EL , meaning progress on the log dimension,
πσL(n i) ≠ πσL(n j), but no progress on the model dimension,
πM(n i) = πM(n j);

e i k where πσL(nk) = πσL(n j), πM(nk) = πM(n i), if e i j ∈ EB ,
meaning both progresses on the log and model dimensions,

πσL(n i) ≠ πσL(n j) and πM(n i) ≠ πM(n j).

Projecting an edge e i j on the log dimension eÐi→j outputs e i j ’s component on the log 
dimension. If an edge ei j ∈ EM, which means no progress on the log dimension but 
progress on the model dimension, then its component on σL dimension is null (ø); If
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an edge e i j ∈ EL , which means progress on the log dimension but no progress on the
model dimension, then its component on σL dimension is itself. If an edge e i j ∈ EB ,
which means both progresses on the log and model dimensions, then its component
on σL dimensionÐ→e i j equals to the edge e i k as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: An illustration of three edges.

Definition 3.7 (Projecting edges on themodel dimension). Projecting an edge e i j with
source node n i and target node n j on an execution spaceM yields:

e i j ↑=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

e i j , if e i j ∈ EM , meaning no progress on the log dimension,
πσL(n i) = πσL(n j), but progress on the model dimension,
πM(n i) ≠ πM(n j);

ø, if ei j ∈ EL , meaning progress on log dimension,
πσL(n i) ≠ πσL(n j), but no progress on the model dimension,
πM(n i) = πM(n j);

e i g where πσL(ng) = πσL(n j), πM(ng) = πM(n i), if e i j ∈ EB ,
meaning both progresses on the log and model dimensions,

πσL (n i ) ≠ πσL (n j) and πM(n i ) ≠ πM(n j).

Projecting an edge e i j on the model dimension e i j ↑ outputs e i j ’s component on the 

execution space M dimension. If an edge e i j ∈ EM , which means no progress on the log 
dimension but progress on the model dimension, then its component on M dimension 
is itself; If an edge ei j ∈ EL, which means progress on the log dimension but no progress 
on the model dimension, then its component on M is null (ø). If an edge ei j ∈ EB, which 
means both progresses on the log and model dimensions, then its component on M 
dimension e i j ↑ equals to the edge e i g as shown in Figure 3.5.

The projecting functions for edges defined in Definitions 3.6 and 3.7 essentially 
is to quantify the edges. This is going to be achieved by leveraging the coordinate 
information. The projecting functions are essentially to link the node to its coordinate 
value on the defined dimensions. With the coordinate values, mathematic operations 
can be applied to the edges, which play an important role in the theoretical derivation 
of the optimality.
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3.6.2 Amathematical formulation involving the cost of an alignment and
the number of synchronousmoves

Based on Definition 3.5, each aligned activity is represented by an edge in the
search space. Then the cost of an aligned activity can be written as δ(e), in which e is
the corresponding edge. According to Definition 3.3, an alignment is composed by
its aligned activities. Thus, the cost of an alignment γ is the total cost of the aligned
activities in γ.

Definition 3.8 (Cost of an alignment). Cost of an alignment γ is Cost(γ): Cost(γ) =
∑l eng th(γ)

i=1 δ(γ(i)), where γ(i) is the i-th aligned activity in γ (γ(i) ∈ ALM), δ is a cost
function for each aligned activity.

For a given alignment γ in the search space GM∶σL , let projecting all the composing
edges of γ on the log dimension yield a set S1 . An alignment γ consists of three
types, which correspond to three sets: EB2 on the synchronous dimension, EM on the
model dimension and EL on the log dimension as shown in Figure 3.6. Projecting
all the edges in γ on the log dimension equals to the union of projected edges of
each set: S1 = {Ð→e ∣e ∈ EB} ∪ {Ð→e ∣e ∈ EM} ∪ {Ð→e ∣e ∈ EL}. Because Ð→e = � when e ∈ EM ,
{Ð→e ∣e ∈ EM} = ∅ according toDefinition 3.6. We canderive S1 = {Ð→e ∣e ∈ EB}∪{Ð→e ∣e ∈ EL}.

For a given alignment γ in the search space GM∶σL , let projecting all the com-
posing edges of γ on the model dimension yield a set S2 . Projecting all the
edges in γ on the model dimension equals to the union of projected edges of
each set: S2 = {e ↑ ∣e ∈ EB} ∪ {e ↑ ∣e ∈ EM} ∪ {e ↑ ∣e ∈ EL}. Because e ↑= �
when e ∈ EL , {e ↑ ∣e ∈ EL} = ∅ according to Definition 3.6. We can derive
S2 = {e ↑ ∣e ∈ EB} ∪ {e∣e ∈ EM}.

Theorem 3.1. For a given alignment γ, let EB be a set of edges on the synchronous
dimension. Then
Cost(γ) = ∑

e∈EB
(δ(e) − δ(e ↑) − δ(Ð→e )) + ∑

e∈S1
δ(e) + ∑

e∈S2
δ(e),

where S1 is the set of edges of γ projecting on the log dimension, and S2 is the set of
edges of γ projecting on the model dimension.

Proof. Cost(γ) equals to the sum cost of three sets of edges: on the synchronous
2We use EB to represent the set of edges on the synchronous dimension in a coordinate system-based

search space, and EB to represent the set of edges on the synchronous dimension in a path. Therefore,
EB ⊂ EB .
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Figure 3.6: An alignment γ consists of EL (the set of edges on the log dimension), EM (the set of edges on the
model dimension) and EB (the set of edges on the synchronous dimensions).

dimension EB , on the log dimensions EL , and on the model dimension EM . Cost(γ)
= ∑

e∈EB
δ(e) + ∑

e∈EL
δ(e) + ∑

e∈EM
δ(e). The sum cost of the edges in EL is: ∑

e∈EL
δ(e) =

∑
e∈S1

δ(e)− ∑
e∈EB

δ(Ð→e ). The sumcost of the edges in EM is: ∑
e∈EM

δ(e) = ∑
e∈S2

δ(e)− ∑
e∈EB

δ(e ↑).

Thenwe can derive:Cost(γ)= ∑
e∈EB

δ(e)+ ∑
e∈S2

δ(e)− ∑
e∈EB

δ(e ↑)+ ∑
e∈S1

δ(e)− ∑
e∈EB

δ(Ð→e ).

Further, Cost(γ) = ∑
e∈EB

(δ(e) − δ(e ↑) − δ(Ð→e )) + ∑
e∈S1

δ(e) + ∑
e∈S2

δ(e). (End of proof)

3.7 The equivalence between the optimal alignments and the
lowest-cost paths

According to Theorem 3.1: for any single path, its cost equals to the sum cost of
three parts: projection on the log dimension, projection on the model dimension, and
a part only relating to the synchronous moves. In this section, we study under which
conditions, the projection on themodel and log dimensions is constant for all the paths.
It is presented in Section 3.7.1, i.e., a Floor-increasing assign function is designed to deal
with different-length process traces. To make an inversely proportional relationship
between the number of synchronous moves and the cost of of an alignment, the
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distance-based cost setting is defined in Section 3.7.2. In Section 3.7.3, a theoretical proof
is provided that the paths with the lowest cost do represent alignments with maximum
synchronous moves.

3.7.1 Floor-increasing assignment

In the projection on the log dimension ∑
e∈S1

δ(e) (from Theorem 3.1), the number

of edges in S1 relates to the number of events in the given log trace σL as shown
in Figure 3.6. Supposing δ(e)(e ∈ S1) is a constant, e.g. 1, the sum cost of projection on
the log dimension ( ∑

e∈S1
δ(e)) is always a constant for any alignment.

The sum cost of projection on the model dimension ∑
e∈S2

δ(e) (from Theorem 3.1)

is a part of the cost of alignment as described in Theorem 3.1. Similar to the idea
that projecting S1 on the log dimension yields the log trace σL , projecting S2 on mode
dimension yields one of the process traces of the given execution space M. Let M
contain x process traces (different-length), this section studies how tomake ∑

e∈S2
δ(e) be

a constant no matter which of the x process traces S2 corresponds to. Only under this
condition can Cost(γ) relate to only the synchronous moves.

To make ∑
e∈S2

δ(e) a constant for all x process traces, a simple solution is taking a

maximum value for all. We propose using the maximum number of executed tasks of
the x process traces. As shown in Figure 3.7a, the execution space has eight process
traces, of which the longest process trace contains 14 executed tasks. Then ∑

e∈S2
δ(e)

should be 14 in this example.

The next step is to design δ(e) such that ∑
e∈S2

δ(e) are the maximum length of

all process traces in an execution space M. To do that, a Floor value for individual
executed tasks is required. Herein, we design a Floor-increasing function as shown in
Algorithm 3.1. The basic idea is that: the Floor value is incrementally increasing along
the direction from Start Event to End Event in a process trace. In case an executed task
a belongs to more than one process traces, its Floor value should be assigned as the
maximum one (as each process trace gives out one Floor value).

Algorithm 3.1 describes the Floor-increasing algorithm. The input is an execution
space M. Line 1 initializes the Floor value as Floor= 0 for all the executed tasks of M.
Line 2 and 3 assign an executed task in starting state a.Floor as fMax. A two dimensional
vectorMatr stores executed tasks according to their Floor values. In line 4, successors of
a are placed inMatr. Line 5 to 18 depict the iteration. In each iteration, three steps are
performed. Firstly, fMax is added 1 (in line 5). Secondly, assign Floor values to items in
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(a) Before Floor assignment (b) After Floor assignment

Figure 3.7: A process model having multiple process traces.

Matr (line 7 to 8). Thirdly, place all the successors of the items inMatr to another vector
Vec (line 9 to 12) and add the Vec intoMatr (line 14). The algorithm ends when all the
successors of items inM are added intoMatr (line 15 and 16).
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The situation where an executed task belongs to more than one process trace is
approached in line 10: b.Floor ≤ fMax+1. Take the example in Figure 3.7a, ‘‘Give
Medicine as ACS NSTEMI’’ was assigned Floor =3 (following ‘‘Check Blood Test Result’’)
at an early iteration. In the new iteration when fMax=7 and b =‘‘Give Medicine as ACS
NSTEMI’’, the condition in line 10 fulfills: b.Floor=3≤ fMax+1 =8 is fulfilled. Then ‘‘Give
Medicine as ACS NSTEMI’’ is placed to Vec again (to be assigned a new Floor value
Floor=8 in this iteration). Finally, ‘‘Give Medicine as ACS NSTEMI’’ is assigned Floor=11.
With Algorithm 3.1, a Floor value is assigned to every executed task of M. Figure 3.7b
showsM with Floor assigned.

Algorithm 3.1 Floor-increasing assignment algorithm.
1: Take an execution spaceM as input, and initialize the Floor of each executed task as 0;
2: Create an empty two dimensional vectorMatr, let a be the starting state ofM,
3: Let fMax be 0, and a.Floor=fMax;
4: Matr.Add(a.Succ);
5: while fMax++ do
6: Create an empty vector Vec;
7: if Matr[fMax] is not empty then
8: For each item i inMatr[fMax], i .Floor = fMax;
9: for every item b in a.Succ do

10: if b.Floor is 0 or b.Floor ≤ fMax+1 then
11: Place b into Vec;
12: end if
13: end for
14: Place Vec intoMatr;
15: else
16: return;
17: end if
18: end while

With Floor value assigned to each executed task in an execution space, δ(e i j)(e i j ∈
S2) can be calculated as the difference of the Floor value of two executed tasks
πM(n j) and πM(n i): δ(e i j) = Floor(πM(n j)) − Floor(πM(n i)). The sum cost of
∑
e∈S2

δ(e)=∑Floor(πM(n2)) − Floor(πM(n1)) + Floor(πM(n3)) − Floor(πM(n2)) + ... +

Floor(πM(nmax)) − Floor(πM(nmax−1)) (πM(nmax) represents the last executed task
in an process trace). Further, ∑

e∈S2
δ(e)=Floor(πM(nmax)) − Floor(πM(n1)). According

the Floor-increasing assignment algorithm, Floor(πM(nmax)) is always constant for any
one of the x process traces in M, namely the maximum number of executed tasks.
Floor(πM(n1)) is also always constant as it is 1. Thus, the sum cost of projection on the
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model dimension ( ∑
e∈S2

δ(e) in Theorem 3.1) for a given log trace and an execution space

is constant.

3.7.2 Distance-based cost setting

In the previous section, we managed to keep the costs of the projection on log and
model dimensions constant for all the paths in one coordinate-based search space (for
execution spaces without loops). Until now, the cost of an alignment only relates to
the synchronized moves in the path representing the alignment. The mathematical
formulation of Cost(γ) in Theorem 3.1 can be written as:

Cost(γ)= ∑
e∈EB

(δ(e) − δ(e ↑) − δ(Ð→e ))+Constant 1+ Constant 2, in which EB is the set of

all the synchronous moves in γ.

As the heuristic search strategy is good at finding the lowest cost paths, and our
purpose is to maximize the number of synchronous moves, we need to make an
inversely proportional relationship between the number of synchronousmoves and the
cost Cost(γ). The number of synchronous moves equals to the number of edges in EB .
A first condition to fulfill is that δ(e) − δ(e ↑) − δ(Ð→e ) should be negative for any e ∈ EB .
It is called the lower-sum cost principle.

Definition 3.9 (Lower-sum cost principle). Let an edge e i j connecting n i and n j be
on the synchronous dimension. The cost of e i j should be lower than the sum cost of
its projected edges on the model dimension and the log dimension: δ(e i j) < δ(e i j ↑
) + δ(Ð→e i j).

In a triangle, the length of one edge is smaller than the sum of the lengths of the other
two, known as the triangular inequality theorem [99]. Mapping the δ(e i j), δ(e i j ↑),
and δ(Ð→e i j) into the length of the edges of a triangle could fulfill the lower-sum cost
principle. Figure 3.8 shows such an example. Taking e i j as the longest edge, e i g and
eg j as the other two edges, and δ be the length function of the edge, we can derive:
δ(e i g) + δ(eg j) > δ(e i j).

Up to now, the costs the edges in the coordinate system-based space are not
specified. Herein, we define a distance-based cost setting as follows.

Definition 3.10 (Distance-based cost setting). In a searching space GM∶σL , the cost of
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Figure 3.8: Demonstration of the lower-sum cost principle: δ(e i g) + δ(eg j) > δ(e i j).

e i j is:

δ(e i j) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, if e i j ∈ EL;
Floor(πM(n j)) − Floor(πM(n i)), if e i j ∈ EM;√
1 + (Floor(πM(n j)) − Floor(πM(n i)))2 , if e i j ∈ EB .

For the edges e ∈ EL on the log dimension, the cost setting defines that all the edges
have the cost being 1. For the edges e ∈ EM on the model dimension, the costs could
be assigned based on the Floor value of executed tasks discussed in Section 3.7.1.
For the edges e ∈ EB on the synchronous dimension, as inspired by the lower-sum
cost principle, we can put it in an right-angled triangle as shown in Figure 3.8. Since
δ(e i g) = δ(Ð→e i j)=1 and δ(eg j) = δ(e i j ↑) = Floor(πM(n j)) − Floor(πM(n i)), δ(e i j) is the
square root of sum of (δ(e i g))2 and (δ(eg j))2 .

3.7.3 A theoretical proof of the equivalence between the optimal align-
ments and the lowest-cost paths

In theprevioussection, the lower-sumcostprinciplehasguaranteedthat ∑
e∈EB

(δ(e)−

δ(e ↑) − δ(Ð→e )) in Cost(γ) is negative. Because δ(e) − δ(e ↑) − δ(Ð→e ) is not constant,
whether the paths with the minimal cost have the maximum synchronous moves is still
needed to be testified.

Hereby, we provide a theoretical proof that the alignments with the lowest cost γmin
have a maximum number of synchronous moves with the distance-based cost setting.

Γ1 = {γ1∣∀γ∈ΓgσM ∶σL
[Ω(γ1) ≥ Ω(γ)], Γ2 = {γ2∣∀γ∈ΓgσM ∶σL

[Cost(γ2) ≤ Cost(γ)]} ⇒ Γ1 = Γ2 ,
where Ω is the function calculating the number of synchronous moves in γ (Definition
3.4).

Let the search space for a log trace σL and an execution spaceM beGM∶σL , the path with
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minimal cost from the source node to the goal node be γmin . GM∶σL is a set of stacking
two-dimensional coordinate systems gσM1 ∶σL , gσM2 ∶σL ... In each 2D system, there exists a
lowest-cost path. They are γ1 , γ2 ... Because γmin is the global lowest-cost path, it means
Cost(γmin) is the smallest among Cost(γ1), Cost(γ2)... Let Ω(γmin) be the number of
synchronous moves in γmin , and Ω(γk) be the number of synchronous moves in γk

(lowest-cost path in gσMk ∶σL ). Note that projecting edges of γk on the model dimension
could result in edgeswith different∆Floor. Figure 3.9 shows an example γk with∆Floor
being 1, 2 or 3. Since both γk and γmin have the same source node nsource and the
same goal node ngoal , the locations of the edges of γk and γmin can be changed to form
triangles as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.9: An alignment γk whose projected edges onM have ∆Floor larger than one unit.

We provide a proof by assuming the contrary, namely γmin has fewer synchronous
moves than γk : Ω(γk) > Ω(γmin) (∆Ω = Ω(γmin) − Ω(γk) <0). Figure 3.10c shows
such a case where ∆Ω = Ω(γmin) − Ω(γk) = 1-2<0. However, this case is not allowed
according to the coordinate system based search space definition (Definition 3.5). It is
simply because the projected edges on the log dimension are not uniform.

Figure 3.10a and Figure 3.10b show the positive cases where γmin has equal or more
synchronous moves than γk . Thus, the proof is complete: the lowest-cost paths are
guaranteed to have maximum synchronous moves. (End of proof)
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(a) Case 1, where
∆Cost < 0 and
∆Ω=0

(b) Case 2, where
∆Cost < 0 and
∆Ω >0

(c) Case 3, where
∆Cost < 0 and
∆Ω <0

Figure 3.10: Three types of triangles which are formed by the edges in γk and γmin (∆Cost = Cost(γmin) −
Cost(γk) and ∆Ω = Ω(γmin) − Ω(γk)).

3.8 Multiple-goal search space for execution spaces with loops

In theprevious sections, the focal point is execution spaceswithout loops. For amore
general case where execution space could involve loops, the goal node of the search
space is not single any more. Specifically, the goal node represents the termination
state of a fully executed execution space and the log trace. As the termination state of
an execution space with loops differs as the loops are executed for different times, its
search space is not a single-goal coordinate system.

Figure 3.11 shows an example of an execution space MLoop involving loops, whose
maximum length of process trace is eleven (a11 is used to represented the executed task
with maximal Floor value). The loops are labeled as 1st , 2nd ... kth . When none of the
loops (the backwards flow) is executed, the actual execution space M0 equals to MLoop

discard all the loops. When only loop 1st is executed once, the actual execution space
M1 equals to M0 adding two more executed tasks (a2 and a3). It is obvious that the
maximum length of process trace of M0 and M1 differs. Specifically, the latter is longer
by two than the former. Thus,M0 andM1 have different goal nodes (referred to as ngoal0
and ngoal1 ) because the distance from the source node (nsource) to a goal node on the
model dimension equals to the maximum length.

Let the search space forM0 beGM0 ∶σL , the search space forM1 beGM1 ∶σL , etc. In each
individual search space, there exists a lowest-cost path, say γmin,0 , γmin,1 ... The global
optimal alignments are among γmin,0 , γmin,1 ... with the maximum synchronous moves.
Supposing γmin,0 contains Ω(γmin,0) synchronous moves, γmin,1 contains Ω(γmin,1)
synchronous moves ... We say that Ω(γmin,0), Ω(γmin,1) ... are related and using
this relation the optimal alignments (with maximum Ω(γmin)) can be found without
expanding all the loops ofMLoop .
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Figure 3.11: An exemplary execution space with loops.

Nota that M1 is an expanded version of M0 , by expanding loops incrementally,
multiple expanded execution spaces are generated. Each of the expanded execution
spaces corresponds to a search space as shown in Figure 3.12. GM0 ∶σL works as a base
search space. GM1 ∶σL is the search space for M1 , which expands the 1st loop in MLoop

compared to M0 . Similarly, GM2 ∶σL is the search space for M2 , which expands the 2nd

loop in MLoop compared to M0 . For a given actual execution space, all the k loops can
be executed all over again, so at each node in Figure 3.12, there are k children nodes
representing each of k loops is executed once. For example,GMk ∶σL has k children search
spaces: GMk2+1 ∶σL , GMk2+2 ∶σL ... GMk2+k ∶σL .

As the search spaces have successor (parent-child) relations, the number of syn-
chronous moves found in each search space is related. For all the children search
spaces of GMk ∶σL , they could find either fewer, equal or more synchronous moves than
Ω(γmin,k). Therefore, a termination strategy is that only when the child search space
finds more synchronous moves, expandingMLoop should be continued. In other words,
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only when the child search space gets better optimal alignments, is it meaningful to
produce a new single-goal search space.

Figure 3.12: Gradually generating search spaces for an execution space with loops as shown in Figure 3.11.

3.9 Conclusion

Optimal alignments are useful to detect deviations. In an optimal alignment, the
missing observed behavior relative to a reference process trace at one specific point is
an omission; the additional observed behavior relative to a reference process trace at
one specific point is an addition. Optimal alignments are defined as themaximal level of
consistency between a log trace and the process traces of a care pathwaymodel. Due to
the large amount of process traces that a care pathwaymodel allows as well as the large
number of mismatches between the two, computing optimal alignments in an efficient
manner is challenging. The heuristic search strategy used in the lowest-cost path search
problems gains good experience in achieving optimality and efficiency.

To answer RQ3. Can the optimal alignments be modeled as the lowest-cost paths? we
firstly compared the characteristics of a naive approach of finding optimal alignments
and a classical lowest-cost path search problem. Then, a special instance of graph-based
space, i.e., coordinate system-based search spaces, was introduced. They enable the
naive replay to be performed in a graph. For execution spaces without loops, each
alignment is represented as a path from the source node to the goal node of the
coordinate system-based space. Upon that, a mathematical formulation involving the
cost of an alignment and the number of synchronous moves can be established. By
studying the mathematical formulation, the conditions making the lowest-cost paths
contain the maximum synchronous moves are derived. The optimal alignments with
the maximum number of synchronous moves being equal to the lowest-cost paths
are founded on a theoretical base. A theoretical proof and experimental results both
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demonstrated that 100% optimality can be fully achieved. Regarding execution spaces
involving loops, we studied a method gradually unfolding the loop to multiple single-
termination spaces. Though the computational effort increases, the optimality can still
be guaranteed.
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Chapter 4

Computing optimal alignments
using the A* algorithm

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 has formalized the optimal alignments problem into the lowest-cost
path searching in a coordinate system space constructed by a given log trace and
an execution space. This chapter studies the implementation of finding such optimal
alignments, namely, the lowest-cost paths. An important feature of the paths in the
coordinate systems is that costs of the edges are positive (see the distance-base cost
setting in Section 3.7.2). Thus, the algorithm chosen to find the optimal alignments
should be able to find the paths in a weighted-graph with positive edge weights.

The other feature of the optimal alignments problem is that the target paths (i.e.
the lowest-cost paths) have a source node and a goal node. In solving such problems,
informed best-first strategy (best-first for short) [59], such as the Dijkstra and the A*
algorithm, has been studied well. Best-first algorithms only sprout candidate paths with
thehighestmerit basedonheuristic information. These algorithms achieves efficiency in
finding the lowest-cost paths compared to the exhaustive searching. The A* algorithm
is very popular due to its completeness, optimality, and optimal efficiency [60]. In this
chapter, we study implementationof theA* algorithm in computingoptimal alignments
in the coordinate system-based search spaces defined in Chapter 3. The algorithm and
its basic operators are studied in Section 4.2.

The cost function is crucial for the A* algorithm achieving the optimality and
efficiency. Designing an easy-to-compute form of the cost function fulfilling the
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admissibility and consistency principle [59] is not easy. For instance, various authors
in studies of [29, 52, 100] adopted Linear Programming (LP) techniques to obtain the
estimate as close to the true cost as possible. Solving LP problems is of high time
complexity, as it is exponential in the rank of the input matrix [56].

In Section 4.3, we report a distance-based cost function based on the coordinate
information being low computational complexity. Section 4.4 shows the experimental
evaluations of the computing optimal alignments using the A* algorithm. The main
principles of this chapter have been peer viewed and published in an international
conference [101]1.

4.2 The A* algorithm and basic operators

The best-first algorithm [59] was devised to search for lowest-cost paths in a given
search space optimally and efficiently. The best-first strategy searches a graph by
starting at one node and exploring neighboring nodes until the goal node is reached.
Instead of exploring all the neighboring nodes, each of them n is assigned to a value
that equals to the cost of the edges to n plus the approximate estimate cost from n to
the goal node. As the approximate estimate increases and gets closer to the true cost,
the A* algorithm finds optimal paths with fewer (better efficiency) nodes explored than
an exhaustive exploration [59].

In this section, the algorithm description is presented in Section 4.2.1. Section 4.2.2
presents node expansion in the context of the coordinate system-based search space.

4.2.1 The best-first algorithm

Figure 4.1 shows a typical shortest path search problem. The objective is to find the
shortest path from node s to node e. Starting from s, its three neighbors are n1 , n2 and
n3 . Instead of exploring all the three paths, the best-first strategy chooses n2 to continue
exploration. The logic is that though the distances of the three paths going through n1 ,
n2 and n3 are not known a priori, they can be estimated via a heuristic, i.e. which of n1 ,
n2 and n3 is closer to the goal is deemed to have a higher merit. It is obvious that n2 has
a shorter distance to the goal node e than n1 and n3 . Likewise, at n2 , n4 is selected for
exploration. Following this rationale, the path in bold and solid line was chosen to be
the lowest-cost path, which is the correct solution.

1HuiYan, Pieter VanGorp, Uzay Kaymak, Xudong Lu, Richard Vdovjak, Hendrikus H.M. Korsten andHuilong
Duan. ‘‘Analyzing conformance to clinical protocols involving advanced synchronizations.’’ In 2013 IEEE
International Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine, 61-68. IEEE, 2013.
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Figure 4.1: A path search example: the shortest path from node s to node e.

Given a search space GM∶σL , the goal is to find the lowest-cost path from nsource to
ngoal . Algorithm 4.1 presents the best-first algorithm in detail. A set OPEN stores the
nodes to expand (no successors yet). A set CLOSED stores the nodes which have been
expanded. Initially, nsource is in the OPEN. The algorithm iteratively removes a node n
with theminimum cost fromOPEN and places it to CLOSED (line 3); when n is expanded,
called node expansion (line 7), where all the successors (n′) of n become the candidate
nodes. If n′ is firstly encountered, add it to OPEN (lines 10 and 11); if n′ is in CLOSED,
ignore n′ (lines 12 and 13); otherwise (n′ is in OPEN), comparing the previous cost fpre
assigned to n′ and the cost calculated f (n′) in this iteration, when f (n′) < fpre , delete
the previous path to n′, and update n as the predecessor of n′ (lines 14 to 17). The
algorithm ends when a goal node is reached (line 4 and line 5).

4.2.2 Node expansion

A node expansion bases one given node and expands to its neighboring nodes
through edges in the search space. For a given node n i in the coordinate system space
GM∶σL , its adjacent edges decide its neighboring nodes. According to Definition 3.5,
from n i to its neighboring node n j , there could exist three types of edges, representing
three types of aligned activities: move in log, move in model and move in both. The
move in both has a special requirement for the event and executed task (projecting
n j on σL and M), namely a relating relation. As an executed task in M could have
multiple successors executed tasks, node expansion need to evaluate against each of
the successor tasks individually.

Definition 4.1 (Node expansion). For a given node n i in the coordinate system space
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Algorithm 4.1 The best-first algorithm for optimal alignments
1: Let OPEN be an open set of nodes, add the node nsource of GM∶σL in OPEN;
2: while OPEN is not empty do
3: Remove from OPEN a node n whose cost is minimum and place it on a set called CLOSED;
4: if n is a goal node then
5: Return n; ▷ Succeed in finding the optimal alignment, the algorithm ends.
6: end if
7: Perform node expansion on n, generating new nodes (each successor n′) which points

back to n;
8: for for each successor n′ do
9: Calculate f (n′);

10: if n′ was neither in OPEN nor in CLOSED then
11: Add n′ to OPEN and assign f (n′) as n′’s cost;
12: else if n′ was in CLOSED then
13: continue;
14: else ▷ n′ was in OPEN.
15: Let fprebe the previous assigned cost of n′;
16: if f (n′) < fpre then
17: Substitute n for n′’s previous predecessor and assign f (n′) as n′’s cost;
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: end while

GM∶σL for an execution spaceM and a log trace σL , let σL(i) = πσL(n i)be the eventwhich
n i is projected to log trace σL , then σL(i)’s successor in σL is σL(i + 1); let σM(i) = πM(n i)
be the executed task that n i is projected to M, then σM(i)’s successors in M is a set of
executed tasks St ⊂ AM , an operation node expansion of n i Ψ(n i) is:

• if ∃stgood ↔ σL(i + 1) with st ∈ St , ‘‘↔’’ denotes an aligning relation between an
executed task stgood and an event σL(i + 1):

– generating an edge e i j on the synchronous dimension, which connects n i to
n j , πM(n j) = stgood and πσL(n j) = σL(i + 1);

– for the other executed tasks st in St (except stgood ), generating edges e i g on the
model dimension, which connect n i to ng , πM(ng) = st and πσL(ng) = σL(i).

• else

– for all executed tasks in st ∈ St , generating an edge e i g on the model
dimension, which connects n i to ng , πM(ng) = st and πσL(ng) = σL(i);

– generating an edge e i k on the log dimension, which connects n i to nk ,
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πM(nk) = σM(i) and πσL(nk) = σL(i + 1).

Ψ(n i) describes two situations: the event σL(i + 1) is successfully aligned to (↔) one of
the executed task in St or not.

Under the first condition, let the executed task that is aligned to σL(i + 1) be stgood .
Two steps are performed: a synchronous edge e i j connecting n i to n j is generated with
πσL(n j)being σL(i+1) and πM(n j)being stgood ; for each executed task st in the remaining
St , an edge e i g on themodel dimension is generated. Note that in the first step, only the
edge on the synchronous dimension is generated. It is different from the original path
search problem, and each neighboring node counts as a different candidate path. Yet, in
the coordinate system space GM∶σL , according toDefinition 3.9, the edges on the other
two dimensions would eventually sprout to the same node as a synchronous edge does
but with a higher cost. So, when there exists a neighboring node on the synchronous
dimension, it is not necessary to expand the other two neighboring nodes.

Even though one of the executed task in St get aligned to σL(i + 1), we still generate
edges on the model dimension for each of the un-aligned executed task in St . Because
the edge on the model dimension may become a more meritorious path than the edge
on the synchronous dimension does at a later stage.

Under the second condition (‘‘else’’ part in Definition 4.1), since no synchronous
edge is generated, edges on the model dimension and log dimension are generated
separately. For the model dimension, each executed task of St contributes to an edge;
for the log dimension, only one edge is generated. Especially, when one of the log and
model dimensions reaches the goal, the node expansion proceeds on the unreached
dimension (one of two steps in ‘‘else’’).

4.3 The distance-based cost function

The trick of how the best-first algorithm achieves optimality and efficiency lies in
two places of Algorithm 4.1. The first place describes that the algorithm terminates at
the first encounter of goal node (in line 4). The second place describes the case where a
node n′ has already been explored (in CLOSED), then it is ignored (lines 12 to 13), which
greatly reduces searching effort since each node only needs to be explored once. In the
first place, the first encounter of goal node is selected fromOPEN the cost-minimum. As
for the second place, it only makes sense to discard n′ in the new path when the old
path to n′ is optimal. This is because when n′ was in OPEN (lines 14 to 18), the path with
lower cost (comparing a previous path with the current path to the same n′) is kept in
OPEN. Therefore, the cost in the two places plays a role in prioritizing and discarding
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candidate nodes. The function of calculating the cost is called cost function [102].

Cost function assesses the merit of each ongoing candidate path sprouting a
lowest-cost path. Researchers in [102] devised two principles, namely admissibility and
consistency, to guarantee the best-first algorithm returns the optimal (lowest-cost) paths
with efficiency.

4.3.1 The admissibility and consistency of the cost function

The admissibility requires that f should always provide optimistic estimate of the
final cost of the candidate path evaluated [102]. By being optimistic, it means that f (n)
should always provide a lower cost than the actual cost of the path from the source
node, constrained to go through n, to the goal node.

With this admissibility principle, the first encounter of a goal node is deemed to be
the lowest-cost path. Let γmin be the path found at the first encounter of a goal node.
Let nopen be any node fromOPEN, and the path through nopen be γ. Since γmin and γ are
both inOPENwhen γmin was selected, it indicate that γmin has theminimumcost among
all the candidates in OPEN, so f (γmin) < f (γ). The estimated cost of γ is f (γ), and the
actual cost of γ is freal(γ). Under admissibility, f (γ) ≤ freal(γ). Because γmin has reached
the goal node, so its estimate cost equals to its actual cost f (γmin) = freal(γmin). Thus,
freal(γmin) ≤ freal(γ) proves that the actual cost of the path found at the first encounter
of a goal node is a global lowest cost.

The consistency principle is also called order preserving [102], which stated that if
monotonicity is preserved during the expansion of nodes, each node only needs to be
expanded once. For a given node n in the search space, there could be more than one
path (starting from the source node) passing through. From the source node to n, the
lowest-cost path is unique in general. The consistency principle enables the lowest-cost
path is explored earlier than other paths. Under this condition, if a node is being
revisited, there is no need to keep two copies of the path, the algorithm could maintain
only the lower f path while discarding the link from its more expensive predecessor. It
requires: if a n i is being expanded to n j , then f (n j) ≥ f (n i) should be fulfilled.

The detailed explanation is as follows. Supposing at some iteration an open node n j

with the minimum cost among all the nodes in OPEN got expanded and marked as a
closed node. To distinguish the cost of the path where n j was firstly encountered from
that of a newly encountered, fpre is used to indicate the earlier cost, f (n j) is used to
indicate the new cost. Let n i be an open node whose successor is also n j . It is obvious
that fpre < f (n i). To avoid n j being expanded multiple times (n j has already been a
closed node), when n i is being expanded, the condition should be met: fpre ≤ f (n j).
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Such condition is easily met when f (n j) ≥ f (n i).

4.3.2 Definition of distance-based cost function

Upon the basic framework of the best-first strategy, different versions of the
algorithm, like the Dijkstra algorithm, the A algorithm, the A* algorithm, have been
developed. They differ mainly in the cost function. Among the various versions, the A*
algorithm achieves completeness, optimality, and optimal efficiency [60]. The A* algo-
rithmadopted anadditivecostmeasureof the candidate path: f (n) = g(n)+h(n), where
g(n) is the cost of the currently formed path (from nsource to node n), h(n) is a heuristic
estimateof the costof thepath remainingbetween n and ngoal . Hereby,wedefine theA*-
fashion cost function for computingoptimal alignments in the coordinate systemspace.

Definition 4.2 (Cost function). In a coordinate system-based search space GM∶σL for a
given execution space M and a log trace σL , the cost function fest(n) of a given node n
is the cost of a path from nsource to n, greal(n), adding the cost of a path from n to ngoal ,
qest(n), thus: fest(n) = greal(n) + qest(n), where:

• greal(n) = ∑
e∈Epnsource→n

δ(e), in which Epnsource→n is a set of all the edges consisted in

the path pnsource→n from nsource to n, and δ(e) is the cost of a single edge e.

• qest(n) = qest(hL(n), hM(n)) is a combinational function for hL(n) and hM(n),
which represents the entire estimate cost of n to ngoal .

– hL(n) is the cost of the path from n to ngoal on the log dimension of GM∶σL ;

– hM(n) is the cost of the path from n to ngoal on the model dimension of
GM∶σL ;

greal(n) is the cost of the currently formed path pnsource→n , so adding the costs of edges in
Epnsource→n gets greal(n). As the actual cost of the path from n to ngoal can only be known
when the search reaches ngoal , namely n being ngoal , an estimate cost qest is used for
inferring.

One advantage of the coordinate system is that it provides coordinate information
for any node in it. For example, the coordinate value on the log dimension of ngoal
is the event πσL(ngoal), which is obtained by the projecting function πσL (the detailed
explanation is referred to Definition 3.5). Similarly, the coordinate values on the model
dimension can also be obtained by the projection function πM . Knowing the coordinate
values of the node n and the node ngoal , the cost qest can be estimated just like the
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distance between two nodes can be estimated using the coordinate values on the two
dimensions.

Such a concept is illustrated in Figure 4.2. To estimate the cost from n i to ngoal , the
differences of their projected values on the two dimensions are calculated. On the log
dimension: πσL(ngoal)− πσL(n i), as illustrated by the cost from n′′i to ngoal ; on the model
dimension: πM(ngoal) − πM(n i), as illustrated by the cost from n′i to ngoal . The former is
denoted by hL(n i), and the latter is denoted by hM(n i). Thus, hL(n i) equals to the cost
of the path from n i to ngoal on the log dimension; hM(n i) equals to the cost of the path
from n i to ngoal on the model dimension. Specially, hL(ngoal)=0 and hM(ngoal) =0.

Figure 4.2: The cost function illustration.

Computing hL(n i) and hM(n i) requires the distance-based cost setting in Defini-
tion 3.10. hL(n i) equals to the cost of the path from n′′i to ngoal , which is the sum cost
of the edges consisted in the path. Thus, hL(n i)= ∑

e∈Epn′′i →ngoal

δ(e). δ(e) is always one

according to Definition 3.10 when e ∈ EL is an edge on the log dimension. Therefore,
hL(n i) = Count(πσL(n′′i ), πσL(ngoal)). Likewise, hM(n i)= ∑

e∈Epn′i→ngoal

δ(e) canalsobeeasily

obtained.

With hL(n) and hM(n), qest(hL(n), hM(n)) can be freely designed upon users’
interest. Adding them is the simplest option. Herein, we propose the adding form for
hL(n) and hM(n)with a weight factor α: qest(n) = α × (hM(n) + hL(n)).
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4.3.3 Deriving weight factor α with admissibility and consistency

The value of α should be carefully investigated such that fest meets the admissibility
and consistency principles. In the following theorem, we derive a range of α.

Theorem 4.1. Let the cost function fest(n) of a given node n in a coordinate system
space GM∶σL be fest = greal(n) + α × (hL(n) + hM(n)), hL(n) is the cost of the path from
n to ngoal on the log dimension, hM(n) is cost of the path from n to ngoal on the model
dimension. The requirement for fest to fulfill the admissibility and consistency principles
is: α ≤

√
1/2.

Proof. The admissibility principle requires that qest(n) should be lower than or
equal to the actual cost of the remaining path from n to ngoal . As the Euclidean
distance between two nodes (n and ngoal) in a coordinate system space is lower
than or equal to the actual distance between them,

√
(hL(n))2 + (hM(n))2 can be

used as such a lower boundary according to the Pythagorean theorem [103]. So, it
requires qest(hL(n), hM(n)) ≤

√
(hL(n))2 + (hM(n))2 . Further, α × (hM(n) + hL(n)) ≤√

(hL(n))2 + (hM(n))2 . Assuming hM(n) = x × hL(n) (x > 0), (x + 1) × α ≤
√
x2 + 1.

Then, α ≤
√
1 − 2x

x2+2x+1 =
√
1 − 2

x+ 1x +2 .
√
1 − 2

x+ 1x +2 gets a minimum value when x =1. To
guarantee this principle is never violated, α should always be smaller than the lower
boundary of

√
1 − 2

x+ 1x +2 , which is
√
1/2.

The consistency principle requires: if n i is expanded to n j , then fest(n j) ≥ fest(n i). Let
∆ fest = fest(n j) − fest(n i), then ∆ fest ≥ 0. With fest being greal(n) + α × (hL(n) + hM(n)),
∆ fest = ∆greal + α × (∆hL + ∆hM). ∆hL and ∆hM can be computed using e i j ’s projection
on log and model dimension as shown in Figure 4.2: ∆hL = hL(n j) − hL(n i) = −δ(Ð→e i j);
∆hM = hL(n j) − hL(n i) = −δ(e i j ↑). Based on the different type of e i j , different ∆hL and
∆hM should be discussed individually, as shown in Table 4.1.

The first condition that e i j is on the log dimension requires 1− α ≥ 0, indicating α ≤ 1.
The second condition that e i j is on the model dimension requires (1 − α) × ∆Floor ≥ 0.
As ∆Floor > 0 (∆Floor = n j .Floor − n i .Floor), we can derives α ≤ 1. The third condition
that e i j is on the synchronous dimension requires

√
1 + ∆Floor2 − α × (1 + ∆Floor) > 0.

Further, we can derive α ≤
√
1 − 2∆Floor

(1+∆Floor)2 . Then α ≤
√
1 − 2∆Floor

(1+∆Floor)2 . At a minimum

value of ∆Floor,
√
1 − 2∆Floor

(1+∆Floor)2 obtains its lower boundary. Aminimum value of ∆Floor

is 1. So we can derive α ≤
√
1 − 2

(1+1)2 =
√
1/2. To fulfill all the three conditions, α ≤

√
1/2.

The Admissibility and consistency principles both requires α ≤
√
1/2.(End of proof)
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Table 4.1: ∆ fest in distance-based cost setting with qest(n) = α × (hM(n) + hL(n)).
Node expansion
type

∆greal = δ(e i j) ∆hL = −δ(Ð→e i j) ∆hM = −δ(e i j ↑)
∆ fest = ∆greal + α ×
(∆hM + ∆hL)

An edge e i j on
the log dimen-
sion e i j ∈ EL

1 -1 0 1−α

An edge e i j on
the model di-
mension e i j ∈

EM

∆Floor 0 -∆Floor (1-α) × ∆Floor

An edge e i j on
the synchronous
dimension e i j ∈

EB

√

1 + ∆Floor2 -1 -∆Floor
√

1 + ∆Floor2−α×(1+
∆Floor)

Note: ∆Floor = Floor(πM(n j)) − Floor(πM(n i)).

When the heuristic part equals to zero, the A* algorithm is equivalent to Dijkstra’s
algorithm fest(n) = greal(n). In the following of the thesis, we refer fest(n) = greal(n) as
Dijkstra formand refer fest(n) = greal(n)+qest(hL(n), hM(n)) as A* form. As the heuristic
estimate increases and gets closer to the true distance, the efficiency is increased. So
the Dijkstra algorithm has a lower efficiency than the A* algorithm.

4.4 Experiments

The goal is to evaluate the efficiency and optimality of the proposed approach to
compute optimal alignments between log traces and execution spaces. The proposed
approach includes the coordinate system-based search space (described in Chapter
3) and the A* algorithm with a specially designed cost function fest = greal(n) + α ×
(hL(n) + hM(n)). Thus, we designed three sets of experiments: tree-based replay vs.
coordinate system-based replay, coordinate system-based replayusing theA* algorithm
with different α values, and the coordinate system-based replay using the A* algorithm
vs. a most related work using the product of Petri nets in [52].

Efficiency: Computing optimal alignments is essentially searching for goal nodes in
a defined search space. For a given log trace and an execution space, the queued nodes
are actually visited nodes during the search in the search space. It represents the size of
the explored area. Thus, for each log trace, we recorded the number of queued nodes
to measure efficiency. Approaches with a higher efficiency explore fewer nodes than
those with lower efficiency.

Optimality: We firstly generated perfectly fitting log traces for the experimental
execution spaces. Then we introduced deviations by randomly removing and inserting
events (artificial omissions and additions). Thus, each given log trace contains a fixed
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numberof introduceddeviations. In return, thesupposednumberof synchronousmoves
(NumBoth) is also fixed. Running an algorithm for optimal alignment computationgives
out a result alignment. Comparing thenumber of synchronousmoves found in the result
alignment toNumBoth, we can judge whether the alignment is optimal or not. The log
trace whose result alignment is optimal is called a correct trace. For each algorithm, we
count the number of correct traces given the input set of log traces. The algorithm
with a higher number of correct traces is regarded as having higher optimality.

4.4.1 Coordinate system-based space compared to tree-based space

The tree-based replay, also called naive replay, described in Section 3.4 is an
elementary method to compute optimal alignments. To validate our claim that graph-
based replay has a higher efficiency than the tree-based replay, we compare the
tree-based replay using the Dijkstra algorithm and the coordinate system-based replay
using the Dijkstra and A* algorithms. The experimental process model is a single
sequence of tasks without branches. The corresponding execution space is shown
in Figure 4.3. The reason for choosing such a simple structured process model is that
the tree-basedmethod using the Dijkstra algorithm finishes the search when a first goal
node is found, no matter whether there are other goal nodes or not. By purposely
making only one goal node in both tree-based and coordinate system-based search
spaces, the comparison for efficiency is fair.

Figure 4.3: The execution space of a process model containing a sequence of tasks.

We firstly generated a perfectly fitting log trace of length 10. Then we introduced
deviationsby randomly removingand insertingevents (artificialomissions andadditions)
into the perfectly fitting trace as shown in columns 3 and 4 of Table 4.2. In total, we
generated 10 logs, each of which contains 20 traces. Deviations are randomly placed in
each trace, but traces in the same log file have the same number of omissions, additions.
Logs 1 to 8 have an increasing number (from 1 to 8) of deviations.

Running the tree-based method and the coordinate system-based methods to
compute optimal alignments between the 8 logs and the execution space shown in 4.3,
the results are shown in columns 7 to 12 in Table 4.2. Specifically, two versions of the
coordinate system-based methods are compared: the Dijkstra form of cost function
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Table 4.2: Efficiency and optimality for each log using the tree-based method and coordinate system-based
replay methods with cost function in the Dijkstra and A* forms.

Tree-basedmethod

Coordinate system-
based replay with cost
function in theDijkstra
form

Coordinate system-
based replay with cost
function in theA* form
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1 11 0 1 1 10 14.80 20 32.15 20 14.60 20
2 10 1 1 2 9 21.80 20 50.90 20 19.60 20
3 11 1 2 3 9 38.40 20 70.40 20 27.45 20
4 10 2 2 4 8 68.50 20 69.20 20 35.85 20
5 11 2 3 5 8 131.85 20 81.40 20 46.45 20
6 10 3 3 6 7 258.50 20 79.10 20 55.15 20
7 9 4 3 7 6 510.80 20 79.40 20 63.00 20
8 10 4 4 8 6 1006.15 20 90.05 20 76.35 20

fest = greal(n) and the A* form of cost function fest = greal(n)+ α × (hL(n)+ hM(n))with
α =0.7. Columns 8, 10, and 12 in Table 4.2 show the number of correct traces found by
the three methods. All the three methods achieved 100% (20/20) optimality for all the
logs.

The mean number of queued nodes of log 1 to 8 (columns 7, 9, and 11) are plotted
in Figure 4.4, where each dot in the figure represents the average number of queued
nodes per trace in each log. Deviation ratio is calculated by omission+additions/length.
The figure shows that the tree-based searching approach has exponentially increasing
mean number of queued nodes, as the deviation ratio increases. The coordinate system-
based replaying using the A* form cost function explores the fewest nodes among the
three methods, so it has the highest efficiency.

It is validated that coordinate system-based replay achieves better efficiency than
the tree-based replay. Coordinate system-based method is less sensitive to deviations
than the tree-basedmethod. Moreover, the A* algorithm achieves better efficiency than
the Dijkstra algorithm with the same optimality.

4.4.2 Different α values

In this second experiment, we evaluate the efficiency andoptimality of our proposed
coordinate system-based replay using the A* algorithm with different α values. As
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Figure 4.4: Mean number of queued nodes to compute optimal alignments for the execution space
in Figure 4.3. Each dot in the figures represents the average number of queued nodes per trace in each log,
where each log consists of 20 traces. Log 1∼8 have increasing deviation number from 1 to 8.

reported in Section 4.3, we invented the cost function as fest = greal(n) + α × (hM(n) +
hL(n)) and derived that when α ≤

√
1/2 ≈0.707, the optimality is guaranteed (see

Theorem 4.1). To fully evaluate our theoretical derivation, we run the coordinate system
replay using the A* form cost functionwith four different α values: α =0.6, α =0.7, α =0.8,
and α =0.9.

Theprocessmodelused in this setofexperiments is fromreal life, diagnosis validation
process for unstable angina in Catharina hospital in the Netherlands [104]. The BPMN
model is shown in Figure B.2. The process model contains three exclusive splits and
three exclusive joins. The execution space of the BPMN model is shown in Figure 3.7b.
Its containing process traces have different lengths.

The artificial log information used in this experiment is shown in Table 4.3. We firstly
generated three perfectly fitting traces (three process traces) with different lengths: 5,
10 and 14. Then we introduced deviations by randomly removing and inserting events
(artificial omissions and additions) into the three perfectly fitting traces(original process
traces) as shown in columns 3, 4, 9 and 10 of Table 4.3. In total, we generated 25 logs,
each of which contains 20 log traces. Note that though the numbers of deviations the
same for all traces in each log, their locations may differ. Logs 1 to 4 correspond to an
original process trace of length 5. From index 1 to 4, its contained number of deviations
increases. Logs 5 to 12 correspond to an original process trace of length 10. From
index 5 to 12, its contained number of deviations increases. Logs 13 to 25 correspond
to an original process trace of length 14. From index 13 to 25, its contained number
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Table 4.3: Log information.
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1 6 0 1 1 5 13 15 0 1 1 14
2 5 1 1 2 4 14 14 1 1 2 13
3 6 1 2 3 4 15 15 1 2 3 13
4 5 2 2 4 3 16 14 2 2 4 12
5 11 0 1 1 10 17 15 2 3 5 12
6 10 1 1 2 9 18 14 3 3 6 11
7 11 1 2 3 9 19 15 3 4 7 11
8 10 2 2 4 8 20 14 4 4 8 10
9 11 2 3 5 8 21 15 4 5 9 10
10 10 3 3 6 7 22 14 5 5 10 9
11 11 3 4 7 7 23 15 5 6 11 9
12 10 4 4 8 6 24 14 6 6 12 8

25 15 6 7 13 8

of deviations increases. The sixth and twelfth columns (NumBoth) in Table 4.3 show
the supposed number of synchronous moves. For instance, for any log trace in log 2,
its length is five and there are one omission and one addition; except for the omission,
the remaining four events should make four synchronous moves. So the number of
synchronousmoves for all the log traces in log 2 should be four (the columnNumBoth).

Running the four versions of the A* algorithm with α being 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9
respectively on the experimental execution space and the logs, the results are shown
in Table 4.4. For each log trace, each algorithm returns the number of queued nodes
when the goal node is found in the coordinate system space. Each log consists of 20 log
traces. So, we can calculate the average number of queued nodes per trace for each log.
They are shown in columns 2, 4, 6, and 8.

For each log trace, each algorithm also returns a result alignment that it regards
as the optimal. Counting the number of synchronous moves in the result alignment
and comparing it with the supposed number (NumBoth in Table 4.3), we can judge
whether the result alignment is optimal or not. The total amount of log traces for which
an algorithm succeeds in found their optimal alignments is number of correct traces.
They are shown in columns 3, 5, 7, and 9. For example, when α=0.8, the A* algorithm
succeeds in finding the optimal alignments for 18 log traces of Log 18. It means for the
other two log traces, the result alignments are not optimal.

Mean number of queued nodes against log 1 to 25 are plotted in Figure 4.5,
where each dot in the figure represents the average number of queued nodes per
trace in each log. It shows that as α increases, the mean number of queued nodes
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Table 4.4: Efficiency and optimality for each log of coordinate system-based replay using the A* algorithm
( fest = greal(n) + α × (hM(n) + hL(n))) with different α values.
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1 97.15 20 70.90 20 42.75 20 12.65 20
2 111.15 20 85.05 20 67.65 20 37.80 20
3 157.05 20 123.50 20 101.65 20 68.30 20
4 157.70 20 143.25 20 133.45 20 105.95 20
5 68.25 20 40.90 20 23.15 20 19.60 20
6 93.30 20 59.85 20 34.75 20 30.75 20
7 132.35 20 79.50 20 36.15 20 29.65 20
8 154.25 20 102.25 20 50.80 20 36.80 20
9 202.20 20 127.75 20 58.00 20 43.60 20
10 216.90 20 149.25 20 84.55 20 55.55 20
11 255.10 20 180.20 20 101.85 20 61.15 20
12 259.70 20 205.50 20 123.05 20 70.30 19
13 51.00 20 24.75 20 23.55 20 23.55 20
14 63.35 20 30.50 20 26.20 20 26.20 20
15 103.30 20 40.45 20 30.80 20 30.70 20
16 117.50 20 55.85 20 35.45 20 34.80 20
17 169.80 20 77.70 20 40.80 20 39.30 20
18 184.55 20 92.70 20 46.35 18 43.45 19
19 236.60 20 118.30 20 52.60 20 48.35 20
20 255.30 20 135.25 20 62.65 20 53.55 18
21 310.05 20 172.00 20 72.90 19 56.10 17
22 298.70 20 203.95 20 105.00 20 71.50 16
23 344.75 20 250.15 20 125.65 20 71.95 17
24 375.45 20 286.15 20 154.05 19 82.10 15
25 424.95 20 351.90 20 186.35 20 96.50 16
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: Mean number of queued nodes of running the coordinate system-based replay using the A*
algorithmwith α being four different values. Each dot in the figures represents the average number of queued
nodes per trace in each log, where each log consists of 20 traces. Log 1∼4 (length of 5-6) have increasing
deviation number from 1 to 4. Log 5∼12 (length of 10-11) have increasing deviation number from 1 to 8. Log
13∼25 (length of 14-15) have increasing deviation number from 1 to 13.

decreases, and the efficiency grows. It validates the theory that as the heuristic estimate
(α × (hM(n) + hL(n))) in the cost function is getting closer to the actual cost, the A*
runs faster. It also shows that the deviation ratio affects the efficiency: log traces with a
higher deviation ratio take more queued nodes to be explored during the search.

Numberof corrected traces against logs 1 to 25 are plotted in Figure 4.6. Taking log
12 for example, running the algorithm with α=0.9 results in 19 correct traces according
to Table 4.4. The A* form of cost function ( fest = greal(n) + α × (hM(n) + hL(n))) with
α =0.6 and α =0.7 always results in 20 correct traces for all 25 logs, meaning 100%
optimality. α =0.8 and α =0.9 failed in achieving 100% optimality. Especially, from log
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18 where the deviation ratio rises to 35.2% (6/11+3+3), the optimality starts to show a
downward trend for α=0.8 and α =0.9. Besides, α =0.8 achieves better optimality than
α =0.9 does.

In conclusion, this experiment validates our theory that the optimality requirement
of the A* algorithmwith fest = greal +α× (hL + hM) is α ≤

√
1/2 ≈0.707, referred as golden

range. Moreover, a bigger α value shows a better efficiency. However, when α is out
of the golden range, the optimality can not be guaranteed. When α falls in the golden
range, a bigger α achieves better efficiency, e.g., α =0.7 has a better efficiency than
α =0.6. Since the optimality does not grow anymore with a smaller α, α being a closely
but smaller value than

√
1/2 in the A* form of fest = greal(n) + α × (hM(n) + hL(n)) is

regarded as the best in terms of both efficiency and optimality.

4.4.3 Comparison of optimality of multiple-tracemodel with loops

In this experiment, we compared the proposed coordinate system-based approach
with the existing approach [52] that is recognized as the only method with guaranteed
optimality in [56]. The approach is implemented as a plugin ‘‘Replay a log on Petri
net for all optimal alignments’’ in the ProM 6.8 environment. Specifically, the selected
algorithm is ‘‘Graph-based state space replay to obtain all optimal alignments’’ with cost
setting being defaulted.

The process model used for this experiment is a real-life Central Venous Catheter
(CVC) installation training of medical students (for the detailed description of the
process, please refer to [105]). It is from the 1st Conformance Checking Challenge 2019
(CCC2019) [106]. The CVC process is used for delivering liquids, fluids or medicines to
patients. TheCCC2019publishedthemodel inBPMNasshownin theAppendixFigureB.3
and themodel in Petri nets as shown in theAppendix Figure B.4. TheCCC2019published
an event log containing 20 traces with the length ranging from 52 to 118.

Using thegivenBPMNmodel,wegenerate itsexecutionspace, as shown inFigure4.7.
Note that this execution space contains three split branch structures and two loops. We
run our tool implementing the ‘‘coordinate system-based replay using the A* algorithm
(α=0.7)’’ in a computer with the core Intel Core i5-7200U 2.5GHz (4 cores), 8GB RAM.
Taking the execution space and the log traces as input, we record the number of
synchronousmoves (NumBoth) in each result alignment, the number of queued nodes,
the number of deviations, and the time consumed for each log trace. They are depicted
in columns 4 to 7 in Table 4.5.

Taking the Petri net and the log traces as input to ‘‘Replay a log on Petri net
for all optimal alignments’’ plugin in ProM 6.8, the tool shows the number of states
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: Number of correct traces obtained from running the A* algorithm with α being four different
values. Each dot in the figures represents the number of correct traces of each log, where each log consists of
20 traces. Log 1∼4 (length of 5-6) have increasing deviation number from 1 to 4. Log 5∼12 (length of 10-11)
have increasing deviation number from 1 to 8. Log 13∼25 (length of 14-15) have increasing deviation number
from 1 to 13.

explored and the resulting optimal alignment for each trace (for example in Figure 4.9).
We counted the number of synchronous moves (NumBoth) found in the resulting
alignment and listed in column 3 in Table 4.5.

The number of synchronous moves (NumBoth in columns 3 and 4 of Table 4.5)
found using the two methods are plotted in Figure 4.8. It shows the two methods get
the same number of synchronous moves on one trace (ID=‘‘1539314415211’’). For the
other 19 traces, our method gets more synchronous moves than the ProM 6.8 plugin.
Taking the trace with ID=1547693943698 for example, Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show
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Table 4.5: Efficiency and optimality for Replay a Log on Petri Nets in ProM 6.8 and the coordinate system-based
method of this thesis.

Log trace ID Length
NumBoth of
Replay plug-in in
ProM 6.8

The coordinate system-based replay using the A*
algorithm

NumBoth
Number
of queued
nodes

Number of
deviations

Time
(ms)

1539302414925 66 20 23 88450 52 590
1539303857517 62 22 26 81364 42 590
1547683734202 60 23 26 82355 40 590
1547722738650 68 22 25 92287 50 590
1547693943698 62 23 27 82197 40 590
1547915248799 62 22 25 82392 44 590
1547698148253 82 27 30 111426 60 590
1547986862398 64 25 28 80839 40 590
1539314415211 118 32 32 164290 98 590
1547997805806 62 24 38 80368 38 590
1548033283992 62 24 40 80599 40 590
1548034300723 54 23 34 67539 34 590
1548037113729 78 24 56 106058 56 590
1539316889981 92 25 76 132607 76 590
1539734942389 72 21 54 97742 54 590
1539737717686 70 19 58 99971 58 590
1539739275781 76 25 62 101586 62 590
1539740347920 60 21 44 79407 44 590
1539831132678 52 21 33 68187 36 590
1539832275246 72 25 54 98135 54 590
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Figure 4.7: An execution space with loop structures.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of optimality of our method (A* replay in coordinate system space) with the ‘‘Replay
a log on Petri net for all optimal alignments’’ plugin in ProM 6.8. Each dot in the figure represents number of
synchronous moves for each log trace.

Figure 4.9: The optimal alignment computed using the plugin ‘‘Replaying a log on Petri net for all optimal
alignments’’ in ProM 6.8 for the trace with ID=1547693943698 (23 synchronous moves).

the detailed results from the two methods. Our method gets 27 synchronous moves,
more than 23 synchronous moves found using the ProM plugin. It shows our method
achieves better optimality than the existing ‘‘Relay a log on Petri net for all optimal
alignments’’ [52].

The ProM plugin does not provide the consumed time, so the efficiency of the two
methods is hard to be compared. For each log trace, our A* replay in coordinate system
space method takes the same time (590 ms) in column 7 in Table 4.5. It suggests that
our method obtains acceptable efficiency.

4.5 Conclusion

The A* algorithm is known for its completeness, optimality, and good efficiency. In
this chapter, we studied the actual implementation of computing optimal alignments
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Figure 4.10: The optimal alignment computed using our A* replay in coordinate system space method for
the trace with ID=1547693943698 (27 synchronous moves).

for execution spaces, which answers RQ4. How to implement the A* algorithm for the
optimal alignments? The A* algorithm is a derivative version of the best-first algorithm,
which selects the nodes with the highest merit for node expansion iteratively. We
implemented the algorithm and nodeexpansion for the coordinate system-based search
space introduced in Chapter 3.

The cost function of A* algorithm is crucial for the A* algorithm achieving the
optimality and efficiency. We designed an easy-to-compute cost function, fest =
greal + α × (hL + hM). hL and hM can be easily computed leveraging the coordinate
information provided by the coordinate system based space. Moreover, the golden
range of the weight factor α is derived with guaranteed admissibility and consistency
principle of the cost function of A*, α ≤

√
1/2 ≈ 0.707. Compared to other studies [29, 52]

using Linear Programming (LP) for the estimate cost, our proposed cost function
requires a lower computational complexity. In comparison, our method requires that
the execution space of the inputmodel is ready; the study in [52] requires the statespace
of the product of a Petri net and a log trace.
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We evaluated the efficiency and optimality of our proposed method with two other
methods: the tree-based method and the most related existing work [52]. At the
efficiency aspect, the coordinate system-based method outperforms the tree-based
approach. We also evaluate the optimality when α is assigned to different values. The
experiments shows that the cost function in A* form with α ≤

√
1/2 achieves 100%

optimality for the execution space without loops. α=0.6 achieves lower efficiency
than α=0.7. In the spectrum of coordinate system-based approaches, the best-first
algorithm with the A* form outperforms Dijkstra form. For process models with loops,
we comparedourmethod against themost relatedwork basedonPetri net product [52],
and it shows our method has better optimality than the other work.
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Chapter 5

Computing optimal alignments
using the A* algorithm for
task-timematrix care pathways

5.1 Introduction

The efficiency of computing optimal alignments is important for the support of
deviations analysis based on large-scale historical data. Task-time matrix care pathways
allowmiddle levels of order uncertainty. They consist of consecutive phases of tasks, and
per phase, the orders between care activities are not always explicit (a pair of Parallel
Gateways). Different execution orders of tasks contribute to different process traces,
so the total allowed process traces increases rapidly as the number of unordered tasks
grows. Roughly speaking, the breadth of execution spaces is factorial with the number
of unordered tasks.

For execution spaces with a large number of allowed process traces, there are two
factors affecting the computational effort. One factor is the generation of the execution
spaces. The other factor is the exploration of the big coordinate system space, of which
one of the dimensions is an execution space. Considering that the targeting reference
executions are essentially the log trace plus deviations, we propose a new strategy
which purposely let the execution of the model be driven by the log trace. This strategy
is called a lazy-execution strategy.

The high computational effort of the exploration is explained as follows. Taking
an execution space as two dimensions, the direction towards the termination state is
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one dimension, i.e. depth, and other dimension breadth is the quantity of the allowed
process traces. To find the reference process trace for a given log trace, both the depth
and the breadth are required to be explored. Since the A* algorithm is breadth-first, the
breadth has a higher priority than the depth. We aim to speed up the exploration on the
breadth. The new method is a big-step exploration method. In comparison, the regular
small-step (of the A* algorithm) method always takes one executed task per move on
model (andmoveonboth); the big-step takesmultiple executed tasks permoveonmodel.
In this way, the breadth still gets explored but in a speed-up way. Because the new
method is still built on the mathematical formulation of the coordinate system-based
replay (see Chapter 3), there is no loss of optimality.

To enable the lazy-execution mechanism, a new formalism is defined, i.e. Gateway-
pair models, in Section 5.2. A distinctive feature of this formalism is that it enables
multiple tasksexecutedper step. InSection5.3,wepresent theembeddingGateway-pair
model execution in theA*algorithm for computingoptimal alignment. As a keyoperator
of the A* algorithm, node expansion is presented in Section 5.4. Specifically, location
assignment and cost computation for the ‘‘big-step’’ move are studied. Section 5.5
presents an experiment comparing the efficiency of the proposed Gateway-pair model
and the execution space-based method. In Section 5.6, a real-life case of a task-time
matrix carepathway ispresented. Section5.7 concludes this chapter. Themainprinciples
of this chapter have been peer viewed and published in an international journal [107]
and a conference [108]1.

5.2 The Gateway-pair models

As shown in Figure 5.1, a task-time matrix consists of consecutive phases of tasks,
and per phase, the orders between activities are not always explicit. The motivation of
the new formalism is to support a lazy-execution of a task-time matrix. It should enable
the execution of an un-executed model be driven by a given log trace.

Therefore, the equivalence of a task-time matrix should fulfill the two following
requirements: 1. being able to represent unordered tasks and other constructs in
task-time matrices; 2. being able to be executed in the unit of both single and multiple
tasks. A tree structure is a simple formalism that allows flexible traversal and pruning.

1Hui Yan, Pieter Van Gorp, Uzay Kaymak, Lei Ji, Xudong Lu, Choo Chiap Chiau, Hendrikus H.M. Korsten
and Huilong Duan. ‘‘Variance analysis in task-time matrix clinical pathways.’’ In 2017 IEEE EMBS International
Conference on Biomedical & Health Informatics (BHI), 253-256. IEEE, 2017.
Hui Yan, Pieter Van Gorp, Uzay Kaymak, Xudong Lu, Lei Ji, Choo Chiap Chiau, Hendrikus H.M. Korsten and
Huilong Duan. ‘‘Aligning event logs to task-time matrix clinical pathways in BPMN for variance analysis.’’ IEEE
journal of biomedical and health informatics 22 (2), 311-317.
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Due to these properties of tree structure, we base the tree structure to define the
equivalence of task-time matrix models.

5.2.1 A Gateway Pair

As described in Section 2.2 in Chapter 2, unordered tasks are modeled using a pair
of Parallel Gateways embedding the Tasks in between. Other constructs, like alternative
relations, are modeled by Exclusive and Inclusive Gateways. As a standard modeling
custom, Gateways should appear as pair-wise, i.e., split and join. Such a pair of Gateways
can be represented by a tree structure, in which the children represent the Tasks and
the father represents the Gateway type. Thus, a pair of split and join of Gateways is
defined as a Gateway Pair.

Definition 5.1 (Gateway Pair). A Gateway Pair Gpair is a tuple Gpair=(GateNode,
Incoming, Activities, ExOutgoing), where:

1. GateNode is a node representing different Gateway types: Exclusive, Inclusive or
Parallel.

2. Incoming refers to the preceding activity of the split Gateway.

3. Activities refers to the set of activities between the split Gateway and the join
Gateway.

4. ExOutgoing is a link which points to the successive activity of the join Gateway.

A Gateway Pair is a tree containing two layers: father and children. Gateway Pair uses the
father node (GateNode) to represent both the split and the join Gateways of the original
BPMN structure. It is inspired by the observation that in tree traversal, a root nodeworks
both as an entry and an exit. In the original BPMN task-time matrix, successors of the
split Gateway are the Tasks; successors of the join Gateway are other constructs. Since
the split and the join are represented by one GateNode in the Gateway Pair, children of
GateNode should contain both the Tasks and the link to external constructs. The link
to Tasks is denoted by a dotted line. The link to external constructs is denoted by a
solid line. Figure 5.2b shows three Gateway Pairs of the task-time matrix in Figure 5.2a.
GateNode is denoted as an ellipse with different symbols in it: plus, cross, circle. The
plusmeans the type of the Gateway is Parallel. The cross means the type of the Gateway
is Exclusive. The circle means the type of the Gateway is Inclusive.

A Gateway Pair is connected by the Incoming and ExOutgoing to other constructs,
like Tasks, Sub-processes, and other Gateway Pairs. For Sub-processes, we can make
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Figure 5.1: A Task-time matrix BPMN process model.
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(a) An exmaple of task-time matrix BPMN
model.

(b) The Gateway-pair model.

Figure 5.2: Translating a task-time matrix BPMNmodel to its Gateway-pair model.

all the activities at the same level by removing the hierarchy. Then, a task-time matrix
process only contains pairs of Gateways, Tasks, Start Event, and End Event. Representing
pairs of Gateways by Gateway Pairs in a task-time matrix process forms a Gateway-pair
model.

Definition 5.2 (Gateway-pair model). A Gateway-pair model MGpair is a tuple (AGpair ,
EGpair), where:

1. AGpair represents activities in MGpair , which could be Gateway Pairs, Tasks, Start
Event, and End Event;

2. EGpair represents edges connecting AGpair .

A Gateway-pair model is a tree, whose root node is the Start Event and one of the leaf
nodes is the End Event. Figure 5.2b shows the Gateway-pair model translated from
the task-time matrix BPMN model in Figure 5.2a. Figure 5.2a contains one Start Event,
one End Event, and two Gateway Pairs. The Exclusive Gateway Pair embeds an Inclusive
Gateway Pair. The connections (EGpair) between these three constructs are denoted by
solid lines. This design is adherent to that ExOutgoing in Gateway Pair is denoted by
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solid lines. We further name the route starting from the root node all the way along
EGpair to the End node as themain branch. In Figure 5.2b, themain branch corresponds
to the solid line. Activities in the main branch are used as milestones in the model’s
execution.

5.2.2 Execution semantics of Gateway-pair models

The optimal alignment(s) that we are looking for is a pair-wise alignment(s) between
a given log trace and one or more reference process trace(s). In finding the reference
process traces, a model should be driven by the given log trace. The main idea of the
‘‘big-step’’ method is takingmultiple executed tasks per move to improve the efficiency
in the exploration on the breadth. In this section, we study the execution semantics
of Gateway-pair models focusing on execution in the unit of a single task as well as
multiple tasks.

The Gateway-pair model can be regarded as a half-executed space in the sense that
advanced constructs (e.g. Sub-Processes) have already been parsed. In the exploration
in the search space, both the log and the model dimensions use a variable, the current,
to indicate how far the exploration has progressed in each dimension. For Gateway-pair
models, we use an indicator HeadID together with pruning the model to indicate the
current progress on the model dimension. HeadID only moves on the main branch. The
main branch contains Start Event, Tasks, GateNodes, and End Event. If HeadID refers to
a Task, then this Task should be executed in an execution step and HeadID shouldmove
to its successor. If HeadID refers to a GateNode, it depends onwhether the current event
σL(i) could find a relating Task inside the Gateway Pair Gpair . If yes, the found relating
Task is pruned fromGpair ; if no, instead of treat each Task individually, we assume all the
Tasks in theGpair are executed in generating the ‘‘big’’ move inmodel. Altogether, there
is three execution semantics: a task on main branch is executed, a task inside a gateway
is executed, and a Gateway Pair is executed.

A task on main branch is executed As shown in Figure 5.3, Task G is the current
HeadID. Executing Task G contains labeling Task G as inactivated (indicated in gray), and
moving HeadID to the outgoing node, which could be Gateway Pair or a Task.

A task inside a Gateway Pair is executed Figure 5.4 shows the case when aligning
an event named ‘‘C’’, HeadID refers to the Gateway Pair Exclusive. Because Task C is
inside the Gateway Pair Exclusive, execution of Task C should be performed. Task C is
labeled inactivated (color gray). Then a postorder traversal is performed finding the
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Figure 5.3: A task on the main branch is executed.

Figure 5.4: A task inside a Gateway Pair is executed.

sibling of Task B is activated. Moreover, Task C and Task B’s parent is a Gateway Pair of
type Parallel, which indicates all its children nodes should be executed. Thus, HeadID
stays at the same place. If Task C’s parent is a Gateway Pair of type Exclusive, it means
this Gateway Pair finished its execution. If the HeadID refers to a Gateway Pair of type
Exclusive, once one of its branches is completed execution, the HeadID should move to
its outgoing node on the main branch.

Awhole Gateway Pair is executed Figure 5.5 shows the case where HeadID refers to
a Gateway Pair type of Parallel, while none of its inside tasks can be aligned to a given
event in process aligning. HeadID should move to its outgoing node. In this specific
figure, the HeadID moves to the last node End Event.
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Figure 5.5: A whole Gateway Pair is executed.

5.3 The big-step exploration version of the A* algorithm

The breadth-first nature of the A* algorithm takes high computational effort. To
tackle it, we developed a big-step exploration method to speed up the exploration
using the A* algorithm. In comparison, the regular small-step (in the A* algorithm)
method always takes one executed task one permove onmodel (andmove on both); the
big-step takes multiple executed tasks permove on model. In this way, the breadth still
gets explored but in a speed-up way. Section 5.3.1 discusses the key design rationale of
the big-step exploration. In Section 5.3.2, the mechanism embedding execution of the
Gateway-pair model in the A* algorithm is studied.

5.3.1 Design rationale

The regular A* algorithm, referred to as small-step method, always takes one
executed task per move on model or move on both in the exploration of the coordinate
search space. In other words, the model dimension is always explored at the rate of
one. Taking the example in Figure 5.6a, from the node n1 to n2 in the coordinate
system, 18 edges need to be generated. The A* algorithm is a breadth-first, meaning
the breadth will be searched more fully than the depth. In this example, the breadth
can be interpreted as how many successor paths exist; the depth can be interpreted
as how long the current path can prolong. Starting from n1 to n2 , each time a node is
explored, its two successor nodes are ready in the search space. For the breadth-first
nature, the two successor nodes are explored then. When the exploration reaches n2 , 14
nodes (n2 , n3 , ..., n15) and 18 edges are generated as illustrated in Figure 5.6a. Based on
the rule that the A* only keeps one meritorious path, duplicative generated nodes and
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edges are eventually abandoned. Therefore, the expansion-check-delete operations in
the regular A* algorithm have a lower efficiency.

(a) The small-step exploration method. (b) The big-step exploration method.

Figure 5.6: Comparison of the effort of exploration from node n1 to n2 using the small-step and big-step
methods.

Instead, we propose a big-step method as illustrated in Figure 5.6b. It makes one
move on model directly from node n1 to n16 , which could save the effort of expansion-
check-delete operations. To reach the same node n2 , the big-step method only need to
generate four nodes (n2 , n16 , n17 , and n18).

This big-step method is built on two assumptions. Firstly, we are sure that from
n1 to n2 , no edges on the synchronous dimension can be generated. Otherwise, node
expansion operator (referred to Definition 4.1) would prioritize the move on both, in
which case n2 can not be reached at all. Secondly, the execution orders of the multiple
tasks in between are not distinguished. In the illustrative example, from n1 to n16 , four
tasks (corresponding to the four nodes n3 , n5 , n8 and n12) are executed. There are 24
(factorial of fourA44=4× 3× 2× 1) possible execution orders. Yet, all of themwill reach n12
(or n16).

The second assumption just meets the characteristic of a set of care activities in
a task-time matrix, whose execution orders are not explicitly specified. Hereby, this
big-stepmethod canbe implementedbasedon theGateway Pair construct to purposely
represent un-ordered tasks. Concisely, the four tasks which are obtained by projecting
the four nodes n3 , n5 , n8 and n12 on the model dimension, can be regarded as in one
Parallel Gateway Pair. When none of them could make a synchronous move with the
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current event, in the big-step method, all the four tasks together make one move on
model (the edge from n1 to n16) in Figure 5.6b. In other words, a bigmove inmodel takes
multiple executed tasks per move. In this way, some explorations are only performed
once instead of the replicate expansion-check-delete operations. It is able to improve
efficiency with no loss of optimality.

5.3.2 Embedding the lazy-executionmechanism in the A* algorithm

In Chapter 4, we’ve studied the A* algorithm in computing optimal alignments
between execution spaces and log traces. In computing optimal alignments between
Gateway-pair modes and log traces, the algorithm keeps the same with that in Chapter
4. One main difference is the input Gateway-pair model needs to be executed during
the running of the algorithm. Algorithm 5.1 describes the A* algorithm embedding the
model execution for Gateway-pair models.

Lines 1 to 2 create an initial node nsource whose associate Gateway-pair model is the
original input modelMGpair . Then, the algorithm recursively takes a node from OPEN to
perform node expansion, and stops when the taken node is a goal node (described in
line 3 to 7). Supposing n i is taken out from OPEN, node expansions on n i are performed
as described in lines 8 to 19. The newly generated nodes are placed into a temporal
variable LsChild waiting to be checked in line 20. Lines 21 to 32 check whether there
already exists a path from nsource to a newly generated node n′ in LsChild. This means
a node with the same position with n′ is in either OPEN or CLOSED. If there does not
exist such a node, then place n′ into OPEN (in lines 22 and 23). If CLOSED contains such
a node, n′ can be ignored because the earlier explored path has a lower cost according
to the admissibility principle (we refer to Section 4.3.1 for detailed explanation). If OPEN
contain such a node, the current cost of n′, namely fest(n′), is compared with the
previously discovered path fpre . When fest(n′) is lower, it means this new path to n′ is
better than the previously discovered path. So, the algorithm keeps the information of
n′ while abandons the previously calculated one.

Lines 8 to 19 describe the exploration, namely node expansion, based on a selected
node n i . Associated with n i , there are event σL(i), model n i .MGraph being MGpair .
The idea of node expansion is to align the next event σL(i + 1) with the next task
in MGpair . Note that HeadID of MGpair (cHead) is used to indicate the current cursor
of the Gateway-pair model. There are two situations: HeadID refers to a Task or a
GateNode (lines 9 and 11 respectively). In the first situation, normal node expansion
(see Definition 4.1) is performed, in which a move in both, two moves move in log and
move in model are created. For themove in both andmove in model cases, the MGpair is
executed a task on themain branch is executed.
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Algorithm 5.1 The A* algorithm embedding model execution to compute optimal
alignments between a Gateway-pair modelMGpair and a log trace σL
1: Create an initial node nsource , whose attached Gateway-pair mode is nsource .MGraph = MGpair ;
2: Let OPEN be an open set of nodes, and place nsource into OPEN;
3: while OPEN is not empty do
4: Remove from OPEN a node n i whose cost is minimum and place it on a set CLOSED;
5: if n i is a goal node then
6: Return n i ; ▷ Succeed, the algorithm ends.
7: end if
8: Let σL(i)be the event of n i , then the current event is σL(i+ 1). LetMGpair be the associated

Gateway-pair model of n i (MGpair = n i .MGraph), and its HeadID be cHead.
9: if cHead points to a task then

10: Perform normal node expansion in which MGpair is executed using the rule a task on
themain branch is executed;

11: else ▷ cHead points to a Gateway Pair Gpair to which HeadID refers
12: Search whether there exists a task (cTask) that can relate to σL(i + 1) inside Gpair ;
13: if Succeeding in find the cTask then
14: Create a move in both using normal node expansion in which MGpair is executed

using the rule a task inside a Gateway Pair is executed;
15: else
16: Create amove in log using normal node expansion;
17: Create amove in model using big-step node expansion in which MGpair is executed

using the rule a whole Gateway Pair is executed;
18: end if
19: end if
20: Place the generated nodes into LsChild;
21: for for each item n′ in LsChild do
22: if n′ was neither in OPEN nor in CLOSED then
23: Add n′ to OPEN;
24: else if n′ was in CLOSED then
25: continue;
26: else ▷ n′ was in OPEN.
27: Let fpre be the previous assigned cost of n′;
28: if fest(n′) < fpre then
29: Update n′ according to the new calculated information;
30: end if
31: end if
32: end for
33: end while
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In the second situation, because cHead refers to a Gateway Pair Gpair , it is required
to search insideGpair for a task that σL(i + 1)matches. If succeed (line 13), amove in both
is created. The found task cTask is pruned from MGpair using the execution rule a task
inside a Gateway Pair is executed. If failed (line 15), amove in log and a specialmove in
model are created. In this specialmove in model, the MGpair executes a whole Gateway
pair is executed.

5.4 Node expansion

In Section 5.3, we’ve introduced the mechanism of embedding Gateway-pair model
execution in theA*algorithm. In that,nodeexpansionsarediscussed inahigh-abstraction
level. In this section, we present the location specification and cost computing in node
expansions. The cost function of the A* algorithm is essentially anestimation, i.e. fest ,
of the ongoing alignment’s becoming the optimal one. The optimal alignments is the
complete alignments with the lowest cost among all. The estimation mainly relates to
how much it remains going from the ongoing state to a complete state. To get fest , it is
required to compute an estimate on the model dimension, which refers to a quantized
‘‘distance’’ from the current task to the end task of the process model. In Section 5.4.2,
we study calculating Floor values for activities in Gateway-pair models to provide the
estimate on the model dimension.

5.4.1 Location specification

Node expansions refers to exploring the search space by connecting one node to
another node. A trick to the efficiency of the A* algorithm is keeping only one path to
one node. Therefore, it is important to have exact position information for nodes. In
previous chapters, each node has an exact location in terms of the two axes, namely the
log and the model. Specifically, a node’s projection on the log is an event, which has a
unique identity; a node’s projection on the model dimension is an executed task, which
also has a unique identity. The event and the executed task identities represent the
uniqueness of the progress in the two dimensions. Different from Chapter 4, a single
task cannot indicate a unique progress in the model dimension, as the execution order
of tasks is not definite. Fortunately, the activities on the main branch can indicate the
progress of the model. Thus, a node’s location on the model dimension is specified
using the identity of activity on the main branch. It starts from the Start Event, through
intermediate GateNode and Tasks, to the End Event. When a node finishes aligning
an entire Gateway Pair, its location indicator will be the identity of the Gateway Pair.
Otherwise, we use an indicator to label that it is before the completion of the Gateway
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Pair. Thus, we could only check node revisit for those nodes whose projection on the
model is an activity on the main branch.

5.4.2 Cost function specification

The easy-to-compute capability of Gateway-pair Models refers to the computation of
an estimate, which is used in the A* algorithm. An estimation, namely cost function, is
used to evaluate how good the ongoing alignment’s becoming the optimal one. As we
proposed in Chapter 4, we defined a distance-based cost function inDefinition 4.3.2 for
a node n, i.e. fest(n) = greal(n) + α × (hL(n) + hM(n))with α ≤

√
1/2. greal(n) is the cost

from the source node to n, hL(n) is the remaining cost on the log dimension, and hM(n)
is the remaining cost on the model dimension. We’ve already explained the calculation
of greal(n), hL(n), and hM(n) in Table 4.1 of Chapter 4. In particular, greal(n) and hM(n)
involves ∆Floor.

Assigning Floor values

Floor indicates the execution progress of a certain task with respect to the whole
process model. In Chapter 3, as the End Event is the last activity of an execution space,
its Floor value is the maximum number of tasks of all process traces. The Floor increases
gradually as it goes towards the End Event. It has been proven in Chapter 3 that the cost
setting using Floor values has been proven to achieve the optimality. The difference
between execution spaces and Gateway-pair models is that execution spaces contain
explicit order relations among the tasks. However, the Tasks especially inside Gateway
Pairs do not specify clear order relations. For example, a Parallel Gateway Pair allows
arbitrary execution orders among the Tasks.

Activities on the main branch of a Gateway-pair model have explicit order relations,
i.e. strict sequential from the Start Event to the End Event. Instead of assigning a Floor
to each Task in the Gateway-pair model, we assign Floor values only to the activities
on the man branch. For other activities, e.g. Tasks inside the Gateway Pair, we can use
increments to the activities on the main branch to infer its Floor value. Figure 5.7 shows
a Gateway-pair model with Floor values attached. The first activity following the Start
Event is a GateNode of type Parallel. As until this GateNode, no task has been executed,
the Floor value should be zero. Following the GateNode of Parallel, the next activity on
themain branch is a GateNode of type Exclusive. Its Floor value should be themaximum
number of tasks that are supposed to be executed until then. Since its predecessor on
the main branch is a Gateway Pair with four Tasks inside, the Floor value should be 4.

Assigning the Floor values to the activities is using a postorder traversal principle.
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Figure 5.7: A Gateway-pair model of the process model in Figure 5.1 with Floor values.
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Table 5.1: The ∆Floor of when a node n j is produced from a node expansion on n i .

Execution rule MGpair .HeadID ∆Floor Note
Ataskonmainbranch
is executed

MGpair .HeadID changes
fromHeadold toHeadnew

Headnew .Floor-
Headold .Floor

A task inside a Gate-
way Pair is executed

MGpair .HeadID remains
Headold

1 Headold .Floor=
Headold .Floor-1

AwholeGateway Pair
is executed

MGpair .HeadID changes
fromHeadold toHeadnew

Headnew .Floor-
Headold .Floor

Firstly, we assign ‘‘one’’ to all the Tasks inside the Gateway Pairs. Then, based on the
type of GateNode, a temporal Floor value of the GateNode can be computed. If the type
is Parallel, the temporal Floor is the sum of all its child nodes; if the type is Exclusive, the
temporal Floor value is the minimum of all the child nodes. The type of Inclusive does
have a definite number of allowed Tasks, so it is out of the scope of this method.

∆Floor

Floor indicates the execution progress, so ∆Floormeans the increment of the Floor
basedona father node. InChapter 4,∆Floor is the incrementbetween the Floor values of
two executed tasks, which refer to the progress of execution moves from one executed
task to the other. What differs in this chapter is that the execution is not necessarily
based on a singular task. Instead, we use a MGpair .HeadID and various copies of the
Gateway-pair model to represent the progress of the execution.

Aswe explained earlier, HeadID only refers to activities on themain branch. Based on
the execution rule, the change of the MGpair .HeadID and corresponding ∆Floor values
are depicted in Table 5.1. When a task on the main branch is executed, MGpair .HeadID
changes to its successor. The difference of their Floor values is ∆Floor. When a task
inside a Gateway Pair is executed, the MGpair .HeadID still remains the same GateNode
(sayHeadold). As one task has been executed, ∆Floor should be 1. But the Floor value of
Headold should be decreased by 1. When a whole Gateway Pair is executed, the ∆Floor
should be the Floor value of new HeadID minus the Floor value of the old HeadID.
With ∆Floor is computed, the fest value of each node can be easily computed using the
Table 4.1 in Chapter 4.

5.5 Experiment

In this section, weevaluated the efficiency andoptimality of theproposedmethod. As
we explained in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4, number of queued nodes is used to measure
efficiency. The process model is a task-time matrix model shown in Figure 5.1. The
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Table 5.2: Log information.

Log Length Omission Addition NumBoth
1 10 1 1 9
2 9 1 1 8
3 10 1 2 8
4 9 2 2 7
5 10 2 3 7
6 9 3 3 6
7 10 3 4 6
8 9 4 4 5
9 10 4 5 5
10 9 5 5 4
11 10 5 6 4
12 9 6 6 3
13 10 6 7 3

experimental log is artificially generated, which contains a fixed number of deviations
and a fixed number of synchronous moves.

Though traces in the same log have same number of omissions and additions, their
locations may differ in their locations. The difference in location affects the complexity
of computing. Usually, deviations near the end of a trace lead to high computational
complexity than deviations near the beginning of a trace. Thus, the number of queued
nodes per trace might differ. Therefore, we use the average number of queued nodes
per trace in the log to indicate efficiency. The fewer queued nodes indicate a higher
efficiency. By comparing the synchronous moves in the resulting alignment to the
supposed number, we can tell whether the algorithm found the optimal alignment(s) or
not. The tracewith the supposednumberof synchronousmoves is calleda correct trace.
The higher number of correct traces is regarded as a higher optimality. Algorithms
with perfect optimality should find optimal alignments for all the traces.

Based on the process model, we firstly generated a perfectly fitting log trace of
length 10. Then we introduced omissions and additions randomly into the perfectly
fitting trace as shown in Table 5.2. In total, we generated 13 logs, each of which contains
20 traces. Deviations are randomly placed in each trace, but traces in the same log file
have the same number of omissions, additions. Logs 1 to 13 have an increasing number
(from 1 to 7) of deviations.

We compared the Gateway-pair model-based method with the execution space-
based method proposed in Chapter 4. Given the input BPMN model of Figure 5.1, we
transformed it into a Gateway-pair model shown in Figure 5.7 and its execution space
shown in Figure 5.8.
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Computing optimal alignments for the input logs using each of the two methods
gives out the results shown in Table 5.3. For each of the methods, we record themean
number of queued nodes, time, and correct traces. The baseline of optimality is given
in column NumBoth of Table 5.2. Both two methods have found 20 correct traces for
each log, which suggest 100% optimality.

Figure 5.8: Execution space of the BPMN process model in Figure 5.1.

Regarding the efficiency, we plotted the mean number of queued nodes and
the time they take in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 respectively. In Figure 5.9, each dot
represents the average number of queued nodes per trace in each log. As the deviation
ratio increases, themean number of queued nodes grows rapidly in the execution space
method. As we explained earlier in this chapter, the execution space-based method
employs a breadth-first strategy. The Parallel Gateway constructs in the original BPMN
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Table5.3: Efficiency andaccuracy for each logusingGateway-pairmodel andexecution spacebasedmethods.

Log Gateway-pair model Execution space
Mean num-
ber of
queued
nodes

Time (ms) Number
of correct
traces

Mean number
of queued
nodes

Time (ms) Number
of correct
traces

1 26.9 10474 20 11006.3 1089 20
2 29.15 10143 20 16137.25 1900 20
3 36.15 10181 20 34962.05 6813 20
4 36.85 10740 20 42873.95 6964 20
5 41.45 10143 20 51587 11034 20
6 40.3 10512 20 59091.6 11603 20
7 46.9 10241 20 82832.7 16991 20
8 44.4 10158 20 84925.85 20759 20
9 48.5 10146 20 91789.25 20403 20
10 45.6 10205 20 97854.25 27379 20
11 49.7 10119 20 107200.8 36781 20
12 46 10117 20 105624 32690 20
13 51 10124 20 119497 37084 20

model (in Figure 5.1) allows un-specified execution orders of the containing tasks. This
leads to about 12 process traces in its execution space (in Figure 5.8), which contributes
to the breadth of execution spaces. Since the breadth has a higher priority than the
depth, much effort is spent on the breadth. In contrast, the Gateway-pairmodelmethod
also has a growing number of queued nodes, but at a much slower rate. In Figure 5.10,
each dot represents the total time for each log. It also suggests the Gateway-pair model
method outperforms the execution space method on the efficiency aspect. Different
from the execution space method, the Gateway-pair method makes a big-step move
on the breadth, especially when there is a non-conformance. Interestingly, for logs 1 to
4, the execution space method takes less time than the Gateway-pair model method,
though the former explores more average number of queued nodes than later. This is
due to the Gateway-pair model method has high space complexity to store copies of the
input Gateway-pair model to label the execution progress. The execution spacemethod
only uses indexes.

5.6 Case study

5.6.1 Modeling the unstable angina care pathway

Chinese PLA (People’s Liberation Army) General Hospital has adopted the care path-
way of interventional treatment of unstable angina pectoris (the version of 2009) [109],
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Figure 5.9:Mean number of queued nodes to compute optimal alignments using Gateway-pair model based
method vs. execution space based method. Each dot represents the average number of queued nodes per
trace in each log, where each log consists of 20 traces. Log 1∼13 have increasing deviation number from 2 to
13.

Figure 5.10: The time to compute optimal alignment using Gateway-pair model based method vs. execution
space based method. Each dot represents the total time for each log, where each log consists of 20 traces.
Log 1∼13 have increasing deviation number from 1 to 8.

which was published by the National Health and Family Planning Commission of China.
This carepathwaywasembedded in their EMR system in the formof task-timematrix. We
represent it using the mapping between care pathway concepts and BPMN constructs
presented in Table 2.2 (see Chapter 2). The care pathway model is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Unstable angina care pathway model in BPMN.
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The model consists of six sequential phases, each of which contains a set of
atomic or non-atomic care activities. For instance, in Phase I, a set of non-atomic care
activities, which relate to nursing, examination, lab tests, and routine medications, are
prescribed. The routinemedications include anti-aggregationmedication, anti-platelets
medication, beta-blockers medication, and so on. Because the orders between the
non-atomic activities are not explicitly specified, Parallel Gateway pairs are used. In
the non-atomic activity, details regarding decision points and order constraints among
the inside atomic activities are given. For example, the non-atomic care activity statins
medication prescribes that one of the three medicines (atorvastatin calcium tablets,
Simvastatin Tablets (Yue Nan Xin), and Suissestatin) should be given to the patients. It is
an exclusive option, which suits an Exclusive Gateway pair. In total, 37 atomic activities
are modeled using BPMN Tasks.

Phase II to VI prescribes care activities regarding evaluation for surgery, pre-surgery
preparation, activities on the surgery day, post-surgery care, and discharge. In the phase
of evaluation for surgery, ECGmonitoring and level of myocardial enzymes are optional
(Phase II). After surgery, anti-coagulants are prescribed to prevent bleeding. With a
similar approach to Phase I, each phase is modeled using BPMN constructs.

5.6.2 Generating event logs

The historical patients data are collected from the Computerized Physician Order
Entry (CPOE) system of our collaborated hospital. In the CPOE database, actual
medication orders are recorded in EMR system with specific time stamps. Generating
events for medication orders is tricky as there are two types of orders: long term and
short term. Sometimes, a short-term order can be given to a patient when the patient
is already being receiving the long-term version of the same medication. Taking them
as two separate events is misleading. Thus, we interpret medication orders into events
regarding the dose change of the medicine. This is possible with the frequency and
dose information recorded in the CPOE systems. So medications are interpreted into
start, increased dose, decreased dose and stop. Besides, irrelevant Events are filtered
out, such as when lab test results return. In total, 1522 log traces with an average length
being 63 are generated containing 95380 events.

5.6.3 Computing optimal alignments

It takes 49476.58 ms to compute the optimal alignments for the 1522 log traces.
From the optimal alignment for a patient, the deviating level of the patient data can
be measured, namely a deviation ratio. The deviation ratio is defined as the number
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of deviations divided by length of the optimal alignment. Figure 5.12 shows the
distribution of the deviation ratios for the patients in this case study. It shows that most
patients have a deviation ratio from 56% to 64%.

Figure 5.12: Deviation ratio distribution of the patients in this case study.

5.6.4 Deviations analysis

Deviations are revealed using the information provided by the computed optimal
alignments. At one specific point, an omission is identified when the event in the log
trace is missing according to the model; an addition is identified when the event in
the log trace is additional compared to the model; and adhering activity is identified
when the event is consistent with the model. Using these logics, adhering activities and
omissions, which relate to care activities of the model, can be detected. Table 5.4 shows
some of the detected omissions. Table 5.5 shows some of the most frequent additions.

As shown in Table 5.4, the non-atomicmedication activity, calcium channel blockers,
is missing in 1085 patients. Calcium channel blockers are a group of medications, which
are used as antihypertensive drugs, i.e., as medications to decrease blood pressure in
patients with hypertension [90]. This finding is confirmed with the experts that typically
patients having hypertension co-morbidity need this medication.

As shown in Table 5.5, the most frequently happened additions are proton pump
inhibitors, nitrates, and Chinese medicine for blood circulation. Proton pump inhibitors
a class of medications whose main action is a profound and prolonged reduction of
stomachacidproduction. Nitrates aremainly used for anginapectoris. Chinesemedicine
for blood circulation is a collection of drugs based on Chinese medicine. These finding
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Table 5.4: Adhering activities and omissions for the Phase I of unstable angina care pathway (part).

Category Constraints Omission
occur-
rence

Name Adhering
occur-
rence

Anti-platelet ag-
gregation

Option between
one and three

74 Clopidogrel bisulfate tablets
(Yue Xin Li Tai)

1235

Clopidogrel bisulfate tablets
(Sai Nuo Fei)

116

Aspirin enteric-coated tablets 1453
Statins Single choice 0 Atorvastatin calcium tablets 891

Simvastatin Tablets (Yue Nan
Xin)

366

Suissestatin 265
Calcium channel
blockers

Exclusive option 1085 Amlodipine besylate tablets 0

Felodipine sustained-release
tablets

115

Nifedipine sustained release
tablets

219

Table 5.5: Additions for the Phase I of unstable angina care pathway (part).

Addition name Occurrence Addition name Occurrence
Proton pump inhibitors 371 Tumor markers check 162
Nitrates 271 Calcium channel blockers 153
Chinese medicine for blood
circulation

298 Anticoagulants 143

ACEI or ARB 245 β blockers 134
Insulin and its analogues 222 Creatine phosphate sodium

for injection
117

Examinations 219 ECGmonitoring 107
Peripheral vasodilators 177 Oxazole, thiazine, triazine

derivatives
95

Other cholesterol and triglyc-
eride lowering drugs

176 Potassium / electrolyte solu-
tion

88

were explained by the experts that adverse event, like angina pectoris, are very common
for elderly patients. Once angina pectoris occurs, nitrates and the Chinese medicine for
blood circulation are given for treatment and intervention.

5.7 Conclusion

Task-time matrix care pathways are widely used because of their simple semantics
and good understandability. Task-time matrix care pathways allow a large number of
process traces, which results in execution spaces with a great breadth. Due to the
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breadth-first nature of the A* algorithm, computing optimal alignments for execution
spaces of task-time matrix care pathways is of high time complexity. To answer RQ5.
Can the efficiency of computing optimal alignments be improved when the care pathway
model involves many parallel paths? instead of full execution spaces, we propose a
half-execution modeling formalism, i.e., Gateway-pair models. The Gateway-pair model
enables finding the reference execution of a model in a log trace-driven manner.

Moreover, a modified version of the A* algorithm is developed. Unlike the regular
A* algorithm that each step takes one task of the model, this modified version performs
big-step moves, which take multiple tasks per move step. It strongly speeds up the
exploration. In an experiment it showed an improved efficiency relative to the regular
method,withno lossof optimality. Moreover, a real-life casedemonstrates the scalability
of the proposed method.
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Chapter 6

Group-based deviation analysis
using optimal alignments

6.1 Introduction

Checking deviations plays the role of check in the PDCA cycle of care pathway
management. Analyzing deviations aims at evaluation and providing improvement
ideas, which could be used as input for the act phase. Analyzing deviations aims to
find the possible causes of deviations so that avoidable deviations would be prevented.
For inevitable deviations, their leading outcomes should be evaluated and prevented
from deterioration. Thus, inferring the possible causes and outcomes is a major task in
analyzing deviations.

In analytic studies [58], the relationship between an exposure and a specific patient
variable is identified by comparing the difference between two or more exposure
groups [58]. For instance, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have the pre-eminent
position in generating level I evidence when inferring the risk factors of diseases [110].
Due to that RCTs canbedifficult to conduct sometimes [58], well-designedobservational
studies have been proved to be useful in deriving level II or III evidence, e.g. the
associations between exposures and specific patient variables. Such associations can
be used in hypothesis generation, which could be validated further. In this chapter,
we aim to analyze the associations between deviations and patient variables using the
principles of observational studies.

Taking deviations as exposures, a key research challenge is to find the presence
and absence groups for a particular deviation. Given a randomized collected patient
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population, if we know which patients belong to the presence group, it is easy to find
the absence group, i.e. the complement set of the presence group. The challenge is to
find the presence group for each individual deviation. The uniqueness of a deviation is
defined by the name, the type and the location. For the deviations detected by optimal
alignments, the name and the type are unambiguous. For example, an omission named
‘‘Take ECG’’ means that a Task ‘‘Take ECG’’ is missing according to the care pathway
model. But the location of one deviation is sometimes ambiguous. In other words, the
location of one deviation is not always consistent among all alignments. For example,
when a Task in a loop is missing, an omission could occur in an earlier place for some
of the optimal alignments, while in a later place for some others. These two omissions
should be the same deviation as they correspond to the same Task in the model as well
as they have the same name and type.

As each optimal alignment is one execution of the input care pathway process plus
additions and omissions, we can use the input care pathway process as the anchor to
determine the location of a deviation. As an initial state, multiple optimal alignments
can be aggregated by aggregating aligned activities in the same positions of the input
process model, from which an aggregated net is generated.

Furthermore, we attempted to derive the original process out of the optimal
alignments as much as possible. The derived process should be a closely resembling
process to the input care process model, yet it may differ in the way that additional
activities (additions in the optimal alignments) and routes can be added. Workflow
mining techniques could be used to derive advanced structures, such as AND/OR
splits/joins. Though there exist various workflow mining algorithms [111--113], most
of them only focus on one specific aspect. Wil van der Aalst [114] identified several
challenges of process discovery algorithms: to represent concurrency, to deal with
loops, to represent duplicate actions, etc. Among them, the ability to represent
duplicate actions is especially relevant to the case studies in this chapter. Activities
in the aggregated nets can be duplicated as care activities can be duplicated in care
pathways, e.g. lab tests can be run many times. Based on the ideas of dealing with
duplicate activities in [112] and splits/joins constructs discovery in [113], we developed
a techniqueminingworkflow structures (OR/AND splits/joins) in aggregated nets. Using
this technique, the optimal alignments of a given set of patients can be transformed
into a process structure, in which adhering activities, deviations are located explicitly
and highly aggregated. With the location provided by the derived process structure,
the presence group for a particular deviation is easily identified, namely by checking
which instances have the deviation. The absence group is the complement set of whole
patients.

The above-mentionedmethod is described in Section 6.3. In Section 6.2, we present
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related work on workflow mining. Section 6.4 is a real-life case study on deviation
analysis. Section 6.5 concludes this chapter. The early ideas of this chapter have been
peer viewed and published in an international conference [115]1. Yet, the ideas have
been developed and refined in this current version. Therefore, most of thematerial from
this chapter involves unpublished results.

6.2 Related work

Theworkflowmining algorithm is a function thatmaps historical time-labeled events
data onto a process model such that the model is ‘‘representative’’ for the behavior
seen in the data [114]. Optimal alignments share the same property as events data, i.e.
strictly timely ordered. It brings the opportunity to derive structured flows from the
less-structured optimal alignments (the aggregated nets of optimal alignments). In this
section, we compare a range of workflow mining algorithms, which specializes in one
particular strength. Based on the ideas that originated from these algorithms, we are
aiming to develop a workflowmining algorithm suitable for aggregated nets.

6.2.1 Alpha-algorithm

In the α-algorithm [111], four basic log-based ordering relations were defined: direct
following, ‘‘causality’’ relation, interleaving following, non-following. For any pair of
activities, precisely one of these relations holds. The first step is to decide the set of
activities T of the generated process model. Since the target model of α-algorithm is
a Petri net, T is the set of transitions. Then one scan of the event log is performed to
find the ordering relations, which are stored in a so-called footprint matrix. The size of
the footprint matrix is ∣T ∣ × ∣T ∣. The core of the α-algorithm is to determine the places
connecting transitions in T . To do that, all (A,B) pairs (A and B are two sets of transitions)
XL that meet the following requirement are required to be found: any of the elements
in A can be followed by any of the elements in B but never the other way around. This
step is performed by searching the footprint matrix. Only maximal pairs of XL are kept
to avoid too many places, which results YL . Every element of (A, B) ∈ YL corresponds
to a place p(A,B) connecting transitions A to transitions B. This is because of the fact
that all the elements in A are non-following, which fulfills the semantics that multiple
transitions connecting to one place are exclusive (non-following). Finally, the arcs are

1Hui Yan, Xudong Lu, Pieter Van Gorp, SJH (Serge Jan Hubert) Heines, Shan Nan, Walther van Mook,
Dennis Bergmans, Uzay Kaymak andHuilong Duan. ‘‘On accurate, automated and insightful deviation analysis
of clinical protocols.’’ 2018 IEEE International Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM), 1130-1134.
IEEE, 2018.
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generated.

The α-algorithmwasoneof the first processdiscovery algorithmsadequatelydealing
with concurrency. It was shown in [111] that the α-algorithm can discover a large class
of WF-nets if one assumes that the log is complete with respect to the log-based
ordering relations. However, the α-algorithm has several drawbacks when dealing
with the following problems, such as short loops, non-local dependencies, noise and
incompleteness of data, and duplications. Duplications are especially important in our
case studies, as the same activity can be donemultiple times. One possible reason is that
it relies on the footprint matrix, whose size is ∣T × T ∣. When considering duplications,
∣T ∣ will increase dramatically. It is hard to apply in practice due to the computational
performance issue.

6.2.2 Heuristics miner

Flexible heuristic mining (FHM) algorithm [113] is one variant of the α-algorithm in
order to overcome the sensitiveness to noise and incompleteness. It is built on the idea
that one is typically primarily interested in frequent behavior and not in all possible
behavior. Similar to the α-algorithm, a set of tasks T of the generated process model is
firstly decided. The table (referred to as Table 1) contains all the ‘‘direct successor ’’ (a
task directly follows the other) counting between any two tasks of T . It is constructed
by scanning the event log. The other table (referred to as Table 2) is constructed that
contains all the ‘‘length-two loops’’ counting between any two tasks of T . Unlike the
α-algorithm forwhich all thedirect-successor pairs count, theheuristicmining algorithm
uses a frequency-based metric to keep only the ‘‘true’’ dependency relations. For a
certain task, there exist several tasks having a direct-successor relation with it. Based
on the counting in Table 1, the most frequent tasks for that relation can be selected.
Then, a relative-to-best threshold (e.g. 95% of the best count) can be set to adjust the
acceptance level. Thus, the dependency table/graph is generated that contains the
trusted dependency relations between tasks. The next step is to mine splits/joins. The
basic idea is that for any task A of the dependency graph, it has an output set {B,C}; if
A is always followed by both B and C, then it is an AND-split; if A is followed either by B
or C, then it is an XOR-split; if A is most of the time by B or C, and sometimes by both,
then is an OR-split. By scanning the event log, the dependency graph is extended to the
so-called causal net, which contains bags indicating the number of times specific splits
and joins patterns appear.

The flexible heuristic miner uses frequencies of events and sequences into account
to limit the set of precedence relations included in the model. This strategy makes the
approachmuchmore robust than the α-algorithm ormost other approaches, according
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to [114]. The simple idea of mining splits/joins gives insights into the method in this
chapter. However, it can’t directly deal with duplications as the set of tasks of the
generated model needs to be decided in the first place.

6.2.3 Duplication

In [112, 116], JoachimHerbst et al. developed aworkflowminingmethod that is able
to deal with duplications, i.e. the same activity can appear multiple times in the process
model. It consists of two steps: induction and transformation. In the induction step,
each log trace is constructed as one individual dependency graph, which is a subgraph
of the overarching dependency graph. Then, the union of the multiple dependency
graphs is reduced into a stochastic activity graph using the transitive reduction. In
the transformation step, the nature of splits and joins (i.e., AND or OR) is discovered,
i.e. the stochastic task graph is transformed into an ADONIS workflow model with
block-structured splits and joins.

The capability of dealing with duplications relies on treating each log trace individu-
ally. Within one log trace, different occurrences of the same activity are distinguished by
adding an index (1st, 2nd, 3rd, ... occurrence). In the induction step, all nodes belonging
to the same activity are merged into one node. A drawback of the work in [116] is that
it assumes that the events in the log contain both start and end timestamps. Based on
this assumption, the concurrency between events can be seen, and the induction of
the dependency graph is constructed. This assumption has limited its application in our
case studies, in which the recorded events are mostly instantaneous.

6.2.4 Other workflowmining algorithms

There also exist other workflow mining algorithms, such as the Markovian ap-
proach [117], inductive miner [118], fuzzy miner [119]. The Markovian approach is
limited to sequential processes, namely no concurrency is discovered. Inductive miners
assumenoduplicate or silent activities as the intermediatemodel is theprocess tree. The
Fuzzy miner focuses on distinguishing different abstraction levels of view, i.e. what is
important andwhat is not. As themain purpose of using theworkflowmining technique
is to organize the less-structured events flows into structured splits/joins, concurrency
and duplications are of our interest.
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6.3 Method

In this section, we present themethod of analyzing associations between deviations
and possible causes or outcomes based on the comparative group-based analysis. The
method is depicted in Figure 6.1. Steps 1, 2 and3havebeen studied inprevious chapters.
Especially, computing optimal alignments has been the main focus of this dissertation
(see Chapters 3, 4 an 5). Steps 1 and 2, which are care pathway modeling and event
logs generation, are preparation steps for optimal alignments computation. In step
3, optimal alignments are computed using either the method for typical control-flow
models (in Chapter 4), or the method for task-time matrix (in Chapter 5).

Steps 4, 5, and 6 are newly introduced regarding how to analyze deviations detected
by optimal alignments. As the locations of deviations in multiple optimal alignments
vary, we aim to use the input care pathway process as an anchor to calibrate deviations.
We firstly aggregate aligned activities in the same position in the process model. It
results in an aggregated net, which is produced in step 4. In Step 5, workflow mining
techniques are used so that flows of the aligned activities are organized into a compact
way, i.e., exclusive or parallel structures. With thederivedprocess structure, the locations
of the deviations are explicitly revealed. Step 6 is applying statistical techniques to
analyze the associations between deviations and patient variables.

Figure 6.1: A group-based deviation analysis method using optimal alignments.

6.3.1 Generating aggregated nets

Theoptimal alignments fromone care pathwayprocess share a common feature: the
reference process trace of each alignment belongs to one same care process model. In
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other words, each alignment can be seen as one execution process trace plus omissions
or additions. The basic idea of aggregation is to aggregate the aligned activities from
different alignments in the same position as the process model. Later, such aggregated
activities can be used as an anchor to locate various deviations.

Omissions and additions correspond to two types of aligned activities:move inmodel
andmove in log respectively. Move in model indicates a missing event compared to the
model. Move in log indicates an additional event compared to the model. For the same
task in the model, it could be move in model in some cases; while it could be move
in both in some cases. The move in model and the move in both relate to an absolute
same position (i.e., the same task) in the process model. Aggregating moves in model
and moves in both in the same position is referred as Rule 1 in Figure 6.2. The green
block represents a move in both, and the red block represents a move in model. They
share the same ‘‘original name’’, which could be the identity of the corresponding task.
By aggregation, two aligned activities are merged into one aggregated activity shown
in the black block on the right. Note that the original name keeps the same. The
occurrence of this new aggregated activity contains two parts: the occurrence of the
move in both (X) and the occurrence of themove in model (Y). Moreover, the associated
patients are also attached to the aggregated activity (P1+P2). We name the type of this
aggregated activity as aggregated task.

Figure 6.2: Aggregating aligned activities.

Basing the absolute position provided by aggregated tasks, we can further aggregate
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aligned activities of typemove in log in the relative same positions. Moves in log can be
aggregated under the condition that they correspond to the same event as well as share
the same relative position. The relative position means they are both predecessors or
successors of the same aggregated task. This rule is referred as Rule 2 of Figure 6.2.
Two moves in log (the blue block) share the same ‘‘Name’’; if they also share the same
relative position, they are aggregated into one aggregated activity of type addition.
The ‘‘Occurrence’’ of the new aggregated activity is the sum of the aggregating aligned
activities: Z+W. Also, the associated patients of the twomoves in log are attached to the
Patientsof thenewly generated aggregated activity. Since theoriginal aligned activities
are of typemove in log indicating addition, we name the type of this aggregated activity
as addition.

Using these two rules, optimal alignments frommultiple cases are transformed into
a net. It is called an aggregated net.

Definition 6.1 (Aggregated net). An aggregated net is a directed graph GAN =
(VAN , RAN):

• VAN is a finite set of aggregated activities.

• RAN ⊂ VAN × VAN is the set of arcs connecting VAN .

(v i , v j) ∈ RAN ⇒ v i precedes v j in GAN . An aggregate net is similar to the dependency
graph in [112] and dependency table in [113]. In the case that the aggregated net is
spaghetti-like, the aggregated activities with low occurrence could be filtered out. It is
described in detail in the case study in Section 6.4.4.

6.3.2 Workflow patterns discovery

In this section,we studyderivingaprocess structure fromaggregatednets. Workflow
discovery techniques [61] have been focused on finding hidden structure from a large
amount of historical events data, in which frequent events and routes followed are
formed into a model with structured patterns, like exclusive or synchronous choices.
Though there exist various workflow mining algorithms [111--113], the ability to
represent duplicate actions is especially relevant to the case studies in this chapter.
Aggregated activities in the aggregated nets can be duplicated as care activities can be
duplicate in care pathways, e.g. lab tests can be run many times.

The input is an aggregated net, which is a directed graph covering all the optimal
alignments for a set of patients. To derive logical relations (AND/OR) among the flows
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of the aggregated net, we firstly identify split/join structures in the aggregated nets. A
split structure is an aggregated activity connecting multiple other aggregated activities
as its successors. Figure 6.3 shows such an example, where ‘‘s’’ has three successors:
a1 , a2 , and a3 . The arcs RAN are associated with values (e.g., I12), which represent the
number of flows. The joining structure can be easily inferred since it is the counterpart
of the split structure. For the sake of conciseness, we’ll elaborate the split structure here.

Figure 6.3: A split structure in aggregated nets.

Using the split structure, the dependency matrix of the successors (a1 , a2 , and a3) is
constructed as shown in Table 6.1. The dependencymatrix shows numbers of the direct
following flows between any pair of two aggregated activities in the split structure.
Based on the matrix, two flags (fExclusive and fLoop) can be inferred. fExclusive is used
to indicate that a1 , a2 , and a3 are logically exclusive.

Table 6.1: The dependency matrix of a1 , a2 , and a3 in Figure 6.3 (I11 , I33 , I31 equal to zero).

a1 a2 a3
a1 I11 I12 I13
a2 I21 I22 I23
a3 I31 I32 I33

• fExclusive=true: there are no dependency relations between any pair of a1 , a2 ,
and a3 , i.e., I12 , I13 , I21 , I22 ,I23 , I31 , and I32 are all zero;

• otherwise, fExclusive=false.

fLoop is used to indicate whether there exists loops for a1 , a2 or a3 .

• fLoop=true: if at least one of the values on the diagonal are non-zero, i.e., at least
one of I11 , I22 and I33 is non-zero;

• otherwise, fLoop=false.

fExclusive, fLoop, and other parameters in the split structure can be used to infer
split patterns, which is shown in Table 6.2. When fExclusive is true and fLoop is false, it
suggests there is no loop and no interleaving following between the successors of the
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split structure. Thus, it fulfills the condition of Pattern 1. When fExclusive and fLoop are
both true, it suggests there are self-loops and no interleaving following relations. This
fulfills the condition of Pattern 2.We use the Exclusive Gateway (diamond with ‘‘cross’’)
in BPMN to indicate that no interleaving following relations are present.

When fExclusive and fLoop are both false, three patterns fit: Patterns 3, 7, and 8.
More information on the number of flows in the spit structure is used to distinguish
them. Patterns 7 and 8 describe that Parallel and Exclusive Gateways are embedded
mutually. We use the characteristics of the Exclusive Gateway in the inferring conditions.
For example, a2 and a3 should not have direct following relations in Pattern 8.

When fExclusive is false, and fLoop is true, there are three patterns: Patterns 4, 5, and
6. The condition for Pattern 5 is easy to understand, which requires the occurrences (x1 ,
x2 , and x3) of a1 , a2 , and a3 are the same. Pattern 4 describes that they follow a Parallel
Gateway and some of them contain self-loops. We use the occurrence of self-loop (I11 ,
I22 , and I33) and the number of the flow from s to them (Is1 , Is2 , and Is3) to infer it. That is,
the sum number of flows s to all the three activities should be equal to the sum of the
number of occurrences of the threeminus the number of self-loops. Pattern 6 is derived
when Patterns 4 and 5 do not hold.

This workflow pattern discovery method is inspired by the splits/joins constructs
discovery in [113] and the tricks of dealing with duplicate activities in [112]. The
work in [113] used a global dependency table, in which duplications are not allowed.
Compared to that, we use local dependency matrices. This is possible because the
aggregated net distinguishes individual optimal alignments and allows for duplications
at the same time. Even though that more flexible Inclusive relation is also used in real
practice, we do not aim to cover it now.

6.3.3 Generating groups

Since the name, type, location together define the uniqueness of a deviation, with
the location information provided by the derived process structure, the presence group
of an individual deviation can be easily identified. Since the adhering activities and
deviations are from the aggregated net, in which each aggregated activity is associated
with thePatients (see Figure 6.2), thesegroups are callednaturalgroups. For aggregated
tasks, the natural group can be further partitioned into sub-groups: the adhering group
(B) and the deviating group (M).

Besides the omissions and additions in the optimal alignments, the logical relations
(AND/OR) in the derived process can also be used to identify deviations in a higher
abstraction level. For example, if a care process describes that all three tasks are
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Table 6.2: Split patterns inferring conditions.

Pattern ID Explanation Condition Graphical notation in BPMN

Pattern 1
Activities a1 , a2 , and a3 are
logically exclusive.

fExclusive=true,
fLoop=false.

Pattern 2

Activities a1 , a2 , and a3 are
logically exclusive, and
some of them have self-
loops.

fExclusive=true,
fLoop=true.

Pattern 3
Activities a1 , a2 , and a3
follow a Parallel Gateway.

fExclusive=false,
fLoop=false, and I12 ≠ 0
& I21 ≠ 0 & I13 ≠ 0 &
I31 ≠ 0 & I23 ≠ 0 & I32 ≠ 0.

Pattern 4

Activities a1 , a2 , and a3
follow a Parallel Gateway,
and some of them have
self-loops.

fExclusive=false,
fLoop=true, and
(x1 − I11) + (x2 − I22) +
(x3 − I33) = Is1 + Is2 + Is3 .

Pattern 5

Activities a1 , a2 , and a3
follow a Parallel Gateway,
and an external loop goes
back to the Parallel Gate-
way.

fExclusive=false,
fLoop=true, and
x1 = x2 = x3 .

Pattern 6

Activities a1 , a2 , and a3
follow an Exclusive Gate-
way, and an external loop
goes back to the Exclusive
Gateway.

fExclusive=false,
fLoop=true, and the
conditions for Patterns 4
and 5 do not hold.

Pattern 7
An Exclusive Gateway is
embedded in a Parallel
Gateway.

fExclusive=false,
fLoop=false, and I12 = 0
& I21 = 0 & I13 = 0 &
I31 = 0.

Pattern 8
A Parallel Gateway is em-
bedded in an Exclusive
Gateway.

fExclusive=false,
fLoop=false, and I23 = 0
& I32 = 0.
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mandatory, which is modeled by a Parallel Gateway, each omission of the three tasks
correspond to a presence group. If the user wants to compare the omission group vs.
the adherence group, a union of these three presence groups should be computed.
Considering that some natural groups may contain patients in other natural groups,
subtraction can be used to get the pure ones. Knowing the presence group of a
deviation, the absence group is the complement set of the patient population.

6.3.4 Group-based association analysis

There are three types of observational studies, including cohort study, case-control
study and cross-sectional study. Case-control and cohort studies have their advantage
of offering a temporal dimension (i.e. prospective or retrospective) in the studydesign so
that the cause and effect relationship can bemeasured [58]. By contrast, cross-sectional
studies examine the exposures and specific patient variables at one particular time
point. Due to the temporal relationship between exposure and specific patient variable
can not be established, a cross-sectional study can not evaluate the cause and effect
relationships.

Aswediscussed inChapter 1, there aremainly four categories of causes of deviations.
They are disease progression, patients’ demand, medical staff, and hospital factors.
Analyzing associations between deviations and the causes is helpful in identifying the
real cause of a deviation to distinguish avoidable from inevitable ones. For avoidable
deviations, users can take actions such as redesign the care process, education, and
intervention for the doctors; for inevitable deviations, we need to prepare early for
severe outcomes. As for a specific patient, the data regarding these four categories may
be different. In this chapter, we call all the data of the four categories patient variables.

The evaluation of the associations between deviations and patient variables works
as follows [120]: for a deviation-present group and a deviation-absent group, if, except
for the deviation (working as exposure), the presence group and the absence group for
a particular deviation are identical, then the difference in patient variables between the
two groups is likely to be attributed to the deviation. In the previous sections, we’ve
presented the generation of presence and absence groups of an individual deviation.
The analysis of the associationof adeviation andapatient variable is basically comparing
how different the patient variable is distributed between the two groups.

A histogram is a straightforward and simple representation of the distribution of
data [121]. The x-axis is a series of intervals of a variable, and the y-axis is the frequency
density, i.e. the number of cases per unit of the variable on the horizontal axis. A
histogram can also be normalized to display ‘‘relative’’ frequencies. It then shows the
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proportion of cases that fall into each of several categories, with the sum of the heights
equaling to 100%. Using the relative frequencies, though the counts of the presence
and absence group differ, their distributions can be compared.

Besides the visualized analysis using histograms, there are various methods to mea-
sure associations using statistical techniques, including correlation analysis, regression
analysis, and χ analysis. The selection of the method depends on the characteristics of
the data for each variable, such as nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio [120].

6.4 Case study

In this section, a deviation analysis of a typical control-flow care pathway, the
weaning care pathway, is carried out. The care pathwaymodeling, event log generation,
optimal alignment computation, and deviation analysis using the group-basedmethod
are described.

6.4.1 Modeling the weaning care pathway in BPMN

Weaning is a lifesaving therapy that is commonly used in ICU (Intensive Care Units)
departments. It is initiated when patients’ spontaneous ventilation is inadequate. Dif-
ferent extubation care pathways exist for different durations of mechanical ventilation,
commonly distinguishing patients with a short and long-term need for mechanical
ventilation. The care pathway studied herein is the short-term variant. It is indicated in
respiratory or mechanical insufficiency, ineffective gas exchange or to facilitate ventila-
tion during anesthesia. The ICU department of Maastricht University Medical Center+
(MUMC+) uses a flow-chart document shown in Figure C.1 in their daily life.

The initial state of the care pathway is that a patient is receiving the Bi-level Positive
Airway Pressure (BIPAP) mode from a ventilator. BIPAP provides two pressure-level
periodically, which applies even for patients who can’t breathe autonomously. In the
BIPAPmode, nurses checked the patients’ inhaled oxygen concentration (FiO2), Positive
End Expiratory Pressure (PEEP) and other parameters. If the patient’s indicators meet
Note A (thresholds of the parameters), the nurse will change the patient’s ventilation
mode to Assisted Spontaneous Breathing (ASB) mode. If the patient’s indicators do not
meet Note A, the patient maintains BIPAP ventilation mode. After a period of time, the
nurse checks the indicators in Note A again and repeats the above tasks. Considering
that the above steps belong to BIPAP ventilationmode, we use a Sub-process (DoBIPAP
ventilation) embedding two tasks with a loop to represent BIPAP ventilation shown in
Figure 6.4. The modeling procedure is based on the work in [122].
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Figure 6.4: The weaning care pathway in BPMN.
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After switching to the ASB ventilationmode, the nurse first sets the Tv (Tidal Volume)
according to the IBW (Ideal Body Weight) of the patient and then gradually adjusts it to
6-8ml/kg according to the feedback of the patient. Specifically, a target Tv is calculated
by the nurse; then a small pressure is given to the patient and the response is observed;
the pressure is gradually increased until Tv reaches 6-8ml/kg. This procedure describes
several operations, but the original care pathway used a single Task ASB till Tv 6-8
ml/kg IBW. Accordingly, we alsomodel themas a single BPMN taskwith the samename.

When it reaches the target Tv, thenurse should check thepressure value∆Pprovided
by the ventilator. If it is greater than 20 cmH2O, indicating that the patient is overly
dependent on the machine (the ability of autonomous breathing is still very poor).
Under this circumstance, it should be switched back to BIPAPmode. If ∆ P is less than 20
cmH2O, it continues with the next task that the breathing frequency is checked. In the
BPMN model shown in Figure 6.4, the decision is represented by an Exclusive Gateway
with oneof the outgoingbranchgoes back toDoBIPAPventilation, the other branches
goes to the following Task Check breath frequency.

Based on the breathing frequency fbreath of the patient, the nurse decides to either
continue the care pathway or consult the doctor. The consultation should be performed
when the value of fbreath is not in the right range, indicating deep sedation, pain, fever,
or unrest. In this case, an End Event is used to represent a withdraw from the care
pathway. If the value of fbreath is within the range of 10-30/min, the nurse should reduce
the ventilator pressure Pressure of ventilator on Assisted Spontaneous Breathing Mode
(P-ASB) in steps of 2 cmH2O. In the original flow-chat, the rectangle saying ‘‘P-ASB 6 +
ATC 0 % or P-ASB 0 + atc 100 %’’ indicates the target value of the real adjustment of the
ventilator. It is not a real task, so there is no corresponding Task in the BPMNmodel. As
indicated in the original care pathway as well as reminded by the collaborated doctor,
Decease P-ASB needs to be performed multiple times in a unit of 2 cmH2O. In the
transformed BPMN model, we use an Exclusive Gateway linking back to the Gateway
before the Task Decease P-ASB.

The nurse should then wait 30 minutes to see whether the patient has unstable
symptoms such as blood oxygen saturation lower than 92 % and others indicated in
Note B. If such symptoms appear, the nurse is safe to continue with the next task in
the care pathway, ABG (Arterial Blood Gas) measurement is taken and the extubation
criteria (Note C) is checked. If the unstable symptoms in Note B show, the patient should
be switched back to the initial state of ASB ventilation mode with the participation of
the doctor. Thus, an Error Event linking to Do ASB ventilation is created in the BPMN
model to represent the unstable symptom condition. The result of the checking of
Note C decides whether the nurse should extubate the patient. If so, the process is
finished and the patient breathes without support; otherwise, a consultation should be
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done. Themodeling step has been confirmedwith experts as shown in our collaborative
publication in [115]. It is validated that the model contains all complexities in the daily
practice at the MUMC+ ICU.

6.4.2 Generating event logs

The source of data is an information system, Intellispace Critical Care and Anesthesia
(ICCA) system, which is a sort of data warehousewhich contains data of all treatments of
all patients. Various devices including themechanical ventilator are coupled to the beds
in ICU. Data from the devices could be transferred to the ICCA system. When a nurse or
doctor operates the ventilator, data regarding the patient’s status and the ventilator’s
parameter are automatically registered in the device. When the data were confirmed, it
was saved to the ICCA database.

With the help of the IT department of the hospital, the data saved in the ICCA
database were extracted in the form of Microsoft Excel files. In total, 17 items were
extracted, including blood pressure, average breathing frequency, the level of oxygen
(FIO2), heart frequency,O2 saturation, the pressure of theASB, theCO2 level in the blood
(PCO2), PEEP, PH of the blood, the O2 level in the blood (PO2), propofol, dobutamine,
Norepinephrine, midazolam, breathing apparatus, the way oxygen is provided (O2
administration), and breathing mode. For each item, its timestamp and the value were
also extracted. Figure 6.5 shows the items of an example and anonymized patient. Note
that the first item is the CO2 level, which indicates it was measured on July, 11th, 11:
16:00, with the PH value being 5.5. Though the data items stored in the database are
not exactly the names of the tasks in the care pathway, it is possible to infer the tasks
based on the items.

‘‘Breathing mode’’ specifies the mode that the ventilator is on. The candidate values
of breathing mode are Mode BIPAP, Mode CPAP/ASB, CPAP, ASB, NIV BiPAP, Mode
BIPAP/ASB, Mode IPPV/AutoFlow, Mode IPPV/ASSIST/AutoFlow, Mode PC-BIPAP, Mode
SPN-CPAP, Mode APRV, and IPPV. They indicate various types of supporting modes that
the ventilator provides. After discussed with the experts (the doctors from theMUMC+),
they confirm that some of the modes are not relevant for our study. For example, ‘‘NIV
BiPAP’’ means a patient is undergoing breathing with a mask; ‘‘Mode APRV’’ is used for
patientswho are very difficult to give breathing support andnot considered to extubate.
The breathing modes with names ‘‘Mode BIPAP’’, ‘‘Mode CPAP/ASB’’, ‘‘BIPAP’’, ‘‘ASB’’,
and ‘‘Beademing stop’’ are kept. Especially, ‘‘Beademing stop’’ indicates the patient is
successfully extubated, which means the care pathway is finished.

The weaning care pathway that we are studying involves two types of modes: BIPAP
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Figure 6.5: The data items stored in the database.

and ASB. Using the switching information between modes, Start BIPAP ventilation
and Setup ASB ventilation can be identified. P-ASB is the configured pressure value
when the ventilator in the mode of ASB. During the ASB mode, there are three different
tasks: Setup ASB ventilation, Adjust ASB until 6-8 ml/kg IBW, and Decrease P-ASB.
The associated value of P-ASB can be used to distinguish them. For two continuous
ASB modes, if the second has a lower value than the first one, then the second one
corresponds to a task Decrease P-ASB.

Based on the entries described rules, 13 events were generated. They are:

• Start BIPAP ventilation. The first time when the breathing mode is BIPAP or its
equivalence, or the mode switches to BIPAP.

• Check Note A. The breathing mode is BIPAP, and its previous mode is also BIPAP.

• Setup ASB ventilation. The first time when the breathing mode is ASB or its
equivalence, or the mode switches to ASB.

• Decrease P-ASB in step of 2 cmH2O. The breathing mode is ASB, and its previous
mode is also ASB. The P-ASB value at the current timestamp is 2 cmH2O lower
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than that of the previous mode being P-ASB.

• Continue P-ASB. The breathing mode is ASB, and its previous mode is also ASB.
The P-ASB value at the current timestamp remains the same with that of the
previous mode being P-ASB.

• Increase P-ASB. The breathingmode is ASB, and its previousmode is also ASB. The
P-ASB value at the current timestamp is greater than that of the previous mode
being P-ASB.

• Unrecorded adjustment of P-ASB. The breathing mode is ASB, and its previous
mode is also ASB. The P-ASB value at the current timestamp is not recorded.

• Decrease P-ASB in other values. The breathingmode is ASB, and its previousmode
is also ASB. The P-ASB value at the current timestamp is lower than that of the
previous mode being P-ASB, but the difference is not 2 cmH2O.

• Give medicine. When one of the propofol, dobutamine, Norepinephrine, or
midazolam is given to the patient.

• Monitor status. When the blood pressure, O2 saturation, and heart frequency
occur, we generate this event.

• Take blood test. When the level ofO2 , CO2 , and PH occur, we generate this event.

• Check extubation criteria. As mode being ‘‘Beademing stop’’ means that the
patient is successfully detubated, when it shows, we generate two events Check
extubation criteria and Extubate in the trace.

• Extubate. See Check extubation criteria.

The hospital extracted 1944 patients’ data. Note that all the patients’ data are
anonymized.After filtering out the patients whose data contain irrelevant ventilator
modes, 1285 patients’ data are kept and transformed into event traces. The average
number of events per trace is 33. The average length of stay per patient is two days.

Not all the tasks in the care pathway have a corresponding event. For example,
the task Adjust ASB until 6-8 ml/kg IBW is a set of operations in adjusting the P-ASB,
which does not have a specific mapping to the register data. For tasks Check ∆P,
Check breathing frequency, and Check deviations in 30 minutes, though there exist data
entries regarding P-ASB, breathing frequency, and other parameters, they often appear
together. There is no easy way to distinguish them explicitly, so we interpret them as
event ‘‘monitor patient status’’.
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6.4.3 Computing optimal alignments

With the weaning care pathway modeled in BPMN and the generated event traces,
optimal alignments can be computed. As this weaning care pathway is a typical
control-flow care pathway, we select the method in Chapter 4 to compute the optimal
alignments. The first step is togenerate the execution spaceof theBPMNmodel, which is
shown in Figure 6.62. Tasks are denoted by ellipses. The Sub-Processes and Intermediate
Events in the BPMNmodel are not in the execution space, but their behavior is reflected
in it.

Figure 6.6: The execution space of the BPMNmodel of the weaning care pathway in Figure 6.4.

The execution space shown in Figure 6.6 contains loops. For execution space with
loops, it is required to gradually unfold the loop to generate new search spaces (see
Section 3.8 for a detailed discussion). The number of deviations affects efficiency when
the execution space contains loops. There are four tasks that we know surely are
deviations: Adjust ASB until 6-8 ml/kg IBW, Check ∆P, Check breathing frequency,
and Check deviations in 30minutes. To decrease the influence of those deviations, we
purposely filter out two tasksAdjust ASBuntil 6-8ml/kg IBW and Check deviations in
30minutes from the execution space. On the log side,Givemedicine,Monitor status,
and Take blood test are out of the scope of the care pathway. Including them in the log

2This directed graph is automatically generated by, GraphViz, an open-source graph drawing tool [123].
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traces will certainly take a large amount of time. So we also filter them out in this study.

When the loop times threshold is set to 10, the level of optimality does not grow
anymore. It indicates that the result is optimal. It takes two minutes and 28 seconds
for the tool to finish the computation. Figure 6.7 shows the frequency of the aligned
activities in the optimal alignments. For instance, Extubate appears 1282 times asmove
in both (B Extubate), and 3 times asmove inmodel (M Extubate). Their sum equals to the
total number 1285. Other tasks may have more occurrences than 1285 because loops
are executed and the occurrence is increased.

Figure 6.7: The frequency of aligned activities in the optimal alignments of the patients set (1285) in this case
study.

6.4.4 The aggregated nets

Step 4 of the method in Figure 6.1 is to aggregate aligned activities in the same
position in the process model. Using the two aggregating rules of Figure 6.2, an
aggregated net of the input optimal alignments can be generated. Applying these two
aggregating rules to the optimal alignments of this case study, we get the aggregated
net shown in Figure 6.8 (the upper part) and Figure 6.9 (the lower part)3. The aggregated
activities are denoted as blocks. The colors black and blue denote two types of
aggregated activities: aggregated task and addition. For aggregated tasks, the name
and the occurrence B:XM:Y are shown. For example, the aggregated task Start BIPAP
ventilation (B:1430 M:6) means moves in both occurs 1430 times and moves in model
occurs 6 times in the optimal alignments of this case study. Each aggregated activity

3See https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12960011 for a high resolution version.
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is also associated with the patient ID. For the sake of simplicity, we do not show in the
visualized graphs.

The aggregated net shown in Figure 6.8 (the upper part) and Figure 6.9 (the lower
part) is spaghetti-like. There are three causes for that. Firstly, some irrelevant activities
are shown in the graph. Though we’ve filtered out the obvious deviating events before
computing the optimal alignments, e.g. Give Medicine, Unrecorded adjustment of
P-ASB remains in the input log traces. Undoubtedly, they appear as additions in the
aggregated net. As we can see in the aggregated net, Unrecorded adjustment of
P-ASB appears at the similar places with ‘‘continue’’ and ‘‘increase’’ P-ASB. Due to the
values of the registered P-ASB are missing, they are interpreted as the adjustment
of P-ASB with the unknown tendency. Since this addition (Unrecorded adjustment
of P-ASB) does appear as obvious patterns, we propose to ‘‘hide’’ them to increase
the conciseness of the aggregated net. Their absence does not affect relations with
other activities. Figure 6.10 (the upper part) and Figure 6.11 (the lower part) show the
visualized aggregated net of the same optimal alignments as Figures 6.8 and 6.9, but
not showing the Unrecorded adjustment of P-ASB.

Secondly, low-frequency activities are shown. Low-frequency activities, also known
as ‘‘noise’’, cause the spaghetti-like look of the aggregated net. For instance, between
the aligned tasks Decrease P-ASB and Check extubation criteria, the addition Start
BIPAP ventilation occurs 3 times (two times in one flow and one time following
ContinueP-ASB in the other flow). It means three patients underwent BIPAP ventilation
after the ASB ventilation. Compared to the whole set (1285), three is so small that they
are regarded as noise.

Thus, we regard those aggregated activities with occurrence lower than a threshold
value as noisy activities. These activities can be excluded from our case study. In this
case study, we set the threshold is five. Figure 6.12 shows the aggregated net, which
removes the patients’ optimal alignments with occurrence less than five. The Continue
P-ASB and Increase P-ASB following the addition Setup ASB ventilation are filtered
out. In total, there are 1271 patients remain while 14 (1285-1271) patients are filtered
out.

Thirdly, the locations of duplications are distributed diversely. It is contrary to the
concept that a Parallel Gateway allows arbitrary execution orders of the Tasks. The
diversity of location for the same aggregated activity could be caused by an advanced
structure indeed allowing such diversity. To restore the ‘‘genuine’’ advance structure,
we need to merge some activities. For instance, the addition Continue P-ASB occurs in
seven different places in Figure 6.12. Similarly, the addition Increase P-ASB occurs in
four different places.
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Figure 6.8: The aggregated net of the optimal alignments (1285) in this case study (the upper part).
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Figure 6.9: The aggregated net of the optimal alignments (1285) in this case study (the lower part).
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Figure 6.10: Hiding ‘‘A Unrecorded adjustment of P-ASB’’ (the upper part) in the the aggregated net shown
in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 (1285).
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Figure 6.11: Hiding ‘‘A Unrecorded adjustment of P-ASB’’ (the lower part) in the the aggregated net shown
in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 (1285).
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Figure 6.12: Filtering out the alignments in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 containing aggregated activities whose
occurrence is less than five (1271).
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Should all the seven Continue P-ASB be merged into one? Or several? Taking
the aggregated tasks as reference, these seven Continue P-ASBs exist in three areas:
one between Check DP (∆ P) and Start BIPAP ventilation, three between Check
breadth frequency and Decrease P-ASB, and three between Decrease P-ASB and
Check extubation criteria. As the latter two areas correspond to the same area of the
original BPMN model, namely around Decrease P-ASB, it is reasonable to merge the
six Continue P-ASBs but keep the other one separated. Likewise, we also merge the
Increase P-ASBs around Decrease P-ASB. The updated aggregated net is shown in
Figure 6.13.

6.4.5 Generating groups using workflow pattern discovery

In this section, we present workflow pattern discovery on aggregated nets and
generation of groups based on that.

Deriving workflow patterns

With the concise aggregated net in Figure 6.13, the workflow patterns mining
techniques can be applied to derive advanced structures such that deviation groups can
be generated naturally and straightforwardly. In this section, we present the applying
the method of Section 6.3.2 in our case study.

The split structures are identified firstly, which are an aggregated activity connecting
multiple other activities as its successors. Except for the Start, two activities are playing
as the head of split structure: Check DP and Check breath frequency. Then the
dependency matrices for Check DP and Check breath frequency are constructed
individually. Based on the dependency matrix, the fExclusive and fLoop can be inferred.
For Check DP, fExclusive is false and fLoop is true. It fulfills the condition of Pattern
4. However, the successors of Check DP cannot make a join pattern, so no pattern is
derived for Check DP. For Check breath frequency, its fExclusive is false and fLoop is
true. Three candidate patterns are Patterns 4, 5 and 6. Since the conditions for Patterns
4, and 5 do not hold, Pattern 6 is successfully derived (the details are described in
Section 6.3.2). The mined process of the aggregated net is shown in Figure 6.14.

Themined process structure is able to find almost all the routes of the original BPMN
model. For example, from ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’, there is a route going back to the Exclusive
split, and by mining, we find there are 2036 occurrences of this route. Another route
going from Sub-process ‘‘Wait for 30 mins and check Note B’’ to Sub-process ‘‘Do ASB
ventilation’’ in the original model in Figure 6.4 is reflected in the mined process as a
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Figure 6.13: Merging some aggregated activities (in Figure 6.12) in the same area for ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ and
‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ (1271).
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Figure 6.14: The mined process of the aggregated net in Figure 6.13 (1271).
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route from the Exclusive Gateway after ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’,
whose occurrence is 23.

For ‘‘Check ∆P’’ and ‘‘Check breath frequency’’, their occurrence is zero. It fits the
facts that they are not registered in the database. Wepurposely keep them in themining
step so that the main skeleton of the model can be revealed.

Generating groups

Figure 6.15 shows the mined process with natural groups attached. Each ‘‘G’’ with
a number indicates a natural group. Twelve natural groups are generated in total.
The black rectangle indicates an aggregated task, and the blue rectangle indicates an
addition.

The natural group of an aggregated task can be further partitioned into two
sub-groups: the adhering group (B) and the deviating (omission) group (M). It is
straightforward as each aggregated task is composed of move in boths and move in
models. The patients whose optimal alignments contribute to the move in both at this
particular place make up the adhering group. Likewise, the patients whose optimal
alignments contribute to the move in model make up the omission group. The count
of patients in each group is also shown in the figure (Figure 6.15), i.e. the number in
the brackets. It is different from the count of occurrence for each aligned activity, which
is shown at the place following the column in Figure 6.14. The difference comes from
when loops happen, the occurrence is larger than the number of patients. For example,
in ‘‘G1’’, 1265 patients have 13539 times of Check Note A in sub-group B; in sub-group
M, six patients have six times of omissions of Check Note A.

In G2, there are 1265 cases in the adhering group and 122 cases in themissing group.
Since there is a loop back to this aggregated task, these two groupsmay be overlapping.
To find the presence group of this deviation (omission ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’), we
need to find the cases which are only present in the sub-group B. Similarly, to find the
absence group of this deviation, we need to find the cases which are not present in
the sub-group B. Therefore, we first find the intersection (87 patients) of sub-groups B
and M; then the sub-group B subtracting the intersection is the group of patients who
adhere to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (1149); the sub-group M subtracting the intersection
is the group of patients who miss ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (114).

G9, G11, G12, G8, and G10 are addition groups. Though G11 and G12 correspond
to ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ and ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ respectively, they are at the same place,
from ‘‘Check DP (∆ P)’’ to ‘‘Start BIPAP ventilation’’. As ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ and ‘‘Decrease
P-ASB’’ mean the same meaning of adjustment of P-ASB, they can be treated as one
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Figure 6.15: Natural groups.
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deviation. Thus, the presence group of this deviation is the union of G11 and G12,
which contains 29 (23+6) patients. The absence group is the complement of the whole
patients set (e.g. G4), which contains 1242 (1271-29).

Similar to the above situation, G8 and G10 also have a similar meaning, indicating
the adjustment of P-ASB. So, we also treat these two groups as one deviation group,
i.e., the presence of deviations ‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ (48+605=613).
The absence group is the complement of the whole patients set, which contains 658
patients (1271-613).

6.4.6 Group-based association analysis

Wecollected six patient variables for analysis. They are length of stay, deviation ratio,
and four medicine (Propofol, Norepinephrine, Dobutamine, and Midazolam) related
information.

• Length of stay is the time span from the first registered event to the last one in a
patient’s log trace. This variable is measured on an interval scale.

• A deviation ratio is calculated by the number of deviations divided by the length
of the optimal alignment. This variable is measured on an interval scale.

• Propofol [124] is a short-acting medication that results in a decreased level of
consciousness and a lack of memory for events. It is mainly for sedation for
mechanically ventilated adults. From the data extracted together with log traces,
we can count the number of times a patient receives this medication during his
stay. So the number of times a patient receives Propofol is on an interval scale.

• Norepinephrine (NE) [125], also called noradrenaline (NA) or noradrenalin, is
mainly used for the treatment of critically lowblood pressure and shock caused by
peripheral vascular expansion. Similar to Propofol, the number of times a patient
receives NE is also on an interval scale.

Both Propofol andNE indicate the severeness of the patients. As there is no temporal
relationshipbetweendeviations and thepatient variables inour collection, the following
analysis is a cross-sectional study. It means the found associations between deviations
and patient variables are not necessarily cause and effect. In the following part of this
section, we conduct the association analysis using the three pair-wise groups generated
in Section 6.4.5.
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Figure 6.16:Deviation ratio distribution of the group adhering to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (1149) vs. the group
missing ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (114).

The presence and absence groups of omission ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’

Basedon thenatural groupG2 in Figure6.15,wecanderive twogroups regarding the
deviation omission of ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’. The presence group consists of patients
(114) who miss ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’. The absence group consists of patients(1149)
who adhere to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’.

InFigure6.16, thehistogramsof thedeviation ratioof these twogroupsaredisplayed.
The x-axis shows the interval centers of a series of deviation ratios, ranging from 0.05 to
0.95. Each vertical bar shows the relative frequency per 10% deviation ratio, namely the
proportion of cases that fall into each deviation ratio interval. For example, in the group
of omission ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’, there are about 45% cases (the third red bar from
left) falling into the deviation ratio between 20% and 30%.

In the group of adhering to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’, the majority of cases have a
deviation ratio between 10% to 30%. In the omission group, the majority of cases have
the deviation ratio between 20% and 40%. The average number of deviations in both
groups is four. The average length of optimal alignments in both groups is 18. So in
general, the deviation group has a higher deviation ratio than the adhering group. The
deviation is associated with a higher deviation ratio.

In Figure 6.17, the histograms of the length of stay (LOS) of these two groups are
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Figure 6.17: Length of stay distribution of the group adhering to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (1149) vs. the group
missing ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (114).

displayed. The x-axis shows the interval centers of a series of LOS, ranging from 2.5
hours to 67.5 hours. Each vertical bar shows the relative frequency per interval, namely
the proportion of cases that fall into each LOS interval. For example, in the group of
omission ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’, there are less than 60% cases (the second orange bar
from left) falling into the LOS between 5 hours and 10 hours.

Comparing the two groups, except for the first LOS interval from left (zero to five
hours), the adhering group has more cases than the omission group. In general, the
omission group has a shorter length of stay than the adhering group. The omission is
associated with a shorter length of stay.

In Figure 6.18, the histograms of the number of times a patient receives propofol of
these two groups are displayed. The x-axis shows the interval centers of a series of the
number of times, ranging from 2 to 70. Each vertical bar shows the relative frequency
per interval (four times), namely the proportion of cases that fall into each interval. For
example, in the group of patients who adhere to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’, there are
about 10% cases (the first light blue bar from the left) receives zero to four times of
propofol.

The majority of the group who adhere to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ are distributed
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Figure 6.18: The distribution of the number of times a patient receives propofol of the group adhering to
‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (1149) vs. the group missing ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (114).

between the times 4 and 16. Themajority of the groupwhomiss ‘‘SetupASB ventilation’’
are distributed between the times 0 and 12. So in general, the deviation group takes
fewer times of propofol than the adhering group. The deviation is associated with fewer
times of propofol.

In Figure 6.19, the histograms of the number of times a patient receives nore-
pinephrine of these two groups are displayed. The x-axis shows the interval centers
of a series of the number of times, ranging from 2.5 to 97.5. Each vertical bar shows
the relative frequency per interval (five times), namely the proportion of cases that fall
into each interval. For example, in the group of patients who adhere to ‘‘Setup ASB
ventilation’’, there are about 35% cases (the first purple bar from the left) receives zero
to five times of norepinephrine.

In the first two intervals, i.e. zero to ten times, the omission group has a relatively
higher frequency than the adhering group. Since the two intervals cover themajority of
cases in both groups, the deviation group takes fewer times of Norepinephrine than the
adhering group. The deviation is associated with fewer times of norepinephrine.

Notably, the event ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ is generated when the first time when
the breathingmode is ASB, or the ventilationmode switches to ASB.We look closely into
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Figure 6.19: The distribution of the number of times a patient receives norepinephrine of the group adhering
to ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (1149) vs. the group missing ‘‘Setup ASB ventilation’’ (114).
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the optimal alignments of the omission group and find that almost all the patients in
this group skipped the ASB ventilation mode. It means these patients only received the
BIPAP ventilation before extubation. Based on the comparisons of the use of propofol
and norepinephrine, which indicate the severeness of a patient, we can conclude that
theomissiongroup is likely tobe less severe than the adheringgroup. It is also consistent
with the observation that the omission group has a shorter length of stay than the
adhering group.

The presence and absence groups of addition ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Increase
P-ASB’’ before ‘‘Check extubation criteria’’

Based on the natural groups G8 and G10 in Figure 6.15, we can derive two groups
regarding the deviation addition of ‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’, which refer
to the adjustment of the P-ASB value. The presence group consists of 613 cases. The
absence group consists of 658 cases.

In Figure 6.20, the histograms of the deviation ratio of these two groups are shown.
The x-axis shows the interval centers of a series of deviation ratios, ranging from 0.05
to 0.95. Each vertical bar shows the relative frequency per 10% deviation ratio, namely
the proportion of cases that fall into the interval. For example, in the addition group,
there are about 20% cases (the second red bar from left) falling into the deviation ratio
between 10% and 20%.

In both groups, themajority have a deviation ratio between 10% to 40%. However, in
the intervals between 10% to 30%, the adheringgroup accounts for a greater proportion
than the deviation group. The average number of deviations in the adhering group is
3 with the average length of optimal alignments being 17. In the deviation group, the
average number of deviations is 6 with the average length of optimal alignments being
26. So in general, the deviation group has a higher deviation ratio than the adhering
group suggesting this deviation is associated with a higher deviation ratio.

In Figure 6.21, the histograms of the length of stay (LOS) of these two groups are
displayed. The x-axis shows the interval centers of a series of LOS, ranging from 2.5
hours to 67.5 hours. Each vertical bar shows the relative frequency per interval, namely
the proportion of cases that fall into each LOS interval. For example, in the addition
group, there are about 55% cases (the second orange bar from left) falling into the LOS
between 5 hours and 10 hours.

In the first threepairs of bars from the left, these twogroupshave a similar proportion
of cases, though the addition group is slightly higher than the adhering group. Since
these three bars cover the majority of cases, the majority of these groups have the LOS
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Figure6.20:Deviation ratio distribution of the group adhering to ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ (613) vs. the group having
additions ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ (658).

less than 15 hours. However, in the first interval (0 to 5 hours), the adhering group has
a higher proportion (25%) than that in the addition group (about 10%). In general, the
adhering group has a slightly shorter LOS than the addition group. This deviation is
associated with longer LOS.

In Figure 6.22, the histograms of the number of times a patient receives propofol of
these two groups are displayed. The x-axis shows the interval centers of a series of the
number of times, ranging from 2 to 70. Each vertical bar shows the relative frequency
per interval (four times), namely the proportion of cases that fall into each interval. For
example, in the adhering group, there are about 30% cases (the second light blue bar
from the left) receives a number between four and eight times of propofol.

The distributions of this patient variable among these two groups can be regarded
as two curves. We observe that the bars are higher when the number of times less than
12, while they are lower when the number of times more than 12 in the adhering group
than that in the addition group. It seems that the deviationmakes the distributionmove
to the right. So, the deviation is associated with more times that a patient receives
propofol.

In Figure 6.23, the histograms of the number of times a patient receives nore-
pinephrine of these two groups are displayed. The x-axis shows the interval centers of
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Figure 6.21: Length of stay distribution of the group adhering to ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ (613) vs. the group having
additions ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ (658).

Figure 6.22: The distribution of the number of times a patient receives propofol of the group adhering to
‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ (613) vs. the group having additions ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ (658).
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Figure 6.23: The distribution of the number of times a patient receives Norepinephrine of the group adhering
to ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ (613) vs. the group having additions ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ (658).

a series of the number of times, ranging from 2.5 to 97.5. Each vertical bar shows the
relative frequency per interval (five times), namely the proportion of cases that fall into
each interval. For example, in the adhering group, there are about 40% cases (the first
purple bar from the left) receives zero to five times of norepinephrine.

The difference of distribution of the times a patient receives Norepinephrine is
quite obvious: the cases in the adhering group (the purple) receive fewer times of
Norepinephrine than the addition group. So the deviation is associatedwithmore times
that a patient receives norepinephrine.

‘‘Increase P-ASB’’ is generatedwhen the breathingmode is ASB, and the P-ASB value
is higher than the last timewhen the nurse operates on the ventilator. ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’
is generated when the breathing mode is ASB, and the P-ASB value keeps the same
with that last time when the nurse operates on the ventilator. As the use of Propofol
and Norepinephrine indicates that the patient is getting severe, the addition group is
associated with severeness of the patient condition. Moreover, the ‘‘Increase P-ASB’’
and ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ occur at the equivalent place with ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ as shown
in the mined process structure in Figure 6.14. This finding is confirmed by the experts
in the MUMC+ hospital: though the weaning care pathway describes Decrease P-ASB
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is performed several times to achieve the value of 6 cmH2O in P-ASB, it is not always
true that the patient’s condition allows it; Continue P-ASB and Increase P-ASB are also
possible. In the redesign, all the possible options as well as an iterative approach to the
decrease of the P-ASB pressure should be taken.

The presence and absence groups of additions ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ or ‘‘Decrease
P-ASB’’ after ‘‘Check ∆ P’’

Using G11 and G12, we can derive an addition group with ‘‘Continue P-ASB’’ or
‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’, which contains 29 cases. The absence group is the complement of
the whole patients set (e.g. G4), which contains 1242 (1271-29). Due to the unbalanced
counts in the presence and absence groups, the formal histogram-based analysis is not
carried out.

Comparing this deviation with the original care pathway model, we find that there
is an alternative route sharing the same location, i.e., ‘‘Check ∆ P’’ to ‘‘Start BIPAP
ventilation’’. That is when the ventilation mode is just switched to ASB, a nurse
should adjust the Tv value to 6-8 ml/kg, then an evaluation of the pressure value (∆
P) is conducted; if ∆ P is greater than 20 cmH2O, the ventilation mode goes back to
BIPAP. The found deviation suggests that instead of immediately the ventilation mode
switching back to BIPAP, the patient stays in ASB ventilation mode for a period before
going to BIPAP mode.

The original care pathway suggests that only under some specific condition (∆ P is
greater than 20 cmH2O) should turn back to BIPAP ventilation. With the data perspective
involved, the investigation can be deeper and further.

6.4.7 Summary

In the case study, a real-life case in intensive care in a Dutch hospital is described:
the deviation analysis of the weaning care pathway. This care pathway is used as
an educational tool in their routine practice. We transformed the original flow-chart
document into a BPMN model using the mapping relations studied in Chapter 2.
From the registered event entries exported from the information system database,
we generated an event log consisting of 1285 log traces. As the weaning model fits
the feature of the typical control-flow pathway, we chose the computation of optimal
alignments using the method proposed in Chapter 4, in which the execution space of
the BPMNmodel is generated and the computation is performedbetween the execution
space and the log traces.
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As the number of deviation affects the efficiency of the computation especially with
loops, we filtered out two tasks from the model whose corresponding events are not
registered in the log. However, we also kept the other two (‘‘Check ∆ P’’ and ‘‘Check
breath frequency’’). This is because the model has alternatives, loops at the places
of these two tasks. Keeping them in the optimal alignments helps to make the main
skeleton of the original model explicit. Running the algorithm from Chapter 4 gives out
the optimal alignments.

With the optimal alignments, the aggregated net is generated, which basically
merges ‘‘similar’’ aligned activities according to the input care pathway model. The
original aggregated net is spaghetti-like. The first reason is that some ad-hoc registered
entriesappearasdeviations, forexample, ‘‘UnrecordedadjustmentofP-ASB’’; the second
reason is the low-frequency aligned activities; the third reason is that we distinguish
activities with the same name but different appearing orders. For the first reason,
the irrelevant deviations are hidden; for the second reason, the aligned activities with
occurrence less than five are filtered out as they represent exceptional cases. In this
step, the patient cases which contain those to-be-filtered activities are removed from
the population, which results in a population of 1271. For the third reason, a manual
merging of activitieswith the same location aswell as the samename is performed. Until
now, the ‘‘refined’’ aggregatednet is ready for derivingworkflowpatterns. Though some
cases were filtered out in the final analysis, 14 (1285-1271) is not significant compared
to 1285. It indicates that this operator does reduce the random principle required by
the statistical analysis.

Using the method developed in Section 6.3.2, an Exclusive Split and Join structure
with an external loopback is derived from the aggregated net. Together with the
activities in the derived process, the cases associated with each activity are also
identified. Those cases form natural groups. Based on the deviation type, location, and
the meaning of the natural groups, the presence and absence groups of a particular
deviation can be identified.

To analyze the causes of the identified deviations, we collected patient variables
regarding the level of severeness. As there is no clear temporal relationship between
the patient variables and the deviations, only a cross-sectional study can be applied. If
possible, the cohort study and case-control studies should be conducted so that cause
and effect relations can be identified. Using comparative methods, the histograms of
the four patient variables are compared between the deviation group and the adhering
group.

We found that besides the ‘‘Decrease P-ASB’’ prescribed by the care pathway, there
are another twowaysof adjustment theP-ASBvalue, i.e., ‘‘IncreaseP-ASB’’ and ‘‘Continue
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P-ASB’’. Moreover, the deviation is associated with a high level of the severeness of a
patient’s condition as indicated by the times giving medicine. This finding is confirmed
by the experts in the MUMC+ hospital that Continue P-ASB and Increase P-ASB are also
possible, especially for the patients with complex status. This specific finding is used in
the redesign of their care pathway.

6.5 Discussion

Computing the optimal alignments between a model and a log trace may result in
multiple alignments. They are all optimal in the sense that the numbers of synchronous
moves are the same. However, the deviations may differ at the locations and types. One
trick is used in the computing: generating themove in the model before themove in the
log. In the selection of one optimal alignment, we always chose the first one for all the
log traces. Thus, whenever there are a pair ofmove in themodel andmove in the log, the
move in the model always goes before the move in the log. Therefore, the consistency
among the selected alignments is achieved at a maximal level. It is a necessary pre-step
in the aggregation.

The care pathway in the case study is a typical control-flow type. There is the other
type: task-timematrix care pathway. Since the orders of the tasks in the task-timematrix
are quite arbitrary, the corresponding optimal alignments can be quite inconsistent as
well. The aggregated net could be less structured or even spaghetti-like. It hinders the
possibility of deriving workflow patterns out of it. In this situation, we propose another
basic idea: taking a piece of the aggregated net, which contains a single entry and single
exit. The entry and exit work as an anchor to locate deviations. For example, between an
entry and an exit, there is a task and some additions. The additions with the same can be
regarded as having the same location, since they are in a small unit. Then, the presence
group of this addition can be found by scanning which patients’ optimal alignments
had this addition.

6.6 Conclusion

Analyzing deviations is a follow-up step of the checking. Themain role of the analysis
is to infer the possible causes for the deviations, so that actions can be taken to avoid
them or prepare for early alters. To answer RQ6. How can deviations detected by optimal
alignments be grouped to support association analysis of deviations? taking the optimal
alignments as a base, we developed a method for generating comparative deviation
groups from the optimal alignments of a population.
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Firstly, the optimal alignments corresponding to a patient population are trans-
formed into an aggregated net; then the workflow mining techniques are applied so
that a compact and structured process is formed; in the mined process, the locations,
types and the names of the deviations are mounted in the process; then the presence
and absence groups a particular deviation can be easily identified. The association
analysis can be applied to the comparative groups to identify whether there exists an
association between the deviation and the patient variables. The method is evaluated
in a real-life case in ICU in a Dutch hospital. The found deviations and associations are
confirmed with the experts and used in the redesign of the care pathways.
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Conclusion

Care pathways serve to standardize care delivery with the aims of improving the
quality of care, reducing the risk of errors, and improving efficiency. The highly complex
and ad-hoc characteristics of healthcare processes make care pathways prone to low
completion rates and low compliance. The un-conformant behavior relative to care
pathways is called clinical practice deviations. Analyzing deviations is useful to identify
gaps between the actual practice and care pathways. Analyzing deviations is effort-
intensive and difficult due to the large amount and the various types of deviations.
Historical patient data, which captures care activities along or around care pathways’
execution, enables deviation analysis on a large scale as well as in a cost-efficient
manner.

The main theme of this thesis is to analyze the deviations of care pathways using
observeddata regarding thecare forpatients. Optimalalignments techniquesoriginated
in business process domain aim to find non-conformant behavior in practice against
business process models. At one specific point, the actual behavior could deviate a
process model in one of the two ways: the observed behavior is missing according to
themodel, i.e., an omission; the observed behavior is additional compared to themodel,
i.e., an addition. To exploit optimal alignments techniques for deviations analysis of
care pathways, the central research question of this dissertation is: How can the optimal
alignments between the observed behavior and care pathways be used in deviations
analysis?

We have divided this research question into six sub-questions. In Section 7.1, we
summarize the results of the six sub-questions that collectively answer the central
research question. Section 7.2 discusses the limitations and provides some possible
directions for further research.



Chapter 7. Conclusion

7.1 Main conclusions and contributions

The six sub-questions are organized around three research topics, which are rep-
resentation of care pathways in computerized formalisms (RQ1 and RQ2), computing
optimal alignments (RQ3,RQ4, andRQ5), andgroup-based analysis of deviations (RQ6),
respectively.

RQ1-What is a proper modeling formalism to represent care pathways?

To facilitate communication and coordination aswell as support optimal alignments
techniques, three features that amodeling formalismholdsare identifiedasour selection
criteria. These features include expressiveness, usability, and executability. A comparison
among Petri nets, YAWL, BPMN, and TNLs against the criteria was carried out with the
results favoring BPMN as a proper modeling formalism.

RQ2-What is a proper and convenient representation that is able to represent all
the possible behaviors of a care pathwaymodel on the activity level?

A transition system is one of the most basic concept of process models. A transition
system encodes all the possible states of the process model’s execution and the
switching between them. We introduced a new concept dubbed execution spaces based
on transition systems. A transition system contains not only visible behaviors relating to
tasks but also invisible behavior relating to the routings of the tasks. By filtering visible
behavior from transition systems, execution spaces encode explicitly all the possible
behaviors relating to clinician’s execution of tasks, i.e., the behavior of a care pathway
model on the activity level. A demonstration shows that the transformation of a BPMN
model into an execution space is feasible using existing BPMN execution semantics. The
generic feature of execution space opens up opportunities for other process languages
realizing optimal alignments techniques.

RQ3-Can the optimal alignments bemodeled as the lowest-cost paths?

Computing optimal alignments in an efficient manner is challenging due to a large
numberof possiblemismatchesbetween the two. Especially, therewas loss of optimality
when the efficiency is improved. The naive replay for optimal alignments was translated
into a replay in a coordinate system-based search space, in which each alignment is
represented as a path from the source node to the goal node. Upon that, amathematical
formulation involving the cost of an alignment and the number of synchronous moves
is established. Using themathematical formulation, we further investigated under what
conditions the alignments with maximal number of synchronous moves correspond
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to the lowest-cost paths. Those conditions are validated by a rigorous theoretical
proof, which guarantees the optimality of computing optimal alignments for execution
spaces on the theoretical level. Regarding execution spaces involving loops, we studied
a method gradually unfolding the loop to multiple single-termination spaces. Thus,
optimal alignments can bemodeled as the lowest-cost paths both for execution spaces
with and without loops.

RQ4-How to implement the A* algorithm for the optimal alignments?

The A* algorithm is a derivative version of the best-first algorithm, which selects
the nodes with the highest merit for node expansion iteratively. Implementing the
A* algorithm mainly concerns implementing a basic operator node expansion and the
design of the cost function for the coordinate system-based search space introduced in
Chapter 3. To achieve the optimality and efficiency of the A* algorithm, the cost function
is very important. The coordinate system-based search space provides coordinate
information for each node. Using this information, we designed a distance-based
cost function, which fulfills the admissibility and consistency principles, and is easy-to-
compute. With a set of experiments, we showed that our proposed method always
achieves 100% optimality.

RQ5-Can the efficiency of computing optimal alignments be improved when the
care pathwaymodel involves many parallel paths?

Task-timematrix care pathways allow a large number of process traces, which results
in execution spaces with a large breadth. Due to the breadth-first nature of the A*
algorithm, computing optimal alignments for execution spaces of task-timematrix care
pathways is of high time complexity. Instead of full execution spaces, we proposed
a half-execution modeling formalism, i.e., Gateway-pair models. The Gateway-pair
model enables finding the reference execution of a model in a log trace-drivenmanner.
Moreover, a modified version of the A* algorithm is developed. Unlike the regular A*
algorithm that each step takes one task of the model, this modified version performs
big-step moves, which take multiple tasks per move step. It strongly speeds up the
exploration. In an experiment it showed an improved efficiency relative to the regular
method, with no loss of optimality.

RQ6-How can deviations detected by optimal alignments be grouped to support
association analysis of deviations?

Grouping deviations from multiple individual optimal alignments is challenging
due to the variety of locations and types that a deviation may have. By extending
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existing techniques of workflow mining, we developed a method to discover a process
structure out of the multiple optimal alignments. The extension stresses that duplicate
activities, especially duplicate deviations of type omission, are able to bemined. With the
discovered structure being an anchor, the presence or absence of groups for a particular
deviation canbeeasily identified. Association analysis canbe applied to the comparative
groups to identifywhether thereexists anassociationbetween thedeviationandspecific
patient variables. With validated associations, actions can be taken for improvement.
A real-life case study was carried out, and the detected deviations and associations are
confirmed with the experts and used in the redesign of the care pathway.

7.2 Limitations and future research

The optimal alignments reveal where the observed behavior deviates from the
reference behavior. Yet, the resulting optimal alignments are multiple per patient. The
selection of the one for analysis is a little bit tricky. We used a trick to increase the
consistency of the results. That is to keep a consistent order in generating aligned
activities. Thus, when a successive pair of move in the model and move in the log are
generated, the order between them two is consistent.

The relationship established regarding the deviations and synchronous moves is
that the length of the alignment equals to the number of deviations and the number of
synchronous moves. It could be that our algorithm found two reference process traces
with the same number of synchronous moves, yet their number of deviations differs as
the length of the alignments differs. It is up to the readers to select which of the two as
the optimal one. For instance, the one with fewer deviations could be regarded as more
optimal than the other one.

The scope of this dissertation is care pathways with single start and single end
events. In practice, care pathways with multiple end events are common. For those care
pathways, taking each end event individually, computing the optimal alignments for
each end event, and selecting the overall optimal alignments can be considered.

This dissertation focuses on the deviations on the control-flow perspective. Data
perspective is also of great importance. Data perspective refers to the case where
patient’s status should satisfy the conditions prescribed by a specific task. Study [46]
has modeled such constraints in first-order linear temporal logic. Combining these
two perspectives in deviations analysis will identify deviations when conditions failed
but tasks are performed and vice versa. BPMN supports specifying conditions in Split
Gateways. Future research will focus on embedding data perspective in control-flow
aspect. One challenge is that data regarding the patient status should be correctly
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parsed for a specific moment to attach to the corresponding event.

Executable yet original BPMN models are not taken as input model for the reason
that tasks in the model should be assigned a quantized ‘‘distance’’ to the termination
(goal) state. The distance is to provide an estimate on the model dimension (hM ).
This dissertation does not cover a complete set of BPMN constructs. For task-time
matrices, Inclusive Gatewaymapping back to care pathways represents a range number
of activities that are allowed. It causes the uncertainty of the quantized ‘‘distance’’ for
any activity in the process model. This is a challenge for future work.

Compared to the traditional RCTs that are labor-intensive and time-consuming,
techniques developed in this dissertation are able to produce comparative groups of
deviations automatically. Those comparative groups can be used as observational
studies for investigating causes or outcomes of the deviations. As histograms provide a
straightforward and easy-to-comprehensive manner for associations analysis, we used
them for demonstrative purposes. However, the manual checking work (histograms
related) could be replaced by other statistical techniques. In future work, advanced
statistical analysis techniques (e.g. χ-square analysis [126] andWilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
test [127]) should be applied such that association analysis on deviation groups can
be fully automated. Moreover, extensive analytic techniques should be involved to
conductmore comprehensive and thorough analysis of deviations, such as datamining,
machine learning, causal inference [128].

Patients with complex diagnoses could receive multiple care pathways, between
which conflicts may exist. Identifying those conflicts in ongoing care pathways is
especially important for real-time support systems. For a given patient, computing the
optimal alignments between his ongoing log trace and each candidate care pathway
results in a ranking of the level of resemblance of each care pathway. The top ones in the
ranking can be regarded as the ones that a patient is following. Knowing the multiple
pathways that a patient is following, other techniques (e.g. checking rules) can be used
to detect the conflicts related to medical knowledge (e.g. drug-interaction), resources
(e.g. surgery booking), etc. Manual or automatic interventions can be applied to prevent
those conflicts from happening.

The ultimate goal of the analysis is to find the right balance between the flexibility
required by the nature of healthcare processes and the rigor required by the role
of care pathways as standardization tools. Thus, the expectation of high-level and
homogeneous service in healthcare can be realized.
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Appendix A. The transition system

Figure A.1: The original transition system of process model in Figure 2.2.
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Appendix B. Experimental process models

Figure B.1: A process model having multiple process traces in BPMN.
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FigureB.2:Diagnosis validation process for unstable angina in Catharina hospital in theNetherlands in BPMN.
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Figure B.3: Central venous catheter installation training of medical students process in BPMN.
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Figure B.4: Central Venous Catheter installation training of medical students process in Petri nets.
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Appendix C. The flow chart of the weaning protocol

Figure C.1: The flow chart of weaning protocol.
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Summary

Deviations analysis of care pathways using optimal alignments com-
puted via coordinate systems.

Standardized care processes are useful to reduce practice variations, such as the
overuse and waste of healthcare services. However, the highly complex and ad-hoc
characteristics of healthcare processes make the standardization effort prone to failure.
A care pathway is a fine-grained and standardized care process defined for a group of
patients with similar diagnosis and prognosis. The implementation of care pathways
in practice has shown low completion rates and low compliance. The non-conformant
behavior relative to care pathways is called clinical practice deviations. Analyzing
these deviations is an essential step in the plan-do-check-act cycle for continuous
improvement.

Manual and semi-automated approaches for analyzing deviations suffer from effort-
intensiveness, lack of objectiveness, and low quality. As information technologies
are being widely used in hospitals, data capturing the activities along or around care
pathways’ execution are also being recorded. These historical data are a valuable
asset for deviations analysis on a large scale as well as in a cost-efficient manner. To
be able to detect deviations for a given patient’s data, one needs to find a reference
based on the multiple behaviors allowed by the care pathway. Under the assumption
that doctors only deviate when necessary, finding this reference behavior is essentially
finding themost closely related behavior for a patient. This can be further translated into
a computational problem: computing optimal alignments between the actual patient
behavior and a care pathway.

Computing optimal alignments in an efficient manner is challenging due to the
large number of mismatches between the two. In this dissertation, we translated
the optimal alignment problem into a lowest-cost path search problem in coordinate



Summary

systems. A mathematical formulation is established such that optimal alignments
with the maximal number of synchronous moves correspond to the lowest-cost paths
in the mathematical formulation. A theoretical proof and experimental results both
demonstrate that optimality can be fully achieved.

The coordinate system-basedoptimal alignmentsmethod is basedonanewconcept
dubbed execution spaces, which are elementary and generic tomost process languages.
The size of the execution space has an effect on the efficiency of computing optimal
alignments. Especially, an execution space allowinga large amountof process traces, i.e.,
a wide breadth, has a very high time complexity. For typical control-flow care pathways,
experimental results showed that the efficiency is acceptable when use is made of the
regular A* algorithm for their execution spaces. For care pathways specifying undefined
orders among care activities, i.e., task-time matrices, much of the computational effort
is spent on both the generation of the execution spaces and the exploration of the
corresponding big search space. We developed a method which on the one hand
avoids full execution of the care pathway model, and on the other hand employs a
modified version of the A* algorithm that strongly speeds up the exploration. In an
experiment it showed an improved efficiency relative to the regular method, with no
loss of optimality. To increase the practical meaning, we implemented these methods
in BPMN 2.0, a standard, close-to-intuitive, and widely-used modeling language.

To support analyzing the deviations detected by optimal alignments, e.g. inferring
the possible causes, we developed a method for generating comparative deviation
groupswithin the patient population. The presence or absence of groups for a particular
deviation canbeeasily identified. Association analysis canbe applied to the comparative
groups to identifywhether thereexists anassociationbetween thedeviationandspecific
patient variables. With validated associations, actions can be taken for improvement.
A real-life case study was carried out, and the detected deviations and associations are
confirmed with the experts and used in the redesign of the care pathway.
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